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Abstract

This thesis documents the research undertaken to develop a high-performing design of a small-scale quadrotor (four-rotor) helicopter capable of delivering the speed and robustness required for agile motion while also featuring an autonomous visual servoing capability within the size, weight, and power (SWaP) constraint package. The state of the art research was reviewed, and the areas in the existing design methodologies that can potentially be improved were identified, which included development of a comprehensive dynamics model of quadrotor, design and construction of a performance optimized prototype vehicle, high-performance actuator design, design of a robust attitude stabilization controller, and a single chip solution for autonomous vision based position control. The gaps in the current art of designing each component were addressed individually. The outcomes of the corresponding development activities include a high-fidelity dynamics and control model of the vehicle. The model was developed using multi-body bond graph modeling approach to incorporate the dynamic interactions between the frame body and propulsion system. Using an algorithmic size, payload capacity, and flight endurance optimization approach, a quadrotor prototype was designed and constructed. In order to conform to the optimized geometric and performance parameters, the frame of the prototype was constructed using printed circuit board (PCB) technology and processing power was integrated using a single chip field programmable gate array (FPGA) technology. Furthermore,
to actuate the quadrotor at a high update rate while also improving the power efficiency of the actuation system, a ground up FPGA based brushless direct current (BLDC) motor driver was designed using a low-loss commutation scheme and hall effect sensors. A proportional-integral-derivative (PID) technology based closed loop motor speed controller was also implemented in the same FPGA hardware for precise speed control of the motors. In addition, a novel control law was formulated for robust attitude stabilization by adopting a cascaded architecture of active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) technology and PID control technology. Using the same single FPGA chip to drive an on-board downward looking camera, a monocular visual servoing solution was developed to integrate an autonomous position control feature with the quadrotor. Accordingly, a numerically simple relative position estimation technique was implemented in FPGA hardware that relies on a passive landmark/target for 3-D position estimation.

The functionality and effectiveness of the synthesized design were evaluated by performance benchmarking experiments conducted on each individual component as well as on the complete system constructed from these components. It was observed that the proposed small-scale quadrotor, even though just 43 cm in diameter, can lift 434 gm of payload while operating for 18 min. Among the ground up designed components, the FPGA based motor driver demonstrated a maximum of 4% improvement in the power consumption and at the same time can handle a command update at a rate of 16 kHz. The cascaded attitude stabilization controller can asymptotically stabilize the vehicle within 426 ms of the command update. Robust control performance under stochastic wind gusts is also observed from the stabilization controller. Finally, the single chip FPGA based monocular visual servoing solution can estimate pose information at the camera rate of 37 fps and accordingly the quadrotor can autonomously climb/descend and/or hover over a passive target.
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<td>DAQ</td>
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<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoF</td>
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</tr>
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<td>PLL</td>
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<td>RC</td>
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<td>RF</td>
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<td>RTL</td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have become an important tool in military and civilian applications for their potential uses in both indoor and outdoor environments. This rapid adoption of UAVs can be attributed to a variety of factors. The idea of a flight without an onboard human pilot is indeed an attractive one, which greatly reduces size, cost, and, in some sense, complexity to support essential functions to accommodate people. Equally important is the ability of UAVs to prevent human beings from flying into hazardous or hostile environments [1]. Lastly, UAVs are capable of performing various complicated maneuvers which elude even the most talented human pilots. Therefore, UAVs are considered as the best tool for dull, dirty and dangerous surveillance and inspection missions, when compared to manned aircrafts.

Among the two main types of UAVs, fixed-wing and rotor-crafts, rotor-crafts have the important capability of hovering. Subtypes are helicopters and multi-rotors; multi-rotors are preferred for the robustness and modularity of the fuselage, being less subject to damage and easier to repair. Furthermore, quadrotors are the most widespread and least costly multi-rotors. Quadrotors have two pairs of counter-rotating propellers
located at the vertices of a square. The rotational speeds of the motors are varied to obtain the desired flight pattern.

Within the last few decades, the revolutionary advancement of semiconductor and computing technologies evolved the quadrotors into smaller and more efficient aircraft. In addition to that, the systems have become more autonomous and more aware of the environment than ever. Recently quadrotors have been envisioned as the *delivery man* of the future [2]. Of course, their potential uses are virtually limitless and extend far beyond the simple application of delivering packages. A few possible uses include autonomous border surveillance [3], aerial photography & videography, bridge & structure inspection [4], and swarm mobile sensor networks [5].

However, to this date, development of a fully autonomous quadrotor capable of performing the activities in an outdoor environment is still an open problem for researchers. The major functions to design such a quadrotor include reliable sensing, fast actuation, robust stabilization, and autonomous position control. The development process also includes number of engineering challenges such as construction of a platform that can hold all the avionics sensors while demonstrating agile maneuvers, development of a high performance actuation system capable of generating agile motion, formulation of a low level stabilization control system, and a high level autonomous position control feature. Performing the aforementioned tasks encompasses both analysis and synthesis of UAV motion control laws and the associated hardware implementation. This requires expert engineering knowledge from several disciplines including electronics, system integration, control engineering, and software development. Correspondingly, this thesis focuses on the theoretical and practical aspects of designing and implementing a prototype of an agile quadrotor platform based on field programmable gate array (FPGA) hardware that can be employed in autonomous surveillance activities in a relatively harsh outdoor condition.
1.1 Motivation

General requirements to achieve agile motion of a quadrotor include: a vehicle frame equipped with all the necessary avionics yet capable of demonstrating highly dynamics maneuvers, a fast and energy efficient actuation module to exploit the agility of the vehicle at low power cost, a robust control module that can demonstrate reliable performance even under external disturbance, and finally an appropriate position control system to realize autonomous localization. Typically it is difficult to adhere to these specifications when a quadrotor is constructed using off-the-shelf components, because off-the-shelf vehicle frames, actuators, sensors and control hardware that are designed for general purpose use cannot address application-specific requirements of speed, size, and compatibility. Thus this thesis is principally motivated by the need for a design approach that addresses speed, reliability, and SWaP (size, weight, and power) requirements of an agile autonomous quadrotor from the ground up.

Many researchers have studied the structural synthesis of an agile quadrotor [6, 7] and have concluded that size and weight reduction can result in increased agility of the vehicle. However, reducing the size shrinks the available real-estate for integration of multiple sensors and powerful processing units leading to a challenge of practical implementation. Correspondingly, this thesis employs published architectures for designing small-scale quadrotors that suggest a printed circuit board (PCB) as the vehicle frame (see Section 2.2). However, the existing art involves multiple PCBs vertically stacked to accommodate various processing units, which increases the size and hinders the agility. As a solution to this vicious cycle, this thesis proposes a design methodology to construct a small-scale quadrotor vehicle frame that is optimized for payload capacity and flight endurance. Accordingly, PCB technology is proposed to construct the small-scale vehicle frame, and single chip processing based on FPGA technology is chosen to be integrated with the PCB.
Along with the vehicle frame design, a high performance motor-propeller assembly is needed to add agile actuation capacity to the platform. Many actuation (i.e., motor) control technologies for the quadrotor have been proposed in literature (see Section 2.4.1). Most of these controllers are based on an off-the-shelf electronic speed controller (ESC) that has a limited command update rate (typically < 400 Hz) making it less attractive for a high performance quadrotor design. Moreover, the off-the-shelf ESCs do not allow access to their motor commutation algorithms and do not offer closed loop speed control. In recognition of these limitations while appreciating the capacity of FPGA hardware, which can offer parallel computation, superior speed, greater reliability, and power efficiency [8], this thesis proposes a ground up development and implementation of a brushless direct current (BLDC) motor control algorithm implementable on FPGA hardware.

As an under-actuated aerial platform, a quadrotor is only capable of a stable hover at its equilibrium. For the same reason, its position and attitude cannot be controlled simultaneously [9]. Moreover, when the platform is agile, developing a stabilization control algorithm for the vehicle becomes a challenging task. Many stabilization control algorithms for the quadrotor have been reported in the literature (see Section 2.4). However, a stabilization control algorithm that is robust in both a nominal hover and a hover in the presence of an external disturbance is rare. Motivated by this gap in the existing studies, this thesis proposes a robust stabilization control algorithm based on active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) [10] technology and a cascaded control architecture [11]. Unlike many modern controllers, the ADRC can deliver robust control performance without the requirement of a model of the system, which allows this control technique to be particularly suitable for embedded applications.

A quadrotor is considered autonomous when it can feature position control along
with its stabilization control. In general, the orientation measurement feedback for stabilization is acquired from inertial sensors (composed of gyros, accelerometers and magnetometers) while outdoor position and velocity measurements are obtained from a global positioning system (GPS). The main drawback of the common GPS receivers used in UAVs is the fact that position measurements may be inaccurate by up to a few meters. Therefore, the GPS solution for navigation is not applicable in the case where precision position control is required. On the other hand, using vision as a measuring system has multiple advantages over employing other sensors. For example, cameras are passive and in general are also light and cheap. Furthermore, they can be used for both indoor and outdoor applications. Given the size and weight restrictions faced by a small-scale agile quadrotor, this thesis proposes a ground up development of a camera sensor populated on the same PCB that acts as the vehicle frame. For the development of the camera driver and to implement the vision based position control (visual servoing), the same FPGA hardware is used that holds the rest of the digital circuits discussed above. This results in a single chip visual servoing solution suitable for integration in a small-scale quadrotor. Different visual servoing techniques have been reported in literature (see Section 2.5) ranging from a monocular approach to a stereoscopic approach using both a passive target and active landmarks. However, most of the visual servoing algorithms are computationally expensive and are not suitable for single FPGA implementation. Moreover, implementing a control application on FPGA hardware in an exercise in designing digital circuits has yet to be adopted widely by the practicing control engineers, who are accustomed to developing control applications for conventional control platforms in the form of software codes. Correspondingly, this thesis proposes a numerically simple monocular visual servoing technique complemented with a discrete Kalman Filter based motion sensing algorithm to develop a feedback controller for position control of the platform.
1.2 Statement of Co-Authorship

The thesis has been undertaken under the framework of the Intelligent Sensor Platform for Remotely Piloted Vehicles (INSPIRUS) project at Memorial University of Newfoundland. The focus of the project is to develop functions for autonomous operation of UAVs, and includes both ground and aerial robots. The author has collaborated with other researchers of the project to accomplish the goals of this thesis. Research outcomes have been published in peer-reviewed full length conference papers. Among the publications, this thesis includes content from [12, 13, 14, 15], which were principally written by the thesis author. In addition, permission for reusing each of these articles in an academic dissertation was obtained from the appropriate copyright owners.

The contributions of the thesis in these publications include a literature survey, development of the central concept, development of a mathematical framework, designing of experiments, data analysis, and interpretation of results. The co-authors have contributed by providing expert critiques on the research approach and the theoretical foundation. Additionally, they have assisted in construction of test-bench, executing experiments, and have implemented designs devised by the thesis author. With the exception of Section 3.3.5, Section 3.3.4.1, Section 3.3.6, Section 3.3.10, and Section 7.4.1, the author claims total intellectual ownership of the engineering designs, the formulations, and the analyses presented in this thesis. The design ideas of motor driver circuitry presented in Section 3.3.4.1 were primarily conceived by Dr. Nicholas Krouglicof, the principal investigator of the INSPIRUS project. The iPad interface of the ground control station (GCS) presented in Section 3.3.10, the implementation of contour tracking in FPGA hardware for visual servoing presented in Section 7.4.1, and the development of the FPGA hardware itself were jointly developed by various project members of the INSPIRUS project. Therefore, the thesis author, along
with other project personnel contributed towards implementation and revision of the aforementioned design ideas.

### 1.3 Contributions of the Thesis

The contributions of the thesis can be summarized for both theoretical and practical aspects of quadrotor aerial robots, which are elaborated in the following list:

**Design and prototyping of a performance optimized small-scale quadrotor:**
In order to develop a prototype quadrotor that can offer a good balance between size, payload capacity, and flight endurance an optimized design and construction methodology is presented in this study. The novelty of the approach lies in the monolithic integration of vehicle frame and processing power that can conform to the optimized size and performance parameters. Accordingly, the frame of the vehicle is constructed based on PCB technology which can keep the size and weight of the vehicle within the design specifications and also offer increased payload capacity while retaining agility of the vehicle. To meet the SWaP restriction of the small-scale quadrotor, single chip FPGA based processing hardware is chosen to integrate on the same PCB frame. The result is a size, weight and power efficient small-scale agile quadrotor capable of carrying a high payload while also offering longer flight time. The performance improvement is demonstrated through comparative study conducted with respect to commercial platforms of similar form-factor.

**Development of bond-graph based multibody dynamics modeling and control law for aerial vehicles with a case study focused on quadrotor UAV:**
Typical modeling approaches formulate time derivative equations of platform dynamics based on the assumption that the platform is a single rigid body with its body
axis aligned to the center of gravity of the platform. However, the formulation obtained in that approach has fewer provisions for modification and model expansion. The novelty of the proposed modeling technique originates from the considerations of the dynamics of each component of the vehicle that has its own dynamics, and the inclusion of interaction between components using mechanical joints. Unlike a single rigid body model, which ignores the effect of multi-body interactions that occur in a real system, the proposed comprehensive multi-body model can reproduce actual dynamic behaviour of the respective system. Moreover, the proposed graphical modular modeling approach mitigates obsolescence of the model. The performance and the accuracy of the model are validated via simulation study conducted by taking a quadrotor as a case example.

**Design, development, and implementation of FPGA based power efficient BLDC motor controller for aerial vehicles:** Because of limitations in command update rate, power efficiency, and the absence of closed loop speed control in the off-the-shelf motor controllers, they are not suitable as the actuation systems of agile quadrotors. Alternatively, utilizing the parallelism of the FPGA technology, a ground up BLDC motor driver and speed controller are developed in this thesis by employing a trapezoidal back-EMF (electromotive force) profile and a power efficient commutation control algorithm. The performance of both commutation and closed loop PID velocity control was experimentally validated using a corresponding implementation in FPGA hardware.

**Formulation of a cascaded robust stabilization control law for quadrotor and its implementation in FPGA hardware:** This thesis proposes a novel cascaded attitude stabilization control law using PID as the inner loop high dynamics angular rate controller and ADRC as the outer loop disturbance compensated orienta-
tion controller. This is in contrast with the conventional stabilization controller that heavily relies on a system model making it less suitable for systems that typically encounter perturbation of dynamic parameters due to external disturbances (i.e., wind gusts). In addition, the model based controller involves complex numerical computation, making it impractical for realization in real-time parallel processing hardware, which is a key computational component in the space constrained agile platform, as discussed above. A series of performance characteristics experiments were performed to evaluate the stabilization performance both in nominal hover and hover in gusty wind conditions.

Development and implementation of a single chip visual servoing solution for a small-scale quadrotor capable of measuring 3-D position relative to a static ground landmark during flight using a single downward looking camera and a passive landmark: Employing the projection from an infra-red (IR) landmark and processing vision using a pinhole camera model, a computationally efficient position estimation algorithm is proposed and deployed in the FPGA hardware that can compensate for vehicle angular motion for accurate localization in real-time. Furthermore, vision processing data is fused with an inertial sensor for velocity estimation of the vehicle. Accordingly, a feedback position control system is developed for autonomous visual servoing. The uniqueness of the proposed technique lies in the monolithic integration of the image processing, vision processing, motion processing, and control law in a single chip FPGA processor that uses a monocular perspective view from a quadrotor to perform autonomous maneuvers.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis

The following is a brief outline of the remainder of the thesis.
Chapter 2 briefly reviews the existing literature relevant to the engineering challenges associated with each contribution discussed in the previous section.

Chapter 3 details the design and construction of the performance optimized agile quadrotor that will be employed in the rest of the thesis as the test-bench. Comparative analysis of the optimized performance between the proposed prototype and off-the-shelf quadrotors are also presented in this chapter.

Chapter 4 constructs the appropriate dynamic models of the quadrotor and its actuation system to conduct simulation studies.

Chapter 5 details the development and implementation procedure of the FPGA based BLDC motor driver/controller. Experimental results are presented along with the performance evaluation of the driver and the controller.

Chapter 6 formulates the ADRC-PID cascade attitude stabilization control law. In addition, the FPGA implementation of the stabilization system is described here. Experimental evaluation of the controller is presented with performance analysis and the interpretation of the controller response.

Chapter 7 documents the procedure of the monocular visual servoing technique for a SWaP constraint quadrotor and achieves the complete system in a single FPGA chip through development of the appropriate digital circuits. It also reports the validation of the system’s functionality and performance through experimental results.

Chapter 8 offers the concluding remarks along with a discussion on limitations of the study and possible scope for future research.
2.1 Introduction

Unmanned vehicles, including aerial vehicles, offer new perspectives for transportation and services. Although the legal requirements are still quite restrictive [16], UAV applications, and in particular quadrotor usage, are becoming widespread, from military usage to civil applications, such as inspection tasks [4] and aerial imaging [17]. Since the interest of this thesis is to automate broadly-used UAVs, the quadrotor platform is chosen as the preferred vehicle for this study.

Recent technological advances in sensors, actuators, batteries, and processing modules that allow installing on quadrotors all components necessary for autonomous flights at a reasonable cost also constitutes a favourable factor. However, the development of these applications raises several challenges. First, from a mechanical point of view, the vehicle must have good flying capabilities (i.e., agility and maneuverability) and provide enough payload for embarked sensors with a long flight time to reliably conduct outdoor missions. While the specific limits on size, weight and cost are, of course, arbitrary to an extent, the motivation is to develop a low cost platform that
needs to be agile in performance and has an optimum capacity of payload loading and flight endurance. A survey of agile quadrotor design techniques is presented in Section 2.2.

A good understanding of quadrotor maneuvers, associated aerodynamic effects, and fine modeling of these effects is crucial to design control laws for the vehicle to optimize the maneuverability and energetic efficiency of the system. Accordingly, a survey of existing accurate numerical modeling techniques is conducted in Section 2.3. The simulation model is also useful to evaluate the performance, robustness, and limitations of the controller.

Since the FPGA hardware is chosen as the real-time processing unit for the platform, it is more efficient to use the same FPGA hardware as the motor driver and motor speed controller instead of using a separate module available for a general purpose. The approach not only saves real-estate and the cost of adding new components but also reduces the weight required by the off-the-shelf module. Moreover, the custom actuator design approach increases the flexibility of implementing a power efficient motor commutation and control technique, which is required to achieve long flight endurance, as the motors are the primary power consumer of a quadrotor. A review of the state-of-the-art BLDC motor driving techniques using FPGA technology is reported in Section 2.4.1.

Relying on information provided by the sensing unit, effective control can help in overcoming the limitations of inexpensive sensors used to design a cost-effective platform. In general, the quadrotor control task requires two levels: low level flight stabilization control (i.e., attitude control) and high level flight translation control. For low level flight stabilization control of the platform with reasonable robustness to aerodynamic perturbations (such as wind gusts), a feedback control law must possess fast response and the capability of disturbance compensation. Accordingly, Section
2.4.2 provides a survey of existing control techniques for low-level stabilization control of a quadrotor, ranging from simple linear control to complex nonlinear controllers, essentially to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the control techniques, keeping in mind that the prototyping platform used in this thesis is FPGA based hardware.

Finally to integrate a real-time high level control feature such as vision based position control in a small-scale quadrotor, appropriate sensor technology and a vision processing algorithm need to be developed. Besides the size, weight, and power restriction of the platform, an appropriate computational hardware has to be accommodated for the development of the visual servoing solution. Since in a non-instrumented environment no single sensor can produce direct measurement of pose, a combination of sensors may have to be used to accomplish this task. Accordingly, Section 2.5 presents an extensive vision based position estimation technique and development of high level control and planning methods for addressing sensing, vision and control challenges associated with a small-scale quadrotor.

This chapter provides both the comprehensive background research and the review of related works targeting each of the challenges that have been addressed in this study. The objective is to bestow the reader with the needed information to analyze the rest of the document.

2.2 Design of Performance Optimized Quadrotor

A conventional quadrotor design has a structure which includes a body that is formed with a simple composite material or wood so that the body can be independently built from electric and electron structures that control the electronic devices for a flight. The weight increase causes the main board, the battery and the propeller to be enlarged, and accordingly the structure of the flying vehicle becomes complicated,
difficult to assemble, and increase the production cost of the flying vehicle. Subse-
sequently, the increase of the weight of the flying vehicle decreases the efficiency of
flight [18]. In order to address the challenges associated with size, weight, and agility
of the quadrotor, existing research has reported various conclusive remarks. It was
experimentally shown by [7] that agile performance of a quadrotor can be achieved by
reducing the size of the vehicle platform to attain greater acceleration that also en-
ablest rapid response to disturbances resulting in greater platform stability. There are
two commonly accepted approaches that study scaling in aerial vehicles [19]. Froude
scaling suggests that the linear acceleration of the quadrotor is independent of the
characteristic length of the vehicle while the angular acceleration $\alpha \sim L^{-1}$. On the
other hand, Mach scaling leads to the conclusion that linear acceleration $a \sim L$ while
angular acceleration of the quadrotor $\alpha \sim L^{-2}$. In [6], authors have experimentally
demonstrated the result of the scaling criterion and proved that smaller quadrotors
are more agile. However, a small platform size to allow agile maneuver can result
in limited payload capacity to carry useful onboard sensing modules and does not
offer high flight endurance. These three features are in contradiction with each other,
making platform selection difficult.

Table 2.1 shows a list of the current, most commonly used hovering platforms
below 80 cm diameter that are commercially available [20]. Most of these platforms
have a payload capacity of 50 gm to 250 gm, with the exception of the Pelican which
has almost 500 gm payload capacity. However, the platform size is too large to
demonstrate agile performance. It is evident from the chart that as the size decreases,
the payload capacity decreases with it. This is largely due to its own structural weight
that compromises the payload capability. On the other hand, most of the platforms
have around 12 to 20 min maximum flight endurance. However, there is no visible
trend of flight time observed that varies with the size.
Table 2.1: Review of commercially available multi-rotor UAVs less than 80 cm, sorted by platform size (in diameter)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform Name</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Flight Time Max.</th>
<th>Take-off Weight Max.</th>
<th>Payload Max.</th>
<th>Payload Loading</th>
<th>Battery Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hornett</td>
<td>29 cm</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>350 gm</td>
<td>50 gm</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coax</td>
<td>34 cm</td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>320 gm</td>
<td>70 gm</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hummingbird</td>
<td>53 cm</td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>750 gm</td>
<td>200 gm</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.R.Drone</td>
<td>56 cm</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>550 gm</td>
<td>150 gm</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64 cm</td>
<td>12 min</td>
<td>550 gm</td>
<td>100 gm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelican</td>
<td>75 cm</td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>1250 gm</td>
<td>500 gm</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80 cm</td>
<td>18 min</td>
<td>1250 gm</td>
<td>370 gm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-X4</td>
<td>79 cm</td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>980 gm</td>
<td>250 gm</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzing the capabilities of these platforms, it is safe to say that if the structure weight of a small platform can be developed, the payload capacity will improve significantly. At the same time, if the propulsion system for the platform is developed carefully, the flight endurance of a small-scale vehicle can be sustained. Accordingly, a dimension estimation technique [20] is adopted in this study to optimize platform size, flight endurance, and payload capacity of the quadrotor. The optimization algorithm uses the geometric constraint of the vehicle and the well established Momentum theory [21].

To improve the flexibility of sensor integration in a small-scale vehicle, [18] reported a construction approach where the electronics are stacked on the vehicle platform. The mainframe was designed around a PCB, which also acts as the medium for circuit construction. Since the PCB is composed primarily of fiberglass, a PCB frame provides sufficient rigidity without adding to the weight of the system [22]. This thesis accordingly adopts the idea through a monolithic integration of the frame and the actuators (i.e., motor-propeller assembly) of a quadrotor helicopter on a single
PCB, which can result in an exceptionally lightweight and low-cost UAV system that is capable of agile performance.

In addition to size, weight, and power restrictions of a small-scale platform, the vehicle demands an efficient control processor that can generate maneuver control signals quickly enough to demonstrate agile maneuver. To this end, micro-processor technology has been used in both small-scale and large scale quadrotors. However, when multiple sensing modules are installed along with vision sensors, the performance of the microprocessor degrades due to the sequential operating mechanism of the processor. In the past researchers have used FPGA hardware to carry the parts of the sensing and control activity that are time critical while leaving the other processes for the microprocessor [23, 24]. However, having multiple control boards increases the weight and power requirement of the quadrotor leading to compromised flight endurance of the vehicle. Because of the limitations of multiple processor integration, a single FPGA based quadrotor construction is proposed in this study. Moreover, an FPGA chip can be populated directly on the PCB frame, which is conducive to the light-weight design requirements of a performance optimized platform [25].

Chapter 3 presents a detailed design of a performance optimized quadrotor through development of a dimension versus performance optimization method. Further, a prototype quadrotor is developed with the help of PCB technology for frame construction and FPGA technology for processor integration.

### 2.3 Accurate Dynamics Modeling of Quadrotor

A model of the quadrotor UAV is necessary to facilitate controller design tasks and allow the validation of the design concepts through simulations. The topic of quadrotor helicopter flight dynamics has been extensively investigated in [26]. Additionally, a
comprehensive overview of helicopter aerodynamics has been presented in [27], which provides an explanation of both the Momentum Theory and Blade Element Theory.

In more recent years, further approaches to modeling quadrotor platforms have been investigated and validated with real flight test data. In [28], the derivation of aerodynamic forces used in the equations of motion for stability and control analysis of a quadrotor is presented. In [29], authors gave a theoretical analysis of the dynamics of a quadrotor in order to develop a model of it. An interesting aspect of the work was a method to determine the moments of inertia in which the authors assumed masses with known geometric shapes attached to a center of rotation by thin rods. Authors in [30] developed a quadrotor robot using a custom-built chassis and avionics with off-the-shelf motors and batteries. Additionally, the authors provided modeling techniques for controller design of the vehicle. The work presented in [31] investigated three separate aerodynamic effects; namely, total thrust produced, blade flapping, and airflow disruption. They showed that these effects caused moments that affected attitude control, and thrust variation that affected altitude control.

Some of the most crucial effects to be modeled entail the dynamics of the motors [32]. In [33] a model of Direct Current (DC) motors is used as the actuator model for the quadrotor. From this model two main aspects are highlighted: first, the model is nonlinear, since it includes a quadratic term; second, it includes a time constant parameter, meaning that there will be a delay between input requested and actual rotor speed.

The dynamics models developed in previous literature are based on a single rigid body model. For deriving the system model, essentially two common approaches have been adopted; the Lagrangian approach [34, 35] or the Newton Euler formulation [29, 30]. However, due to the natural existence of many dependent inertial elements resulting from kinematic constraints involved in a quadrotor system composed of
multiple bodies, a single rigid body can result in compromised accuracy [36].

In contrast, this work presents a multi-body approach for dynamics and control modeling of the quadrotor vehicle using bond graphs, wherein the mainframe of the vehicle is assumed to be one body, and each of the motor-propeller assemblies are considered as separate bodies connected to the mainframe via four revolute joints. Newton-Euler formalism with body fixed coordinates is used to model the dynamics of each rigid body. A DC motor model is used to incorporate the actuator dynamics. Unlike a single rigid body model, which ignores the effect of multi-body interactions that occur in a real system, the proposed comprehensive multi-body model can reproduce actual dynamic behaviour of the respective system [37, 38, 39]. The graphical nature and explicit power flow paths inherent in the bond graph formalism facilitate a graphical approach for multi-body model construction.

Using the numerical model developed by Bouabdallah in [35] a bond-graph based quadrotor dynamics model has been developed by the author in his past research work [12]. A similar approach is taken to develop a bond-graph model of a quadrotor in [40]. In this study, multi-body interaction dynamics is incorporated to the models to improve the accuracy of the model. In order to develop a comprehensive model, motor dynamics are also incorporated along with the multi-body interaction as presented in Chapter 4.

2.4 FPGA based flight Controller for Quadrotor

Because agility is a prerequisite for a UAV to react swiftly to external disturbances, the vehicle must have the dynamic capability to adapt to external perturbations without compromising vehicle stability. It is obvious that the dynamic response of the overall system can be improved by improving the dynamics of each component that builds up
the quadrotor. The primary components that contribute to the dynamics are the four BLDC motors that drive the four propellers. It is possible to improve the dynamics of the quadrotor by enhancing the performance of the BLDC motor controller. Along with the BLDC motor controller, a robust stabilization control algorithm is mandatory to utilize the full potential (i.e., agility) of the vehicle. Accordingly, existing literature focused on the BLDC motor driver, motor speed controller, and stabilization controller is reviewed in the following sections.

2.4.1 High Performance BLDC Motor Driver/Controller

BLDC motors are widely used actuators for UAV systems. According to authors in [41], BLDC motors are also suitable for applications where the volume available for the drive installation is restricted. Therefore use of BLDC motors as UAV actuators has been a suitable solution until now.

Recently, several attempts have been made to drive BLDC motors using a six-transistor H-Bridge circuit to drive the three phases of the motor [42] and in some cases the hardware chosen for implementing the controller was FPGA [43, 8, 44]. In [8], authors have attempted electronic commutation of a BLDC motor. To spin the BLDC motor, the stator windings were energized in a sequence and the rotor position information has been used to define the proper energizing sequence. Typically, in sensor based control the rotor position is sensed using Hall effect sensors embedded in the stator. By reading the Hall effect sensors, a 3-b code can be obtained, with values ranging from one to six. Each code value represents a sector in which the rotor is presently located. Each code value therefore provides information on the windings that need to be excited to turn the rotor [45]. Since inverter switches are used to commutate the motor winding, there is switching loss associated with the driving of the motor. However, proper implementation of a low-loss commutation algorithm
can minimize the switching loss and accordingly consume less power during motor operation, which can result in a power efficient actuation system for the quadrotor.

In order to vary the speed of the motor, authors in [46] proposed a speed control technique for BLDC motors that involves changing the applied voltage across the motor phases. The controller used a sensor-ed method based on the concept of pulse width modulation, PWM. In the last two decades, many sensor-less drive solutions [47] have also been offered to eliminate the position sensor for BLDC motors with trapezoidal back-EMFs. In [48], researchers have developed commutation to vary speed based on hysteresis control. Both hysteresis control and trapezoidal back-EMF base commutation are analogous to the hall sensor waveforms. However, sensor-less commutation is inefficient for low speed operation as the magnitude of back-emf generated in low speed is not enough to estimate the position information. Therefore a versatile motor driver requires sensor based commutation to derive the position of the rotor during commutation.

On the other hand, to implement closed loop speed control of the motor the simplest and most effective control scheme was found to be a proportional-integral (PI) controller; however, the choice of a proper structure to provide an anti-windup strategy is still an open question to the researcher [49]. To support the feedback control loop various speed measurement techniques are developed using hall sensor signals as the basis of estimation [50, 51]. Though the time based hall sensors are easy to implement in discrete hardware, they are susceptible to noise [52] due to the misalignment associated with the installation of the hall sensors. To overcome the noise in the time based speed estimation, speed observers have also been reported in recent studies [53, 54]. However, observer based estimation requires more hardware resources compared with the time based estimation. Accordingly, both estimation techniques are studied in this thesis with the aim to choose the appropriate technology.
suitable for FPGA implementation.

Although off-the-shelf BLDC motor controllers are readily available, they do not provide access to the commutation control algorithm and they are limited to low update rate operation. Using an off the shelf controller can have a compromised outcome in an agile quadrotor. In addition, off-the-shelf controllers do not feature closed loop control. Cognizant of the limitations in the off the shelf controller and adopting the technologies and ideas from the aforementioned research studies, a single FPGA based BLDC motor driver is developed and a closed loop speed control law is implemented in Chapter 5. Since a custom commutation technique is adopted in this ground up development of motor driver, it is possible to implement a low-loss commutation algorithm that can result in a power efficient motor driver when compared to the off-the-shelf speed driver that uses classic commutation technique for simplicity of implementation.

### 2.4.2 Robust Attitude Stabilization of Quadrotor

Control of a quadrotor is a challenging task due to the fact that the vehicle is under-actuated (i.e., the DoF of the system are greater than the number of actuators) and this presents strong nonlinear dynamics. Besides the non-linear behaviour, an added challenge for the controller is to stabilize the platform in the presence of unpredictable external disturbances like wind gusts or sensor noise.

Many flight control algorithms ranging from linear conventional PD control [55, 56] and PID control [57, 58] to more advanced non-linear control techniques such as backstepping [59, 60] and feedback linearization [61, 62] have been proposed in the literature. Authors in [63], present a comprehensive overview of such methods in the context of linear as well as nonlinear control systems. In terms of linear systems, multiple references are given to Single Input Single Output (SISO) PID control as
well as optimal control strategies such as the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) [64], Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG), and Gain Scheduling [65]. Nevertheless, only a few studies have been done in the case when the quadrotor is affected by external disturbances. For example, in [66], an integral predictive and robust nonlinear $H_\infty$ control strategy for a quadrotor was introduced. In [67], novel nonlinear feedback control laws are proposed to compensate for modeling errors and perform robustly against external perturbations such as wind gusts. Table 2.2 shows a summary of the control laws with their advantages, disadvantages and applications. In [68], the authors proposed the unconventional approach of a classic control law (cascaded control architecture) for stabilizing a platform with high dynamics, wherein the authors augmented a classical PID controller with another term for aggressive maneuvers. This controller consists of four terms. The first three terms are the same as like the ideal PID controller. The fourth term is trying to stabilize the rate of the Euler angle rate (acceleration) and to overcome the high acceleration effect.

Unlike a classical model independent PID controller, some of the non-linear controllers can efficiently handle external disturbance and model uncertainties. However, the prior art generally attempts to implement controllers on off-the-shelf vehicle platforms that are equipped with a controller capable of handling complex mathematical formulations. In addition to that, implementing a control algorithm and image processing algorithm in the same processing device can lead to latency in computation and accordingly poor control performance. In order to address this, the FPGA is used in this study as the sole processing hardware that will hold all the digital circuits of the auto-flight system. Since the FPGA is not suitable for deploying complex mathematical formulations, a numerically efficient disturbance rejection control technology is adopted here, widely known as the Active Disturbance Rejection Control (ADRC) law. The ADRC is a novel control technology proposed by Han [10] that borrows
Table 2.2: Review of existing control law implemented in quadrotor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Law</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>Associated Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PD and PID</td>
<td>Easy implantation, model independent, very common control scheme design in real life applications</td>
<td>Poor robustness when the system encounters multiple challenges, not optimal solution</td>
<td>[55, 56, 57, 58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQR</td>
<td>Handles complex dynamic systems, robust performance, asymptotically stable for controllable systems, large stability margin</td>
<td>Requires access to the full state which is not always possible, Difficult to implement in discrete hardware</td>
<td>[64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backstepping</td>
<td>Robust to external disturbances, handles all the states of the system and accounts for the nonlinearities</td>
<td>Difficult to implement in discrete hardware, Time inefficient</td>
<td>[59, 60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain Scheduling</td>
<td>Simple implementation of the control laws over the full flight envelope</td>
<td>Resource inefficient, Time inefficient</td>
<td>[65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascaded Control</td>
<td>Efficient in handling fast dynamics, Easy to implement</td>
<td>Not robust in handling external disturbances</td>
<td>[68, 11]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the idea of error driven control from classic control theory, rather than model-based control. It employs an extended state observer (ESO) [69] to estimate the external disturbance in real time and adjust the error driven control effort [70] resulting in a robust control performance with a low computational cost. Although the ADRC has been successfully implemented in many control problems, including for an aerial vehicle [71, 72], a survey of related literature suggests that its application in quadrotor stabilization has been extremely limited. However, only a simulation experiment has been conducted where an attitude control law was developed for quadrotor stabilization.

Utilizing the cascaded control architecture for handling aggressive quadrotor dynamics and ADRC control to compensate for external disturbances in real time, a
novel ADRC and PID based cascaded control architecture is proposed in Chapter 6 of this thesis, that demonstrates the robust stabilization performance both in nominal flight and under wind gusts.

2.5 Monocular Visual Servoing of Quadrotor

The design of UAVs capable of performing precision navigation usually involves a trade-off between performance of the navigation sensors and the weight of the sensors. Due to the limitations on the payload of small quadrotors, research on vision based control that can perform meaningful tasks is still in its infancy. Recent research that applied a vision based control approach [73, 74, 75, 76, 77] used bigger quadrotors equipped with sophisticated sensors, as a larger vehicle offers high payload capabilities to integrate a large number of components. But larger quadrotors are neither agile nor cost effective when it comes to performing missions in a space constrained environment or dynamically changing weather. In addition, the orientation measurement of the UAVs is achieved by using an inertial sensor (i.e., IMU or AHRS) while position and velocity measurements are obtained from a GPS. The main drawback of the common GPS receivers used in aerial vehicles is the fact that GPS receivers do not work in indoor operations and the position measurements are inaccurate by up to a few meters when operating outdoors. Therefore, the GPS solution for precision navigation is not applicable in the case where precision hovering, tracking or position hold is required. In contrast, use of vision as a measuring system has multiple advantages over employing other sensors. For example, cameras are passive and in general are also light and cheap. They can be used for both indoor and outdoor applications as well. It is therefore necessary to analyze the implications of utilizing a vision sensor (i.e., a camera) that will appear in the control loop. Vision based position
estimation and position control are referred to as visual servoing. The approach has been adopted in many applications for developing navigation control algorithms of aerial vehicles. The author in [78] presents an overview of different visual servoing techniques, differentiating between two main categories: direct visual servoing, in which the visual control is directly responsible for giving actuator commands to the robot, and indirect visual servoing, in which the visual control gives a control input to a lower level control loop that computes actuator commands of the robot. Since the quadrotor developed in this study contains an inner loop attitude controller, an indirect visual servoing approach is surveyed for the development of a visual servoing system.

Different contributions for solving this problem have been reported in literature. The key to the visual servoing mechanism is the relative position estimation algorithm based on analysis of feature information in the image. Two fundamental techniques have been reported in literature, one using a landing pattern or landing target and the other without any reference target. For example, among reported research that did not use a reference target, authors in [79] proposed a recursive method for estimating range using a Kalman filter with a monocular sequence of images. In [80], authors have developed a UAV system using an inertial measurement unit (IMU) and four onboard cameras for the purposes of localization and pattern recognition. In [81], authors have used optical flow for hovering flight and vertical landing control. In the former projects, calculations are done by the ground station, which reduces the requirement of on-board real-estate and allows for great processing power at the ground station, but leads to restrictions for achieving complete autonomy.

On the other hand, in [82], the author proposed a monocular iterative pose estimation technique to estimate all six degrees of freedom (DoFs) using a single camera and a passive target with at least five points with known geometry. The author
developed a system of non-linear equations based on Euler-Rodrigus parameters and the quaternion representation of finite rotation formula. The solution is evaluated using iterative least square analysis of the equations. In [83], the author presented an on board vision system to detect the landing pad, where the 5 DoFs pose of the UAV is estimated via an onboard downward looking camera. In [84], the authors proposed an efficient design of the landing marker as well as a vision-based landing marker detection algorithm. In [85], a dual camera is adopted to estimate the 6-DoF pose of the UAV. Location is achieved via an onboard camera and a camera on the ground. In [86], a recursive least squares approach is developed to estimate range, assuming that height remains approximately constant above a certain target. Authors in [87] used a downward-looking camera to track a target with known characteristics. The motion of the target is also known. A template matching algorithm is used for acquiring the target in the images and is integrated with a trajectory controller for landing the helicopter. The position of the target in the image is used as the input to a robust Kalman filter. A linear controller based on a kinematic model of the helicopter is used to perform trajectory following and landing. A system is presented in [88] that would allow a UAV to land autonomously on a carrier moving on the ground (in a horizontal plane only). The authors used a Wii remote IR camera for tracking a known pattern of IR lights installed in the moving carrier. PID control techniques were used to perform the landing mission, augmented by second order derivative terms (acceleration of the vehicle). Visual servoing has also been demonstrated by combining vision with inertial measurements in a filter as shown in [89, 90]. Other approaches using different combinations of sensors can also be found: authors in [91] combine vision with GPS, in [92] a vision sensor is combined with IMU and GPS; in [93] a camera, laser range, and IMU as sensors were used for full navigation. Most of the reported algorithms are computationally expensive and
demand a processor with high computational power, which in turn demands larger real-estate for implementation. Since small aerial platforms are SWaP constrained, it is important to stress the computing platform for integration of the visual servoing hardware and realization of its associated algorithms. Accordingly, this study proposes FPGA hardware as the solution for a computing platform for small-scale UAVs and adopts the idea of a monocular approach for visual servoing using a single landmark.

Since the early days of reconfigurable computing, FPGAs have been an attractive platform for implementing image processing [94] and real time computing. The inherent parallelism in typical image processing algorithms and the capability of FPGAs to harness that parallelism through custom hardware make FPGAs an excellent computational match. A tremendous amount of research has explored the use of FPGAs for various vision systems, ranging from simple filtering, to stereo vision systems, to multi-target tracking (see for example [95, 96]). Largely due to Moore’s law, FPGA technology has made significant advances to the point where sophisticated imaging systems can be implemented on a single FPGA [97, 98]. This approach is unique, as it not only meets the SWaP requirement of the UAV, but also makes the image acquisition and image processing at high speed through the use of parallelism of FPGA hardware, and two SRAMs (Static Random Access Memory) that are integrated with the FPGA chip.

One of the other features of successful vision-based helicopter control is the frequency at which camera images are sampled and processed. Helicopters can move quickly and it is not guaranteed that the update rate of a vision system is high enough for control purposes. According to [99], on-board image processing must be performed at a frame rate of 30 Hz or higher for effective vision-based object tracking. In the case of FPGA hardware implementation, where parallel computation of camera control, image processing, and control law evaluation is possible, the update rate of
the vision sensor is limited by the image capture rate of the camera. Accordingly, a camera is developed from the ground up to utilize the full potential of the image sensor.

In addition, this study borrows the concept of state estimation using Kalman filter to estimate relative velocity of the quadrotor using position information from the camera sensor. Subsequently, a cascaded position PID controller is implemented wherein the inner-loop controls the velocity estimated by the Kalman Filter and the outer-loop controls the position measured using image sensor data. As a reference for the position estimation a passive target containing a circle with known diameter is used. The complete FPGA hardware implementation of the proposed visual servoing technique is presented in Chapter 7.

2.6 Conclusion

The existing literature on agile quadrotor platform development techniques is reviewed in this chapter. In addition, the prior art of accurate dynamics modeling is also discussed. By assessing the state-of-the-art FPGA based BLDC motor driving technology in a UAV application domain, a power efficient quadrotor motor driver technology is identified for hardware implementation. After discussing the reported low level flight stabilization controllers for agile quadrotors, a novel cascaded PID and ADRC based stabilization controller is proposed for further analysis and prototyping in FPGA hardware. Finally, a high level single position control architecture is adopted through assessment of existing vision sensors and visual servoing techniques available in previous research studies.
Chapter 3

Design & Construction of a Performance Optimized Quadrotor

3.1 Introduction

As UAV research progresses, emphasis is given on platforms that is smaller, agile, and has high degree of autonomy. These platforms hold great promise to assist with both research tasks and civilian applications, but the difficulties in designing and building such robots often are an inhibitive barrier preventing their development. Along with the design challenges, the coupled nature of hardware and software subsystems in a vehicle often demand complex engineering skills to develop an appropriate device. Therefore, it is necessary first to understand the key factors involved in construction of an efficient quadrotor.

In the literature review, Table 2.1 has indicated that there are a limited number of commercially available quadrotors that are small, lightweight, agile and yet can provide effective flight endurance and payload capacity. Some of them are small (≈35 cm) and cannot demonstrate reasonable payload capacity (<100 gm), while others
are too big with superior flight endurance (≈18 - 20 min) and payload capacity (≈350 - 400 gm) but at the same time the large size (≈ 75 - 80 cm) of the vehicles results in compromised agility. In this chapter of the thesis, a generalized design strategy is introduced to construct an efficient quadrotor tailored to increase flight endurance and payload in a small form-factor quadrotor platform.

According to Kumar [7], scaling down a quadrotor platform can lead to a significant increase in agility of the quadrotor and its ability to react quickly to command maneuvers. Scaling has a tremendous effect on the dynamics and physical properties of the quadrotor as well. These properties include mass, inertia, linear velocities and angular velocities, flight-time etc. If the characteristic length of the robot is $L$, by scaling down the size of the robot, it can infer linear and angular accelerations at a scale of $L^{-1}$ and $L^{-2}$ [100]. Based on the data reported for the commercially available platform (see Table 2.1), a quadrotor size < 50 cm (vehicle diameter) is considered as one of the design requirements for this development process.

A dimensioning method is developed in Section 3.2 to optimize size, payload capacity, and the flight endurance of the vehicle. In Section 3.3, a ground up design of a small-scale quadrotor is proposed. The goal is to design a vehicle platform using PCB technology to reduce size and weight of the platform while maintaining rigidity of the structure. A single chip FPGA hardware based processing technology is adopted to meet SWaP constraints and add parallel computing to the platform. Design considerations also include making it cost effective, easy to manufacture, and easy to integrate multiple sensors, including a camera. Such a design is instrumental to achieve a fully autonomous agile aerial platform that can demonstrate high payload capacity and long flight endurance. Finally the performance of the constructed platform is evaluated in Section 3.4 and the concluding remarks are presented in Section 3.5.
3.2 Materials & Methods

In this section the materials required for designing and constructing a high performance quadrotor platform are carefully identified for optimum design of size, weight, and efficiency of the platform. Next, a numerical framework is developed for estimating optimum platform dimensions based on design specified vehicle size, payload, and flight endurance.

3.2.1 Selection of Components & Materials for Construction

One of the primary components of the quadrotor is the electric motor used to construct the motor-propeller assembly (i.e., propulsion system). The choice of electric motor technology is very limited when it comes to construction of UAV platforms, namely brushed Direct Current (DC) electric motor technology and brushless DC motor (BLDC) technology.

The first brushed DC motor was invented in 1832 [101] by William Sturgeon. A pictorial representation of such motor is shown in Figure 3.1(a). Typically the electrical current is carried to the motor’s rotating armature by the brushes (i.e., the commutator). These commutators mechanically define the exact timing required to produce a consistent torque on the motor shaft. Unfortunately, the mechanical arrangement is susceptible to wear and tear, which subsequently introduces efficiency losses to the motor. However, due to the simple commutation mechanism, the speed of the motor can be controlled with simple PWM signal prescribed using transistors only. Due to this simple control electronics many UAVs still employ the brushed motor as part of its propulsion system.

In 1962, the mechanical wear issues along with the efficiency losses were overcome with the invention of the BLDC motor [102]. A strip down BLDC motor image is
Figure 3.1: Internal workings of a brushed and brushless DC motor

presented in Figure 3.1(b). As the name implies, the BLDC motor has no mechanical brushes and can demonstrate efficiencies around 90%. However, the electronics associated to the commutation control of the motor are complex and expensive. Typically a three phase commutation controller is used to operate the motor. Therefore, if the motor is accurately controlled with an appropriate controller, a higher efficiency can be obtained from the system. Accordingly, in this thesis, BLDC motor technology is chosen as the driver for the propulsion unit of the proposed quadrotor platform.

The next component in the propulsion system is the propellers. The performance of a propeller is dictated by its aerodynamic profile and rigidity. Different types of propellers are commercially available as shown in Figure 3.2. The design of the propeller vary based on the applications. The commonly used propellers include, the sport, thin-electric, slow-fly type, flexible type, and carbon fiber propellers. Sport propellers are designed for a high rpm operation (190K rpm/diameter in inches [103]) and are used for fast flight speeds. For medium to slow flight speeds thin-electric propellers are used that is designed to operate at medium rpm (145K rpm/diameter in inches). For slow flight and hovering machines slow-fly propellers are used, which are optimized for low rpm (65K rpm/diameter in inches). On the other hand, flexible
static-thrust propellers are designed keeping in mind the safety of the user and to operate at low rpm; whereas, carbon fiber (CF) propellers are stiff and optimized for a long rpm range, making them versatile for both sport and slow flying. However, CF propellers are expensive, due to the cost of the construction material. In general, the width of the blade chord is inverse proportional to the maximum operating speed of the propeller, in order to generate thrust at low speed operation. Furthermore, as the maximum operating speed reduces, a thinner width of the blades is chosen to make the propeller, which in turn reduces the rigidity and weight of the propeller. However, a propeller have a tendency to bend in the direction of produced force resulting in coning effect [104]. This phenomenon is prominent in flexible propeller, which makes it inefficient for high operating condition. Considering the limitations of the flexible propeller and versatility of the carbon fiber propellers, the propulsion unit for the proposed quadrotor design is constructed with a carbon fiber propeller. However, due to the rigid structure of carbon fiber propellers, vibration isolation needs to be considered during mechanical design of the platform, essentially to reduce noise in attitude estimation of the inertial sensor while the platform is flying.

To this end, the components of the propulsion system is in place. The next consideration is the structural design. Since every gram of extra weight added to the platform can contribute to the loss of endurance and loss of payload capacity, a light weight platform structure needs to be constructed. However, the structure must
also posses rigidity to hold propulsion system and strong enough to withstand minor impacts during flight.

One of the most common material used in UAV construction is carbon fiber. Carbon fiber, primarily made of carbon atoms, is not only a light weight material but also posses high strength characteristics. The high strength of carbon fiber is due to the microscopic crystal structure formed by carbon bonded atoms, which are parallel to the fiber length. When a large number of fiber is combined together to form a yarn, and then to a fabric, it results in carbon fiber with high strength to weight ratio (1400 MPa and density = 1.55 g/cm$^3$ [105]). A composite is formed from the carbon fabric by combining it with plastic resin. However, carbon fiber can easily crack when it is subjected to a high impact force and usually it is expensive.

On the other hand, there is fiber-glass material, which can withstand impact force and also less expensive compared to carbon fiber. Unlike carbon fiber material, it has bi-directional fibers. However, its strength to weight (900 MPa and density = 1.85 g/cm$^3$) ratio is not as good as that of carbon fiber. As fiber-glass (FR4) is used to fabricate PCB, the material can be easily cut to any desired 2-D shape. Moreover, if a quadrotor mainframe is designed from a PCB, then the avionics, electronics, and autonomy sensors can be populated on the same PCB, as opposed to the carbon fiber frame body, where the components are mounted on the frame with fasteners and wirings that can add weight to the system. Use of PCB technology to form vehicle structure would not only reduce weight of the platform but also shrink the form-factor of the platform. Additionally, carbon fiber construction is expensive when mass production of a quadrotor is required. Since PCB based frame design offers a cleaner and monolithic platform construction is possible while also maintaining a good balance between size, weight, and cost of construction, it is chosen as the material for quadrotor frame construction in Section 3.3.4.
Since one of the design goals for the proposed quadrotor is to make it small and agile, consideration must be given to the selection of a processing computer. Typically, if the vehicle is small and lightweight, it cannot carry enough computational power to do some mission specific tasks as well as implement parallel processing to effectively control the vehicle while performing other time critical tasks, which would otherwise be easily possible with the greater payload allowances of larger vehicles through integration of multiple processors or a large computing platform. In the past, quadrotor vehicles under 500 grams have encountered SWaP constraints while integrating on-board vision-based autonomous navigation. Research has also been conducted on small agile quadrotors [6] that demonstrates the full on-board avionics based autonomy.

Given the fact that a small size platform inherits high dynamics and its control processor would demand real time performance while supervising all control modules including sensor data acquisition, data processing, and control law evaluation, the selection of a processing module becomes a challenging task. In addition to the real time computation requirement, design considerations like payload limitations, low power consumption, cost-effectiveness, and ability to fit within on-board available ‘real estate’ needs to be satisfied. Generally, micro-processor based computing units are employed for quadrotor controller implementation. However, when processing with multiple sensing units including processing of image data (which is a design requirement), performance of micro-processor based computation may introduce latency to the time critical control architectures due to the sequential nature of operation. As a solution to this, multiple processors are integrated into one platform affecting payload capacity, flight endurance and the agility of the platform. To address the constraints involved in integration of high computational capacity required by a small-scale agile platform, an FPGA technology based single chip parallel processing unit is chosen in
this design. The FPGA based processor not only offers required computation power but also meets the SWaP requirements that are unique to small UAV platform designs.

3.2.2 Platform Dimension & Load Design Method

In order to establish the relationship between the size, flight endurance and propulsion efficiency of the quadrotor, a mathematical framework developed in [20] is in order. The framework is based on geometric constraints and propulsion efficiency of the vehicle. Accordingly, the propulsion efficiency is calculated from Momentum theory and propeller Figure of Merit (FoM). The FoM relates directly to the type and size of propeller used. By varying the battery weight and payload criteria, the size of the platform can be optimized for a specified payload and flight endurance. In addition, the formulation is also free from complex propeller aerodynamics as the Momentum theory incorporates the propeller thrust estimation model within its calculation.

First the weight of the platform is calculated based on a specified payload and flight endurance. As seen in Table 2.1, typical payload loading for small-scale quadrotor varies between 14% to 40%. Here, the payload loading, $L_p$ is defined as the ratio between the maximum payload and take-off weight. Given a desired payload requirement $m_p$, and payload loading as a design specification, the take-off weight $m_t$ can be determined using:

$$m_t = \frac{m_p}{L_p}.$$ (3.1)

The next step is to calculate the vehicle size based on a predefined ratio between the propeller and vehicle size. Assuming the diameter of the propeller, $d_2$ is 37% of the vehicle diameter, $d_1$ while the avionics consumes the center space of the quadrotor as denoted by $d_3$ in Figure 3.3, the geometry of the vehicle can be estimated as:
Figure 3.3: Geometric parameters of the quadrotor. Vehicle diameter ($d_1$), propeller diameter ($d_2$), and avionics real estate diameter ($d_3$).

$$d_2 = \frac{d_1}{2.7}, \quad d_3 = \frac{d_1}{3.9}. \quad (3.2)$$

The propeller disk area, $A$ is then calculated using the total number of propellers and diameter of each propeller.

$$A = 4\pi \left( \frac{d_2}{2} \right)^2, \quad (3.3)$$

where 4 is the total number of propeller in a quadrotor. It can be observed that as the radius of propeller increases, the area used to generate thrust increases quadratically.

The required thrust, $T$ generated by the propeller can then be estimated based on the ideal power, $P_i$ required during hover, which is defined by Momentum Theory in [21]:

$$T = 2\rho A \left( \frac{P_i}{T} \right)^2 \quad (3.4)$$

where $\rho$ is the density of air at a given altitude. Assuming hovering condition, when thrust is equal to the total weight of the platform (i.e., take-off weight), the ideal power required to hover can be estimated by rearranging equation (3.4) and replacing
\( T \) by \( m_t \cdot g \):

\[
P_i = m_t g \sqrt{\frac{m_t g}{2 \rho A}},
\]

(3.5)

where \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration. The actual power, \( P_a \) required during hover can then be formulated based on the FoM of the propeller:

\[
P_a = \frac{P_i}{\text{FoM}}.
\]

(3.6)

Note that, the actual power estimated using equation (3.6) reflects total power required by four propellers. However, to estimate power required by one propeller, equation (3.3) needs to be reformulated for a single propeller. Since FoM is required to evaluate equation (3.6), Section 3.3.1 will identify FoMs for commonly used propellers including CF propeller.

Next, the propulsion efficiency \( \eta \) is determined using the actual power required to hover and the platform takeoff weight:

\[
\eta = \frac{m_t}{P_a}.
\]

(3.7)

As the flight endurance \( t_f \) is a function of the propulsion efficiency and battery capacity \( c_b \), the battery capacity can be evaluated using the actual power required to hover and the desired flight endurance (in hours):

\[
c_b = t_f P_a.
\]

(3.8)

The weight of the battery can then be estimated based on the specific energy density, \( e_d \) of the chemical properties of the battery:

\[
m_b = \frac{c_b}{e_d}.
\]

(3.9)
Since Lithium-Polymer based battery is used in this study, the value of $e_d$ is equal to 184 W-h/kg. Both $\eta$ and $c_b$ change with respect to the platform size. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the battery loading, $L_b$ to determine the platform size. $L_b$ is the ratio between the battery weight and take-off weight of the platform:

$$L_b = \frac{m_b}{m_t}.$$ 

(3.10)

Once the battery weight is calculated, the structure weight $m_s$ is evaluated from the payload weight and battery weight $m_b$:

$$m_s = m_t - m_p - m_b.$$ 

(3.11)

The aforementioned mathematical framework presenting the relationship between the size of the platform, flight endurance, and specified payload is further used to determine the optimum size of the vehicle based on the specified design criteria.

### 3.3 Design & Construction of the Quadrotor

The design of the quadrotor begins with the implementation of the dimensioning method catered to the required flight endurance and payload criteria. Once the dimension along with other design requirements are estimated, actual construction of the vehicle would take place, which includes frame design, avionics system design, selection of the battery, and the design of a GCS. However, before this is possible a realistic propeller FoM needs to be determined to estimate an optimized dimension of the quadrotor.
3.3.1 Propeller FoM Measurement

The FoM of a propeller, is defined by the ratio of the ideal power and the actual power required to hover [21]. Accordingly, the FoM is measured for a various propellers [21, 20]. However, information on carbon fiber propeller is not available in the reported literature. Static thrust tests have been performed here to identify the FoM of the propeller. In order to obtain an accurate estimation of the FoM, the efficiency loss of the motor needs to be minimized. Accordingly, a good set of motor-propeller combination is important that can efficiently generate propulsion. In this study, an off-the-shelf high efficiency BLDC motor (MN1806) was used to measure the FoM.

The FoM for the carbon fiber propeller is evaluated using measured actual power and the calculated ideal power from equation (3.5). Figure 3.4 presents the FoM profile of a carbon fiber propeller (CF 6×2, from T-Motor). Generally, the maximum value attained by the FoM profile is considered as the FoM value of the propeller. However, as the FoM of the carbon fiber propeller rises to a maximum value and then follows
a downward trend, the FoM for the propeller is estimated as approximately 0.44. Whereas, FoM values for thin-electric, slow-fly, and flexible propeller are 0.37, 0.36, and 0.23 respectively [20], which are lower than the FoM of carbon fiber propeller. This concludes that, the carbon fiber propeller is a better candidate due to its high FoM, light weight and high stiff structure.

3.3.2 Estimation of Performance Optimized Dimension

Naturally, every platform design involves some predefined design goals, and the design parameters are estimated to achieve those goals. In this study, the design goals are to achieve a flight endurance of 20 min, a minimum payload capacity of 400 gm at 40% payload loading, and to harness the agility the platform needs to be less than 50 cm in diameter.

Using the dimensioning method, presented in Section 3.2.2, the recommended size of the quadrotor can now be determined. The platform weight can then be estimated based on the 400 gm payload requirement and the 40% payload loading, which in this case becomes 1000 gm. This means that, each motor needs to lift at least 250 gm. As the platform will be optimized for agility and endurance, the structure will need to be very light weight with a large battery. Based on the battery loading information presented in Table 2.1 a 27% battery loading is chosen here. This defines that the structure along with avionics can be as much as 33% of the total weight provided that the total weight is found to be 1000 gm for a 400 gm payload at 40% payload loading.

As shown Figure 3.5 left, for the specified payload requirement and flight endurance, a range of propulsion efficiencies can be determined using equation (3.2) through equation (3.7). This is based on the specified payload requirement of 400 gm at 40% loading and desired flight endurance of 20 min, estimated using approximate
Figure 3.5: Estimation curve associated with design goal. Left: Estimated propeller-motor efficiency with respect to the platform diameter. Right: Estimated battery weight with respect to the platform diameter. The dotted lines on the right figure indicates the recommended platform size, which is selected using the desired battery loading ($m_p = 400$ gm, FoM = 0.44 (carbon fiber propellers at $T = 250$ gm), $L_p = 40\%$, $L_b = 27\%$) maximum FoM of 0.44. Additionally, a range of battery weights, shown in Figure 3.5 right, corresponding to various platform sizes, can be determined using equation (3.8) through equation (3.10).

Based on the desired 27% battery loading, an estimated platform size of 43 cm ($\sim 17.0$ inches) in diameter with a propeller diameter of 15.9 cm ($\sim 6.2$ inches), and avionics real-estate of 11.02 cm (4.24 inches) in diameter are recommended for an agile 43.0 cm, high-endurance hovering platform capable of lifting 400 gm. In order to implement this in reality, a motor that is capable of producing at least 250 g of thrust with a propeller-motor efficiency equal to $\geq 6.7$ g/W would be required. The dimensioning method also indicates that the goal structure weight should be approximately 330 gm.
3.3.3 Selection of Motor-Propeller Assembly

According to the design requirements, the chosen motor and propeller for the quadrotor construction were the T-Motor MN1806 and CF6×2 inches respectively. The motor-propeller combination was chosen, as it meets the required weight to thrust ratio and is very light weight (21.6 gm) when compared to its equivalents. In addition, the propeller is designed to fit with the motor without the need of additional components (made by the same manufacturer), which reduces the weight even further. The thrust curve for this propulsion module is shown in Figure 3.6. At the hover point thrust (with full payload), which is defined as 1/4 of the platform weight (250 gm), the motor-propeller efficiency can be determined. Notice that the hover point is neither too high nor too low in the thrust range as seen in Figure 3.6 left, which is the optimal point when trying to achieve high-endurance while carrying a high payload. This is only possible due to the reduction in structure weight. In addition the propulsion efficiency matches the required efficiency at hover point as seen in Figure 3.6 right.

3.3.4 Design & Construction of the Vehicle Mainframe

In order to accommodate the avionics, computing processor, and the motor-propeller assembly within the estimated structure weight of 330 gm while also maintaining a low profile construction within a 43 cm platform diameter (when viewed from the top), the PCB fabrication technique is chosen in this development. The PCB rapid prototyping technique allows for a tight integration between the structure, electronics and sensors, in addition to minimized wiring, reduced human labor and reduced complexity associated with the mechanical assembly.

A fiber-glass panel laminated with thin copper layers (i.e., PCB) can act as a
low-weight and low-profile wiring medium for routing electrical connections traced on the flat surface. In addition, wirings can be routed in multiple layers. With the help of modern Computerized Numerically Controlled (CNC) machines, the boards can be cut into any 2-D shapes with a greater precision. This allows the shaping of a PCB frame as the quadrotor main body and allow sensors and electronics to be directly embedded into the structure of the flying robot, with minimal effort. This idea has been used to rapidly construct the platform structure as shown in Figure 3.7.

The entire body is fabricated from a single PCB with the motor connections directly routed into the four arms. The holes for fixing the motors and other parts are pre-drilled during the PCB fabrication process, so that all the pieces can be assembled easily. The structure already includes all the electrical connections, thus minimizing the wiring. The presented version of the airframe PCB holds the driver circuitry for four BLDC motor controllers, an attitude & heading reference sensor (AHRS), a Wi-Fi based communication module, and the power distribution module, all implemented in one 4-layer board. Increased copper thickness is chosen to handle
Figure 3.7: Image of a populated airframe PCB showing the location of the primary components and the associated geometric dimension.

the high current that will be generated by the BLDC motors. The characteristic length $L$ (distance between center of one motor to the center of the opposite motor) of the PCB board is 11 inches ($\approx 27.9$ cm). The platform diameter and the propeller diameter suggest that the real-estate for avionics installation needs to be limited to an area of less than 5 inches (12.7 cm). Though the subsystems collectively comprise more than 100 components, the components are densely populated to increase the real estate for future sensor integrations. For example, the component packages used in designing the PCB are 0402 packages for both resistors and capacitors measuring only $1.0 \times 0.5$ mm, while the larger integrated circuits (ICs) have a terminal pitch of only 0.5 mm.
The orientation sensor (i.e., AHRS) is placed at the center of the PCB and the orientation measurement axis is aligned with the control axis of the quadrotor (i.e., the axis drawn from one motor to the opposite motor). Similarly, the Wi-Fi module is mounted on top of the mainframe PCB. Motor driver circuitries are placed on their respective arms that hold the motors. The placement of the motor driver circuitry is chosen carefully to harness the air-stream from the propeller leading to a thermally efficient motor driver. This helps to cool the drivers, which is instrumental for longer flight time and longevity of the discrete ICs used to design the driver.

In order to assist the debugging process during development, the current version of the quadrotor employs three separate PCBs; one FPGA hardware board, one camera board, and the mainframe PCB itself. The platform is designed so that the FPGA hardware board and the camera board can be stacked below the mainframe PCB with minimal effort. However, in the future iterations the components of all boards will be populated in the vehicle frame PCB to reduce the weight even further. It needs to be noted that the gap between the stacked boards is kept as low as possible to assume a profile equivalent to a monolithic (all components populated on a single board) integration of the mainframe PCB, FPGA board and camera board.

### 3.3.4.1 Embedded Electronics of the Mainframe PCB

The main components embedded on the mainframe PCB include custom motor driver modules, hall sensors for rotor position estimation, an AHRS module for attitude sensing, a Wi-Fi module for wireless communication, and a microprocessor module for high level test bench design. The motor driver circuitry is designed to commutate a 3-phase BLDC motor, wherein the windings of the motor are wound in wye (Y-shaped) configuration. The main components of the driver circuit are three P-type MOSFETs (IRF9392) and three N-type MOSFETs (IRF7413Z) arranged in H-configuration to
serve as a one-half H-bridge circuit. To drive the MOSFET switches from the FPGA I/O pins, NPN transistors (MMBT100) are used as seen in Figure 3.8. Detailed design analysis and design synthesis of the BLDC driver are presented in Chapter 5. The MOSFET switches are chosen based on low drain to source resistance $R_{DS(ON)}$ (i.e., low conduction loss), low switching loss, maximum supply voltage, and maximum current consumption. Basically, the switches are chosen to match the specifications of the motors at a full load condition.

In order to derive a motor commutation algorithm, three hall effect sensors are employed that provide the position feedback of the rotor using the magnets mounted on the rotor of the motor. For precision placement of the hall sensors, the components are mounted directly on the mainframe PCB (see Figure 3.7), encircling the holes for the motors. A1250 hall sensors from Allegro microelectronics were chosen to serve this purpose. The hall sensor switches its output at $\pm 5$ Gauss magnet field. Using a Gauss Meter, this sensitivity information was empirically identified, measuring magnetic field strength around the outrunner BLDC motor (the stator is at the center of the motor). Since hall sensors are sensitive to noise, a simple R-C noise filter circuit is populated.

Figure 3.8: Driver circuitry for BLDC motor.
as per the data-sheet provided by the hall sensor manufacturer [108]. The circuit also includes a pull-up resistor to amplify the sensor signal.

For the attitude sensing of this small-scale quadrotor design, a commercial AHRS module is preferred over developing an attitude sensor from the ground up. Due to the small form-factor of the proposed UAV, the dynamic property of the vehicle is expected to be faster; accordingly, a high data update rate AHRS system is desired. To strike a balance between the performance, weight, and the real-estate constraint, an off-the-shelf AHRS (CHR-UM6 by CHRobotics Inc.) is acquired. The module updates filtered attitude information and raw sensor data at 500Hz and 800Hz respectively. The AHRS incorporates the latest solid-state MEMS technology resulting in a low power avionics module. It is designed to be mounted on the frame PCB using $2 \times 12$-pin connectors as seen in Figure 3.9(b).

Typically, in commercial radio controlled (RC) aircrafts, a Radio Frequency (RF) receiver is used to receive and decode RF signals sent from a transmitter operated by a remote pilot. A receiver is not a requisite in a fully autonomous flight control system as no remote pilot is required. However, most of the UAV designs today retain the receiver component for failsafe purposes, where the human pilot has higher authority to remotely control the UAV during emergencies. In the proposed UAV, the receiver as well as the transmitter capability are implemented using an off-the-shelf 802.11b/g Wi-Fi protocol based communication module (RN-XV Wifly). Similar to the AHRS module, the Wi-Fi module is mounted directly on the PCB frame via $2 \times 10$ pin connectors as seen in Figure 3.9(c). Essentially, it is employed to receive control signals from a remote pilot or GCS and at the same time send back the telemetry information. The module communicates with the control processor using the serial universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter UART (RS-232) protocol. Once telemetry data is pushed into the Wi-Fi module using serial UART protocol, it is
converted into UDP (User Datagram Protocol) protocol to broadcast over a Wi-Fi signal, which is then accepted by the GCS equipped with Wi-Fi trans-receiver and vice versa.

The mainframe PCB also houses an open source micro-controller [109] circuitry designed to populate on the main PCB that adds a data logging feature to the quadrotor. This data logging feature can support the debugging process during the development cycle by logging important flight telemetry data for post flight analysis. The analysis is critical for design modification or design improvement of the platform. The processor used in this design is an Atmel 8-bit AVR RISC-based microcontroller (ATmega-328) containing 32KB of flash memory and 2KB of Static Random Access Memory (SRAM). The processor is operated at 16MHz. The processor can also be used to perform a preliminary test of control algorithms and image processing algorithms before the actual hardware coding (i.e., VHDL) into the FPGA chip takes place. The adopted design philosophy is effective for time efficient development.
3.3.5 Design & Construction of the FPGA Hardware PCB

Now that the mainframe PCB is constructed, the flight control hardware or the FPGA hardware PCB is designed and constructed to supervise tasks associated with avionics data acquisition, generating switching signals for motor drivers based on hall sensor readings, and to execute control laws using the sensory information. This means that the selection criterion was to find a cost efficient FPGA chip that can offer required logic elements for firmware implementation and have a sufficient number of I/O (input-output) peripherals to connect with all avionic sensors and motor drivers.

Accordingly, from a large selection of FPGA chips, the Altera Cyclone III - EP3F484C6 was chosen for this design. The FPGA chip consists of 39,600 logic elements and 128 9-bit multipliers. Note that the chip was selected keeping in mind the future extension of the sensor and avionics modules; therefore, it is not optimum hardware for the aforementioned avionics module. In this current iteration of the design, the FPGA hardware board houses only one FPGA chip; however, multiple chips can be installed depending on the design requirements. A functional block diagram of the FPGA hardware PCB is presented in Figure 3.10.
A JTAG programming unit is integrated into the FPGA board to store and run the program in real-time. A 16MB flash memory is used as the storage module. A 50MHz oscillator is integrated in the circuit to drive the FPGA chip; however, the coded firmware in the FPGA chip can be processed at much higher clock speed if a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) clock is implemented during firmware development. A serial to the USB chip (FT-232) is integrated to interface with a personal computer. Three 30-pin I/O banks (connectors) are used to interface with the quadrotor main-frame PCB. These pins run hardwired to the FPGA chip as well. Since the UAV is designed to operate with full autonomy based on a camera sensor, two SRAMs are hardwired to the FPGA chip to achieve faster image processing. A video DAC (Digital to Analog Converter) module is incorporated into the FPGA hardware board to broadcast images via the VGA (Video Graphics Adapter) port. Notes that the video DAC module and the VGA port are used for development purposes only.

In order to match the dimension of the custom FPGA board with the estimated real-estate present for avionics integration with the quadrotor, the form factor of the board is chosen as 3×3 inches that fits within a 4.25 inches diameter circle, which is compliant with the design recommendations. A pictorial presentation of the board is presented in Figure 3.11. The compact form factor increased the challenge of laying out board traces, as the FPGA chip contains more than 120 I/O (input-output) pins as well as other peripherals. As a solution to this problem, the board was designed using 8-layer PCB, which increases the real-estate for laying out wire traces.

3.3.6 Design & Construction of the Camera Subsystem

In order to achieve vision-based localization, a stand-alone camera subsystem is designed to work with the FPGA hardware. Though the AHRS can also estimate the 3D position of the aircraft relative to its starting location by integrating the measured
linear acceleration information twice, the naive approach of integrating the acceleration introduces drifting that would make position estimation unreliable. Besides, the acceleration measurements from the accelerometer are based on the gravitational acceleration of earth on the accelerometer, which can be affected if the platform is tilted without moving in any lateral direction. These conditions suggest the use of external sensors for position estimation such as the Vicon motion tracking system [110], or a vision sensor.

In practice sensors like Vicon systems are not realistic for outdoor operation or cost effective for indoor tests. In addition, off-the-shelf cameras do not provide sufficient features to exploit the full capacity of the camera, in particular the frame rate of the camera. Since FPGA hardware is used in this thesis, which has the capacity to drive the image sensor while performing other tasks without introducing latency,
it is natural to develop a camera system ground-up.

Accordingly, a lens-camera assembly is designed and constructed using a three Mega pixel quarter inch digital CMOS image sensor (MT9T031C12STC) equipped with a 3 mm lens. Figure 3.12 presents an illustration of the custom camera module and its associated PCB layout. The camera PCB connects to one of the peripherals (I/O bank) of the FPGA board via a ribbon cable. All the components including the power module for the camera are integrated onto a single PCB.

### 3.3.7 Selection of the Battery

Technological advancement to improve the specific energy density of a battery is a slow moving process [111]. Since the first rechargeable Lead-Acid battery was invented in 1859, it has taken almost a century to get to the latest Lithium Ion Polymer (Li-Po/PL-iON) battery, which was first commercialized in 1996. There are three important aspects that make a battery useful for aerial vehicles. First, the battery must have a high specific energy density, which is a key factor to minimize the battery
Table 3.1: Power consumption by the components used in the quadrotor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Supply (Volt)</th>
<th>Current (Amp)</th>
<th>Power (Watt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Motors (at full payload)</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>18.40</td>
<td>150.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA module</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera module</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wi-Fi module</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertial sensor module</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (estimated)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimated total power consumption 152.32

weight and increase flight duration. Second, the battery must be rechargeable to enable renewable operation. Third, the battery must be relatively safe to prevent danger to the user or to the environment.

The Li-Po battery is most commonly used in UAV platforms. This is mainly because of its highest specific energy density when compared to other batteries like Lead-acid, Ni-Cd, NiMH and Li-Ion. Li-Po technology has a specific energy density ranging from 100 to 200 W.h/kg [112]. However, there is a new battery technology, named Lithium Sulfur (Li-S), currently being developed that is expected to be available soon in the commercial market. Li-S technology has a specific energy density of 350W·h/kg which is nearly twice that of the Li-Po technology. By simply replacing the Li-Po batteries with Li-S batteries, the flight endurance could be doubled.

Since Li-S is not available for use, a 2-cell Li-Po battery (typically 7.4 - 8.2V, maximum 8.4V) is chosen for the proposed design. In order to efficiently power the system for 20 minutes of flight time, the amount of current consumed by each component is measured. Table 3.1 presents the power consumption of the quadrotor components during a typical operation. As usual, among all the components the main power consumer are the motors. Based on the total power consumption (150.32 Watt), to achieve 20 min of flight operation at full payload, a battery with \( \frac{152.32 \text{ Watt} \times 1 \text{ hr} \times 20 \text{ min}}{8.2 \text{ V} \times 60 \text{ min}} \)
Ah capacity is required. Accordingly, a custom size (2.8×2.8×0.7 inch) Li-Po battery was ordered for manufacture. The dimension of the battery was defined based on the available real-estate underneath the avionics section of the quadrotor mainframe PCB. The battery weighs 266 gm and can discharge at a rate of 6.0Ah (maximum 30 Ah). The battery balances between both weight and the available energy, having an energy density of approximately \( \frac{6000mA\times8.2V}{0.266kg} = 184 \text{ Watt-h/kg} \). This is the same parameter that has been used in Section 3.3.2 for designing the optimum dimension of the proposed quadrotor.

3.3.8 Design of Inter-component Communication

After all the PCBs are made and the components are selected, the connection between the components is designed to make a prototype of the final assembly. A block diagram is shown in Figure 3.13 that depicts the connection diagram used for the quadrotor. Since the FPGA is the computing processor of the platform, it is at the center of the connection diagram.

In the proposed design, the motor drivers are powered directly from the battery and the low power rated components are channeled through the appropriate voltage regulator as shown with bold lines in Figure 3.13. Since the avionics along with the driver switches are controlled by the FPGA hardware, they are either hardwired to the FPGA chip or connected via I/O banks as discussed in Section 3.3.5. The FPGA chip collects motor hall sensor position information and triggers the right driving sequence as shown with the directional arrows in Figure 3.13. The FPGA chip also gather, orientation data from the AHRS, image data from the image sensor, and command data from the Wi-Fi module. The data is then processed to execute either manual or autonomous flight operation. In addition, the FPGA can configure an image sensor and upload data to the data logger module, to support post processing and real-time
Figure 3.13: Block diagram illustrating the components of the system with their respective interconnection between each subsystem. The central FPGA unit acts as the hub between all peripheral sensors and devices while also acting as the low level controller for achieving stabilized autonomous flight.

3.3.9 Complete Assembly & Weight Breakdown

The proposed quadrotor is an example of a modern mechatronics system, wherein adoption of both mechanical and electronics engineering design tasks have played a
strong role during the prototype development. The assembly of the quadrotor takes place in a stacked fashion as seen in Figure 3.14. The FPGA hardware is mounted right underneath the mainframe PCB and connected via 4×30-pin connectors. The AHRS and the Wi-Fi module are mounted on top of the mainframe PCB using their respective connectors.

![Exploded view of the proposed quadrotor platform.](image)

Figure 3.14: Exploded view of the proposed quadrotor platform.

The BLDC motors are recessed into the mainframe PCB board through their
respective holes, to align properly with the hall sensors that are mounted on the PCB board and placed circumferentially around the holes. The motors are then mounted to the PCB board using a custom designed motor holder. The camera is housed inside the landing base facing down while it is mounted to the inner edges of the landing base. A cover is attached to the top of the platform to protect the components from dust and water. Finally, the battery is inserted horizontally into the landing base to complete the assembly process. Note that in a fully assembled prototype the camera sits below the battery as seen in Figure 3.15. However, to reflect the appropriate assembly procedure the camera is shown above the landing base in Figure 3.14.

The mechanical parts, namely the landing base/battery holder, motor holders and the top cover, are 3-D printed using ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) plastic. 3-D printing technology is chosen in this development process due to its capacity of prototyping 3-D models with complex geometry. Since ABS is a thermoplastic material with high yield strength, it helps to reduce the weight of the component without compromising its rigidity. Detailed weight breakdown of the components is demonstrated in a pie chart as seen in Figure 3.16.

3.3.9.1 Vibration Suppression Mechanism

Since the quadrotor employs high speed BLDC motors that spin four carbon fiber propellers at high speed, the propulsion system introduces high frequency mechanical vibration into the vehicle frame. If the vibration is transmitted to the AHRS module that holds noise sensitive sensors, the sensor fails to estimate reliable attitude and motion information. Therefore, suppression of the high frequency vibration is critical for proper data estimation and improved stabilization control of the system. In order to prevent mechanical vibration from translating to the mainframe PCB, and especially to prevent it from affecting operation of the inertial unit and camera sensor,
Figure 3.15: Images of the fully constructed quadrotor. Two different views are presented to show the propeller arrangement and the downward looking camera.

the propulsion unit is isolated from the airframe structure using four rubber vibration dampers as shown in Figure 3.17. The rubber grommets offer a complete isolation of the motor holder from the mainframe PCB, dampening the high frequency vibrations generated by the motor-propeller assembly.

A second stage vibration isolation mechanism is adopted to prevent low frequency vibration from propagating to the camera module. Four soft rubber ball dampers are installed at the joint of the camera mount and the landing base, creating flexible isolation points as shown in Figure 3.18 (camera is attached to the mount). Note that
the vibration dampers are empirically chosen in this study and a detailed vibration analysis is deferred for future research.

### 3.3.10 Ground Control Station (GCS)

In this development, the GCS is designed based on mobile applications for a commercial handheld tablet (i.e., Apple iPad). A pilot command interface (i.e., iOS Application) is developed for generating and transmitting command signals. The platform allows the user (i.e., pilot) to monitor the position of the vehicle in real time and to command the vehicle in manual flight mode. The GCS application also features options for emergency control command, switching between manual and autonomous flight and visualizing states of the passive target/landmark during visual servoing.

In order to reduce the learning curve for the pilot and to improve pilot handling qualities during manual flight, an intuitive flight control approach is adopted utilizing the built-in inertial sensor of the tablet platform. The attitude of the iPad is mapped to the attitude command prescribed for the aircraft, resulting in superior pilot handling quality. For example, to achieve motion towards the left, the pilot is required
to tilt the iPad left, and similarly to steer right, the pilot needs to roll the iPad to the right. The throttle is controlled using a slide bar located at the right of the application interface and is designed to be controlled with the right thumb as shown in Figure 3.19. An emergency STOP button is located at the left hand corner of the interface that is pressed to prevent an unexpected maneuver during development and debugging. The HOLD button on the left bottom is used to switch between manual and auto flight mode. Basically, pilot needs to hold the button to engage the manual flight mode and takeover from the auto-flight system. Once the button is released the vehicle maintains its attitudes at 0° on all three axes and can also hold its position in the air, given that the position information is available from the camera and passive target. On the other hand, if the position information is unavailable, the vehicle only maintains it stabilization, but the thrust command control still remains available to the pilot for altitude control.
3.4 Results

Once the quadrotor platform is constructed and tested for the functionality of the components the design performance indices are measured for verification. Table 3.2 shows a comparison between designed parameters estimated using the dimensioning method and the measured parameters obtained from the real platform. The designed parameters are very similar to the real platform in terms of size, propulsion efficiency, and battery loading. However, the structure weight and the payload have improved in the real platform. The $\approx 3.0\%$ increase in payload loading is due to $\approx 3.0\%$ decrease in structure loading. Despite having a good match between the required propulsion efficiency and the estimated propulsion efficiency, a 2 min loss of flight endurance is observed in the real platform. This could be attributed to the dynamics and efficiency of the battery when subjected to a long endurance operation, which is not studied as part of this design and construction study. In addition, the design strategy did not
(a) GCS interface during an auto flight mode

(b) GCS Interface: Sending manual flight command of 15° roll, 5° pitch, and throttle as 150 propeller rps

Figure 3.19: Interface of the Ground Control Station (GCS).

Table 3.2: Performance comparison between the optimized dimension design and the real quadrotor platform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Flight Time</th>
<th>Payload</th>
<th>Propulsion Efficiency</th>
<th>Structure Weight</th>
<th>Battery Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>43.00 cm</td>
<td>20.0 min</td>
<td>400 gm (40.0%)</td>
<td>6.70 g/W</td>
<td>330 gm (33.0%)</td>
<td>270 gm (27.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real</td>
<td>43.18 cm</td>
<td>18.0 min</td>
<td>434 gm (43.4%)</td>
<td>6.70 g/W</td>
<td>301 gm (30.1%)</td>
<td>266 gm (26.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

take into account the power consumption of the avionics, which would contribute to a slight reduction in the flight endurance.

In order to compare the standing of the proposed platform among the off-the-shelf platforms that have been presented in Section 2.2, a graphical comparison is presented in Figure 3.20 showing the maximum payload versus the platform size. Similarly, a graphical comparison is presented in Figure 3.21 showing the standing of the proposed platform in terms of endurance of flight. Since the performance data of off-the-shelf quadrotor only specify maximum value of the flight endurance and payload loading separately, a direct comparison is not possible as the flight endurance is a function of
payload added to the vehicle. Therefore, the comparison is only presented based on the reported information.

When comparing the payload capacity among the representative platforms, it is evident that the proposed system is capable of carrying almost twice as much payload as any other platform of the same size and is almost equal to Pelican-RP, one of the high payload loading platforms. However, the Pelican-RP is very large and so agility is compromised for the platform due to its size, which is not the case for the proposed platform. Additionally, the maximum flight endurance is very close to that of the Coax platform, one of the high endurance platforms as seen in Figure 3.21. But the payload loading for the Coax is almost 1/4 of the proposed platform. Hence it is safe to claim that the proposed vehicle is well optimized for flight endurance and payload loading while being a small size platform, which is required to harness agility of the vehicle.
3.5 Conclusion

The existing quadrotor platforms are either too large to be able to perform agile maneuvers or too small to offer balance between payload loading and long endurance operation. In order to participate in lengthy missions and carry mission specific sensors while also being small and able to perform agile motions, it was necessary to design and construct a high performance quadrotor that has a balance between size, payload loading, and endurance of flight. To accomplish this engineering challenge, a generalized design strategy has been employed to estimate the dimensions of a hovering platform for a specific flight endurance and payload loading criteria.

Based on the high FoM value of carbon fiber propeller, it has been concluded that carbon fiber propeller in combination with MN1806 motor would be suitable to construct the propulsion system for the endurance and payload balanced platform.
within a reasonably small form-factor (platform diameter <50 cm).

Accordingly, a quadrotor is designed and constructed using PCB technology to reduce structure weight while maintaining rigidity of the platform. In addition, PCB technology reduces the need for additional wiring, lowers cost when mass produced, improves the manufacturability, and makes the assembly process time efficient.

Finally, to accommodate a powerful processing unit within a size constraint platform, single chip FPGA technology based hardware is chosen for the proposed platform. The FPGA hardware not only meets SWaP requirements but also allows real-time parallel processing of the data acquisition & control tasks, which is critical for an agile platform to conduct time critical maneuvers through execution of firmware modules in parallel.

The optimized dimensioning strategy, together with the PCB technology for platform structure development and the FPGA technology as platform processing hardware, has produced an efficient quadrotor platform that can carry a large payload, conduct long endurance missions, and still be agile due to the small form-factor of the vehicle.
Chapter 4

Multibody Dynamics Modeling and Control of Quadrotor using Bond Graph

4.1 Introduction

The study of kinematics and dynamics help to understand the physics of the quadrotor and its behaviour [26]. Together with modeling, the determination of the control algorithm structure is very important for improving stabilization. Thereof, design of a controller involves the development of an accurate system dynamics model. Researchers have modeled and simulated a quadrotor in different ways. Authors in [28], derived the differential equations and formulated the dynamic model, and developed a dynamic feedback controller. P. McKerrow obtained the dynamic model for theoretical analysis of a quadrotor [29]. Researchers also obtained a nonlinear dynamic model of a quadrotor for state variable control based on the Euler angle and an open loop position state observer, and emphasized attitude control rather than the translational motion of the UAV [30]. Authors in [34] performed autonomous take-off, hovering and landing control of a quadrotor by synthesizing a controller using the Lagrang-
ien model based on the Lyapunov analysis. Authors in [35] developed a Lagrangian dynamic model, and designed sensing & control of an indoor micro quadrotor.

In previous research, dynamics equations of the quadrotor are developed assuming a single rigid body, which compromises the effect of multi-body interaction that occurs in the real system. This is mainly because of the fact that as the number of bodies in a system increases, the detailed dynamic interaction structure of the system becomes quite complicated due to the natural existence of many dependent inertial elements resulting from kinematic constraints involved in the system.

To supplement this, a multi-body dynamics modeling approach for a quadrotor using Bond Graph representation is proposed in this chapter. A multi-body approach typically writes ‘exact’ algebraic constraint equations [37]. Unlike Newton-Euler or Lagrangian formulation, constructing a 3-D multi-body with multiple kinematic loops in bond graph does not require extensive analytic derivation of the kinematic constraints. This is because the multi-body bond graph modeling approach treats the system as an interconnection of a number of parts that interact dynamically. A bond graph describes the interaction at the graphic level using the exchange of energy as its basis, and is independent of the physical domain of the model. It represents the elementary energy related phenomena among the components (generation, storage, dissipation, power exchange) using a small set of ideal elements that can be coupled together through external ports representing power flow. The constraints between bodies are enforced approximately by elastic and dissipation elements which, it can be argued, model actual effects in real systems. This unique feature of bond graph formalism can be attributed to the significant contributions of the work in [113, 38].

For the bond graph development, commercially available bond graph simulation software named ‘20-SIM’ has been chosen for this study. This is a very apt modeling tool, combining powerful model calculation features with useful visualization features.
Most admirable is its DirectX 3D environment, allowing an instant 3D display of the model.

## 4.2 The Quadrotor

In order to understand the kinematics, physics, and control maneuvers of the quadrotor, a brief introduction to the system is presented in this section.

A quadrotor is a non-coaxial multi-rotor aircraft vehicle which can achieve vertical take-off and landing (VTOL). The movement of the quadrotor is generated by varying the speeds of the four rotors relative to each other, by generating lift and torque of the four butterfly-distribution propulsion units. Unlike typical helicopter models, which have variable pitch angles, a quadrotor has fixed pitch angle propellers. A pictorial representation of the quadrotor vehicle with four fixed pitch propellers is shown in Figure 4.1.

The front and rear rotors rotate counter-clockwise while the other two rotate clockwise, so that the gyroscopic effects and aerodynamic torque are canceled in
trimmed flight. The basic motions of the vehicle can be described using the models presented in Figure 4.2. The rotors generate thrust forces ($T$) perpendicular to the plane of the rotors and moments ($M$) about the $x$ and $y$ axes; the moment about the $z$-axis is obtained using counter torques of the rotor. Increasing or decreasing the speed of the four propellers simultaneously permits climbing and descending (Figure 4.2(a)). Vertical rotation (yaw) is achieved by creating an angular speed difference between the two pairs of rotors which in turn creates reactive torques (Figure 4.2(b)). Rotation about the longitudinal axis (pitch) and lateral axis (roll), and consequently their coupled horizontal motions, are achieved by tilting the vehicle. This is possible by changing the relative propeller speed of one pair of rotors (Figure 4.2(c), 4.2(d)).
4.3 Multi-body Model Construction

Combining the ideas from [113, 38], the first step in the multi-body modeling approach is to develop a systemic model construction procedure comprised of the following steps:

1. Identify the privileged frame, a concept developed by Favra and Scavarda in [38] to systematize the construction of multi-body models with kinematic loops at a graphic level. In the case of the quadrotor helicopter, a body fixed frame is chosen as the privileged frame. This is partly because of the fact that sensor information and actuator forces are exerted on a body-fixed frame, so it is more natural to write up the dynamics using a body-fixed frame.

2. Define all independent bodies that will construct the system. In this study, the quadrotor is considered to be comprised of five different bodies: there is a mainframe that can move in all six degrees of freedom, and four propulsion units (motor-propeller assemblies) that can spin independently on one axis while attached to the mainframe at some defined points. It is assumed that individual components considered here can be adequately modeled as rigid bodies.

3. Construct the dynamic model of the center of mass of each rigid body. In a pioneering work [113], Karnopp and Rosenberg developed the Eulerian Junction Structure (EJS) using bond graph formalism that represents the dynamics of a rigid body in the body fixed frame. [39, p. 352].

3. Determine the articulation points on each body at which different interconnections can be modeled using joint structure that also needs to satisfy the kinematic structure. In this case, propulsion systems when considered independently have no translational degrees of freedom and only one rotational degree of freedom, leaving the other two rotational degrees of freedom constrained;
hence, it can be attached to the mainframe using a revolute joint model. The
flow and effort vectors associated with the joint need to be derived and they
need to be expressed in the privileged frame through appropriate coordinate
transformation.

4. Construct the bond graph models of all joint types present in the quadrotor.
   Connect the transformed effort and flow vectors of each articulation point to
   the appropriate joint model through multibonds [114].

5. The final step is to incorporate additional dynamic systems to obtain a complete
   model of the quadrotor. Since the propellers are driven with a motor, a DC
   motor model is required to generate motion of the propeller.

In order to explain these steps in detail, we assume that the mainframe structure
is symmetric and the static stator of the motor is part of the vehicle frame body. For
simplicity of multi-body modeling the propellers are considered as flat bars and the
out-runner (rotor of the motor) is a part of the propeller and attached underneath
it. Figure 4.3 shows the coordinate system of each body and the articulation points
(P1 to P4) in the mainframe. The body fixed frame in each body is assumed to be
at the center of gravity of the respective bodies and aligned with the principal axes
of the respective body. The z-axis is considered to be positive upward. Due to the
double symmetry of the mainframe, it is logical to set the origin O at the intersection
of the axes of the mainframe. The direction of the axes is chosen with the commonly
used right hand convention. The body fixed frame \( \mathbb{B} = (x, y, z) \) is considered to be
moving with respect to the earth frame/inertial frame \( \mathbb{I} = (X, Y, Z) \) and the body
fixed frame \( \mathbb{P} = (x_p, y_p, z_p) \) of the propeller is moving with respect to the vehicle
frame body.
4.3.1 Modeling a Rigid Body

The equation of motion of a rigid body with frame $B$, under external forces and moments applied at the center of mass and expressed in the body frame, is developed in the Newton-Euler formalism [39, p. 352], which appears in equation (4.1) and (4.2) and in both their intrinsic way of representation and their tensorial counterparts. With respect to these body fixed coordinates, the rotational inertia properties remain invariant and the products of inertia are all zero. The first one represents the conservation of linear momentum, written as:

$$\sum F = \frac{dp}{dt} = \frac{dp}{dt}\bigg|_{rel} + \omega \times p = \frac{dp}{dt}\bigg|_{rel} + \epsilon_{ijk}\omega_j p_k, \quad (4.1)$$

where $F$, $\omega$, and $p$ represent external forces, angular velocity vectors and linear momentum vectors respectively; $d/dt$, $d/dt|_{rel}$, $\epsilon_{ijk}$ represent the derivative with respect
to the inertial frame, the derivative with respect to the body attached frame. The cross product is expressed using Levi-Civita tensor notation. The second of the Euler equations sets up the conservation of angular momentum:

\[ \sum M = \frac{dh}{dt} = \frac{dh}{dt}_{rel} + \omega \times h = \frac{dh}{dt}_{rel} + \epsilon_{ijk} \omega_j h_k. \tag{4.2} \]

where \( M \) and \( h \) represent the external torque and the angular momentum vector. Complete bond graph representation of the 3-dimensional motion of a rigid body based on the Euler equations is shown with an EJS in Figure 4.4. Since three-dimensional dynamics of rigid bodies are of interest, vector bond graphs are preferred for their compactness and ease of implementation of vector and matrix relationships as presented by Bos in his Ph.D. thesis [115]. Three power multibonds are attached to

Figure 4.4: Bond Graph model of the Eulerian Junction Structure to represent rigid body dynamics in 3-D space.
the upper left 1-junction representing the center-of-mass speed-vector $v$. The effort variable associated with the multibond pointing into the inertia $I : m$ is the first term in the right-hand side of equation (4.1); the effort of the multibond on the left is the second term of the right-hand side, while that of the multibond on the right is the term of the left-hand side. The latter represents the external forces acting on the center-of-mass point of the body and, thus, it is an input or external connection port of this module. An analog description can be given for the lower 1-junction concerning the rotational speed vector $\omega$ and the torques in equation (4.2). Note the multi-signal link from the lower 1-junction to the MGY-element (Modulated Gyrator), necessary to implement the modulation of the second term on the right-hand side of equation (4.2) by the speed $\omega$. The components of the inertia matrix $J$ are the principal moments of inertia with respect to the principal axes of the rigid body. The force due to gravitation $F_g$ is appropriately augmented using an effort source and a transformer (for coordinate transformation) as seen in the figure. The lower part of Figure 4.4 is the mask which will be used as a compact representation when connecting this model to others while modeling the complete system.

### 4.3.2 Modeling Transformation of Rotation

Since a body fixed frame is the privileged frame for this multi-body model development it is necessary to transform the gravitational force (prescribed in the fixed inertial frame) to the body fixed frame. Accordingly, Euler angles with the ZYX convention of Euler rotation are chosen to parameterize the rotation of the body fixed frame. Equation (4.3) presents the rotational transformations.

\[
\begin{align*}
^{b}\omega &= R^{I}\omega, \\
^{b}v &= R^{I}v,
\end{align*}
\] (4.3)
where:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \cos \phi & -\sin \phi \\
0 & \sin \phi & \cos \phi
\end{bmatrix},
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta & 0 & \sin \theta \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
-\sin \theta & 0 & \cos \theta
\end{bmatrix},
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos \psi & -\sin \psi & 0 \\
\sin \psi & \cos \psi & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
R = R(\psi, z) \ R(\theta, y) \ R(\phi, x).
\]

Here, \( R = SO(3) \) is the rotation matrix representing ZYX Euler angles of yaw(\( \psi \)), pitch(\( \theta \)), and roll(\( \phi \)). The Euler angles \( \vec{E} = [\psi \ \theta \ \phi]^T \) are calculated from the angular velocity vector \( \vec{\omega} \) of the body. The analytic expression between the angular rates \([\omega_x \ \omega_y \ \omega_z]^T\) and the corresponding time variant of angles presented in equation (4.4) can be derived from the definition of the ZYX convention [39].

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\psi} \\
\dot{\theta} \\
\dot{\phi}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & \sin \phi & \cos \phi \\
0 & \cos \phi & -\sin \phi \\
1 & \sin \phi \tan \theta & \cos \phi \tan \theta
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\omega_x \\
\omega_y \\
\omega_z
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Although these transformation angles suffer from singularity at \( \theta = \pm \pi/2 \) known as ‘Gimbal Lock’, this does not affect UAVs in regular flight maneuvers. It may be noted that, in bond graph modeling when the effort variables are rotated from inertial frame to body frame, the flow variables are transformed back according to the law of conservation of energy. To estimate the effort, transposition of the rotation matrix is calculated within the transformer (TF).

### 4.3.3 Modeling Articulation Points

The port variables \( P_{i,i=1...4} \) in the proposed multi-body model (see Figure 4.3) are defined with respect to the center of mass of the mainframe body. Referring these port variables to the coordinates of articulation points with a four rotor assembly allows the application of forces and moments to the system. Let the position vector of articulation point \( i \) be denoted as \( \vec{r}_i \) with respect to the mainframe body. Its linear
velocity is provided by:

\[ \mathbf{v}_P = \mathbf{v}_o + \mathbf{\omega} \times \mathbf{r}_P. \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

Here, the linear velocity of the center of mass of the mainframe and the angular velocity of the body are denoted by \( \mathbf{v}_o \) and \( \mathbf{\omega} \) respectively. \( \times \mathbf{r} \) is the skew symmetric matrix corresponding to the position vector \( \mathbf{r} \).

Figure 4.5 shows the bond graph representation of the equation system representing how the port variables of two arbitrary points of the given spatial body transform each other using a zero junction and a transformer of a skew symmetric matrix.

### 4.3.4 Modeling Joint Dynamics

In order to allow the rotor-propeller assembly to spin on one axis while it is attached to one of the four articulation points a revolute joint model is developed based on joint models proposed by Zeid and Chung in [116]. In the case of the revolute joint, three translations and two rotational degrees of freedom are constrained, leaving only one rotation degree of freedom free. Due to this joint condition, only one angle changes between the connected bodies. Accordingly, modulated transformers are employed to
transform the orientation of the propulsion system into the joints mounted on the articulation points on the body.

\[ \mathbf{v}_p = R_p \mathbf{v}_J, \]
\[ \mathbf{\omega}_p = R_p \mathbf{\omega}_J. \]  

(4.6)

The bond graph representation of the joint model is shown in Figure 4.6. At the joint point, constraints are assigned through stiff springs and dampers, i.e. introducing parasitic $C$ and $R$ elements instead of using ideal flow sources or zero effort
source. This approach was originally developed by Karnopp and Rosenberg in [37] to eliminate derivative causality and algebraic loops, but here the rationale of using parasitic elements is different; namely, to resolve the causal conflict and to allow partial constraining of the multibonds. However, the approach introduces more elements \((C\) and \(R\)), the parameter values of which need to be determined. The \(k_c\) and \(k_r\) parameters must be accurate enough to obtain approximately \(v_P = v_J\), \(\omega_{P,x} = \omega_{J,x}\), and \(\omega_{P,y} = \omega_{J,y}\). The effort source \(Se\) creates a port for reactive torque generated by the motor-propeller assembly.

Typically, to approximate ideal constraints sufficiently, high stiffness \((R)\) and damping \((C)\) values are necessary, which add high frequency modes to the system, which in turn requires smaller integration time steps and slows down the simulation experiment.

4.3.5 Modeling Propulsion System

The propulsion system of the quadrotor comprises of a four motor-propeller assembly. For the simplicity of modeling, the propeller is assumed to be a flat bar and attached to the rotor of the motor. The rotor, along with a propeller, is assumed to be one rigid body connected to one end of the revolute joint, and the other end is connected to one of the articulation points of the quadrotor mainframe body. The static section of the motor (stator) is assumed to be part of the mainframe body and contributes to the mass and inertia of the mainframe. The motor-propeller system dynamics can be broken down into two domains: the three-dimensional rigid body dynamics of the rotor-propeller and the electromechanical dynamics that generate the relative rotational motion between the rotor and the stator through the revolute joint.

The bond graph model of the complete propulsion system is shown in Figure 4.7. Following the topology of the system, the rigid body dynamics of the propulsion
system model can be assembled using a rigid body and a joint model that were previously introduced. In order to obtain an elaborate bond graph representation of the propulsion unit, a generic DC motor model [39] is incorporated with coil resistance \( R_c \), coil inductance \( L_c \), motor constant \( k_t \), mechanical inertia \( J_r \), and bearing friction \( R_f \). The generated torque is prescribed using a zero junction on the free axis of the revolute joint to model relative rotational motion. To maintain a desired speed in each actuation system (i.e., motor) a proportional-integral (PI) controller is used, that is governed by:

\[
V_i = k_{p,m}(\Omega_i^{des} - \Omega_i) + k_{i,m}\int(\Omega_i^{des} - \Omega_i) \, dt. \tag{4.7}
\]

Output of the controller is saturated according to the supply voltage rating of the motor.
4.3.6 Aerodynamic Forces & Moments

The external forces on the mainframe body contributed by the propulsion unit are mainly the rotor thrust and the drag. The drag force is defined as [117]:

\[
F_{\text{drag}} = \frac{1}{2} C_d \rho A v^2 = C_D v^2, \tag{4.8}
\]

where \(C_d\) is the coefficient of drag, \(\rho\) is the density of medium (air), \(A\) is the frontal area of the body and \(v\) is the velocity. Considering all the constants involved in this equation we can combine the constant terms as \(C_D\) and define it as ‘Drag Constant’. Therefore, the external force vector exerted on the center of mass of the mainframe body becomes:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
F_x \\
F_y \\
F_z
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
-\text{sign}(\dot{x}) C_{D_x} \dot{x}^2 \\
-\text{sign}(\dot{y}) C_{D_y} \dot{y}^2 \\
\sum_{i=1}^{4} T_i - \text{sign}(\dot{z}) C_{D_z} \dot{z}^2
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{4.9}
\]

Here, \(C_D\) has components in all three directions and \(T_i\) is the thrust generated by the four rotors that are spinning with a speed of \(\Omega\), and is given by [117]:

\[
T = \frac{\rho}{4} \Omega^2 r^3 a b c (\theta_t - \varphi_t) = C_T \Omega^2, \tag{4.10}
\]

where \(r\) is the radius of rotor, \(a\) is the constant blade lift curve slope, \(b\) is the number of blades, \(c\) is the blade chord, \(\theta_t\) and \(\varphi_t\) are pitch at blade tip and inflow angle at the tip respectively. Similar to equation (4.8) we can combine the constant in equation 4.10 terms and define it as \(C_T\). In the bond graph model the propeller generates this thrust through the modulated effort source (MSe) that is a function of the speed of the rotor and is governed by equation (4.10).

The rotational dynamics of a quadrotor consist of three angular motions, namely
roll, pitch and yaw. Roll and pitch rotation are produced due to moments generated by the thrust difference of the rotors at the y-axis and x-axis respectively, which are acting at the articulation points in the mainframe body. However, yaw is produced due to reactive torque in the rotor. From equation (4.2) we can define:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
M_x \\
M_y \\
M_z
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & -C_T & 0 & C_T \\
-C_T & 0 & C_T & 0 \\
-C_R & C_R & -C_R & C_R
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Omega_1^2 \\
\Omega_2^2 \\
\Omega_3^2 \\
\Omega_4^2
\end{bmatrix}.
\] (4.11)

In the equation above, \( C_R \ [Nm \cdot s^2] \) is the proportionality constant between motor speed \( \Omega \) and motor reactive torque \( \tau_i \). The value of \( C_R \) can be estimated through identification of motor-propeller parameters as presented by Hossain and Krouglicof in [13]. However, the reactive torque can also be estimated using the formulation defined in [118]:

\[
\tau_i = \lambda \Omega_i^2 + J_r \dot{\Omega}_i,
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the reactive torque constant due to drag terms and \( J_r \) is the rotational inertia of the rotor. Obviously, only the dominant aerodynamic effects are modeled here, neglecting forces and moments exerted by drag of the propeller which can be extended easily by adding more external forces to their respective directional ports.

### 4.4 Complete Multi-body Model

Once the individual models of the bodies, the joints and propulsion units have been constructed, they are connected together according to the topology of the actual vehicle using appropriate joints at their respective kinematic structures. A high level bond graph model of the completed quadrotor helicopter is shown in Figure 4.8. Using modular modeling strategy, one of the arm models is created on the right hand side...
of the figure. Repeating the model for the other three propulsion units completes the quadrotor model. Note that the models for the quadrotor with different configurations or UAVs with a higher number of actuators (e.g., Octocopter) can be obtained simply by changing the connection port and/or re-utilizing the subsystems. This flexibility of model reuse greatly alleviates the possibility of model expansion while retaining the exactness of the model.

### 4.5 Closed Loop Control Model

The quadrotor UAV is an inherently unstable platform due to its six degrees of freedom with only four actuators. Stabilization is very important for such an under-actuated system to exploit its full potential. A simple PID based control system is developed to track attitude and altitude trajectories in $SO(3)$ that are close to the nominal hover state where roll and pitch angles are small. From the analysis of possible maneuvers presented in section 4.2, the nominal thrust at hover state must satisfy:

\[ T_i = \frac{mg}{4} \]
and the motor speeds at hover condition are given by:

\[ \Omega_h = \sqrt{\frac{mg}{4C_T}}. \]

Accordingly, the vector for desired rotor speeds can be written as a linear combination of four terms:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\Omega_{1}^{\text{des}} \\
\Omega_{2}^{\text{des}} \\
\Omega_{3}^{\text{des}} \\
\Omega_{4}^{\text{des}}
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & -1 & -1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & -1 \\
1 & -1 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
\Omega_h + \Delta \Omega_{\text{lift}} \\
\Delta \Omega_{\phi} \\
\Delta \Omega_{\theta} \\
\Delta \Omega_{\psi}
\end{pmatrix},
\]

where deviations from the nominal desired state vector are \( \Delta \Omega_{\text{lift}} \), \( \Delta \Omega_{\phi} \), \( \Delta \Omega_{\theta} \), and \( \Delta \Omega_{\psi} \). \( \Delta \Omega_{\text{lift}} \) results in net force along the \( z \) axis of the propulsion system, while \( \Delta \Omega_{\phi} \), \( \Delta \Omega_{\theta} \), and \( \Delta \Omega_{\psi} \) produce moments causing roll, pitch, and yaw respectively. This is similar to the approach described in [68]. Four PID controllers are used to formulate control laws for orientation and motion along the \( z \) axis, that take the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta \Omega_{\phi} &= k_{p,\phi}(\phi^{\text{des}} - \phi) + k_{i,\phi} \int (\phi^{\text{des}} - \phi) + k_{d,\phi}(\dot{\phi}^{\text{des}} - \dot{\phi}), \\
\Delta \Omega_{\theta} &= k_{p,\theta}(\theta^{\text{des}} - \theta) + k_{i,\theta} \int (\theta^{\text{des}} - \theta) + k_{d,\theta}(\dot{\theta}^{\text{des}} - \dot{\theta}), \\
\Delta \Omega_{\psi} &= k_{p,\psi}(\psi^{\text{des}} - \psi) + k_{i,\psi} \int (\psi^{\text{des}} - \psi) + k_{d,\psi}(\dot{\psi}^{\text{des}} - \dot{\psi}), \\
\Delta \Omega_{\text{lift}} &= k_{p,z}(z^{\text{des}} - z) + k_{i,z} \int (z^{\text{des}} - z) + k_{d,z}(\dot{z}^{\text{des}} - \dot{z}).
\end{align*}
\]

By varying the speed of the four rotors one can achieve desired attitude and altitude of the system and hence a stabilized platform. Since translational motion along the \( x \) and \( y \) axes of the mainframe is a function of pitch \( (\theta) \) and roll \( (\phi) \) angles of the body, deviation in pitch and roll angles from a stable condition \( (\theta = \phi = 0^\circ) \) can result in motion along the \( x \) and \( y \) axis respectively. However, translational motion does not contribute directly to the stability of the system; therefore, it is left for future expansion of this work.
Table 4.1: Inertia parameters of the rigid bodies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body</th>
<th>Mass (Kg)</th>
<th>$I_x$</th>
<th>$I_y$</th>
<th>$I_z$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mainframe</td>
<td>0.30155</td>
<td>6.4E-4</td>
<td>6.4E-4</td>
<td>1.22E-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor-Propeller</td>
<td>0.011721</td>
<td>6.4061E-7</td>
<td>6.2732E-6</td>
<td>3.008E-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6 Identification of Parameters

In order to join the theoretical and construction branches of the quadrotor development process, the model constants are identified. Once the constant parameters are obtained, numerical simulations of both the open loop bond graph model and the closed loop controlled model will be performed. The constant parameters for the simulation model include: inertial values of the quadrotor frame, inertial values of the motor-propeller assembly, and the actuator and aerodynamics parameters.

4.6.1 Inertial Parameters

For the sake of simplifying the identification process, inertial parameters are approximated using the Solidworks 3-D modeling application. Detailed 3-D CAD models are developed and the material properties are prescribed to obtain mass and the principal inertia values of the respective rigid body. Then the estimated mass parameter is compared with the actual mass of the component to verify the accuracy of the estimation. In this study, inertial parameters are identified for two primary bodies: the mainframe body and the rotor-propeller assembly. The articulation points $P_1$ through $P_4$ are assumed to be on the $x$ – $y$ plane of the mainframe body and located at 12.7 cm distance in both the positive and negative directions of the $x$ and $y$ axis. Table 4.1 presents the inertial constants used to perform the simulation experiment.
4.6.2 Propulsion System Parameters

DC Motor parameters are identified using the Matlab/Simulink Parameter Estimation Toolbox. A DC motor model is developed in Simulink to support the estimation task. The basis for the identification is the measured speed response for a given step input of rated voltage. The speed response for an off the shelf BLDC motor (MN1806) is used for this study. The response is obtained for a step input of 7.4 volts. Using measured coil resistance \( R_c \), speed response for step input, and the motor model, the unknown parameters are estimated; i.e., coil inductance \( L_c \), rotor inertia \( J_r \), damping resistance \( R_f \), and motor constant \( K_t \). The estimated response generated using the approximated parameters closely matches the measured response seen in Figure 4.9.

The aerodynamic constants (thrust factor and the proportionality constant between thrust and the reactive torque) are identified using a propeller calibration rig developed by Hossain and Krouglicof in [13]. Table 4.2 presents the actuator parameters used in the simulation study.
Table 4.2: Parameters of the propulsion unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motor Constant $k_t$</td>
<td>5.7094E-3</td>
<td>N/amp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil Resistance $R_c$</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil Inductance $L_c$</td>
<td>7.21E-3</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Inertia $J_r$</td>
<td>9.37E-6</td>
<td>Kg-m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping Resistance $R_f$</td>
<td>1.0098E-5</td>
<td>N-m-s/rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrust Constant $C_T$</td>
<td>1.27E-6</td>
<td>N-s^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque Constant $C_R$</td>
<td>1.48e-8E-8</td>
<td>N-m-s^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drag Coefficient $C_D$</td>
<td>[0.2 0.2 0.4]^T</td>
<td>N-m-s^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportional Constant $k_{p,m}$</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral Constant $k_{i,m}$</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.7 Simulation Experiment

The simulation experiment was conducted in two steps. First an open loop experiment was performed to validate the accuracy and functionality of the model and then the loop was closed using the controllers and the control performances were evaluated. For numerical integration of the simulation, the Modified Backward Differentiation Formula (MBDF) method was chosen with a tolerance of 1E-10. This high tolerance value is used due to the high stiffness and damping value of the parasitic elements. Here, the $k_c$ and $k_r$ values are tuned to 1E-2 and 20 respectively.

4.7.1 Freefall and Hover Test

A simple freefall experiment was conducted to validate the kinematic and dynamic constraints of the model. Providing no thrust to the quadrotor causes it to fall down due to gravity at a rate of 9.81 ms^{-1} as seen in the simulation results presented in Figure 4.10. Note that the drag coefficient is assumed zero for the freefall test. On the other hand, for lifting the quadrotor, it is obvious that a minimum combination thrust equal to (mass of mainframe body + 4×mass of each propulsion unit)×9.81 = 3.418 N is required, which leads to a motor speed of $\Omega_h = 820.26$ rad/s from each rotor.
Simulation results presented in Figure 4.11 demonstrate the hovering phenomenon. Since the motors take a short period to attain the desired rpm, the quadrotor initially starts descending. However, as soon as the motors starts operating at the hovering speed, the platform starts hovering. Subsequently, velocity of climb/descend goes to zero, which is in agreement with the theory. During this test, front and back propellers spin in a clockwise direction and the other two spin in a counter clockwise direction, producing zero net torque, which leads to no angular motion (yaw) about the z axis of the mainframe body. Also, there is no pitch or roll motion, as the opposite rotors are spinning at the same speed to counterbalance the moment about x and y axes of the mainframe. The basic free-fall and hover condition validates the basic functionality of the quadrotor model.
4.7.2 Analysis of Possible Maneuvers

Once the validation was completed, simulation experiments were conducted to evaluate the theoretical maneuvers. The simulation demonstrates the flight maneuver which satisfies the theoretical trajectories that the quadrotor is supposed to perform at certain combinations of the rotor thrust. Figure 4.12 shows the simulation result of climb action of the quadrotor. In this simulation experiment all four rotors were spun at 1032.98 rad/s, an increase of 212.72 rad/s ($\Delta_{\text{lift}} = 212.72$) when compared to the required speed to produce enough thrust to lift its own weight. This leads to a vertical motion of the quadrotor. Similar to the hover condition, there is no angular motion observed in this condition as all four rotors are running at the same speed (rpm). Because translational motion is achieved through deviation in an angular position from the zero condition, there is no translational motion observed in this maneuver.

In order to simulate the roll motion (rotation about the $x$ axis), the right and left rotor are set at 866.98 rad/s and 911.23 rad/s while the other two rotors are operated at 889.36 rad/s. The speeds are chosen carefully to cancel the net torque on the $z$ axis. For example, in this case, the sum of torque generated by the front
Figure 4.12: Simulation results of open loop climb/lift action. Motors are operated at $\Omega_h + \Delta_{lift} = 1032.98$ rad/s wherein $\Delta_{lift} = 212.72$ rad/s and back rotor is equal to the total amount of torque generated by the right and left rotor. Simulation results presented in Figure 4.13 show the roll motion of the quadrotor. Motion along the $y$ and $z$ axes suggests that the quadrotor is falling while moving along the negative $y$ direction. This is obvious in the case of rotation about the $x$ axis (roll) in absence of a closed loop controller. The oscillations observed in the angular velocity response can be originated due to the parasitic elements used in construction of the joint model. This can be minimized thorough further tuning of the parasitic constants. The pitch motion presented in Figure 4.14 is identical to the roll motion. Instead of creating thrust difference between the right and left motor, here the front motor and back motor are set to operate at 866.98 rad/s and 911.23 rad/s respectively, while both front and back motors are operated at 889.36 rad/s. Unlike the roll motion, here the quadrotor moves along the positive $x$ axis while it falls down. This is evident, due to the rotation about the $y$ axis (pitch) only.
Figure 4.13: Simulation results of open loop roll motion. Left and right motors are running at 911.23 rad/s and 866.98 rad/s rpm respectively. Both front and back motors are running at 889.36 rad/s. The equivalent thrusts added to the hovering conditions are 0.2N, 0.1N, 0.15N, and 0.15N respectively.

Finally, to generate the yaw motion (rotation about the z axis), both the right and left motor are operated at 932.58 rad/s and the other two rotors are operated at 689.93 rad/s. The speed setpoints are chosen to produce zero net torque about the z axis, while also producing the necessary thrust to lift its own weight. This is done by increasing the lift in the right and left rotor and decreasing the same amount of lift from the front and back rotor. The result is only yaw motion with no translation. Simulation results in Figure 4.15 present the yaw maneuver of the quadrotor. As the
Figure 4.14: Simulation results of open loop pitch motion. Back and Front motors are running at 911.23 rad/s and 866.98 rad/s respectively. Both right and left motors are running at 889.36 rad/s. The equivalent thrusts added to the hovering conditions are 0.2N, 0.1N, 0.15N, and 0.15N respectively.

right and left rotor are rotating clockwise with a higher magnitude of speed compared to the front and back rotor, the reactive torque is dominated by the right and left rotors’ rotational direction. Thus the motion of the body is in a counterclockwise direction which creates the positive yaw as seen in the simulation results. Similar to hover condition, a falling tendency of the vehicle due to lag in motor dynamics is also observed at the beginning of the response, which is recovered as soon as the motors reached to its desired speed.
Figure 4.15: Simulation results of open loop yaw motion. Both left and right motors are running at 932.58 rad/s while the front and back rotors are running at 689.93 rad/s. The equivalent thrusts added to the hovering conditions are +0.25N, +0.25N, -0.25N, and -0.25N respectively.

Table 4.3: PID Controller gains used in the simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Roll (φ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportional Gain</td>
<td>$k_p$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral Gain</td>
<td>$k_i$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivative Gain</td>
<td>$k_d$</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.7.3 Simulation of the Controlled Response

The open loop responses confirm that the system is highly unstable and coupled. Accordingly, the proposed PID control laws for attitude and altitude stabilization are formulated using the equation submodel feature of the ‘20-Sim’ application. Table 4.3 presents the controller gains used for this simulation experiment. Here the initial conditions were chosen as $\phi = \theta = 15^\circ$. All other initial conditions were set to
zero except altitude, which is set to 1 m. Figure 4.16 shows how the quadrotor reaches a stabilized condition (no angular motion) from the perturbed orientation while maintaining an altitude of 1.0 m as prescribed in the controller setpoint. Since the linear motion along the $x$ and $y$ axes is a function of pitch and roll motion, if angular motions are stabilized, the system’s linear motions along $x$ and $y$ are also stabilized. The closed loop controller can also maintain desired orientation of the body from a stable position which can be further utilized for controlling the position vector of the quadrotor. There is a steady state error observed in the roll response, this could be improved through further tuning of the controllers. Since the focus of this study is multibody modeling and control law development, optimal tuning of the model is deferred to future work of this study. The execution time for the experimental maneuver is provided by the corresponding largest settling time of the controlled responses; i.e., when motion in each axis reaches a steady state. It cannot be denied that the settling time and the controller performances presented here are not absolute measures of performance, since the gains of the PID controller greatly influence these quantities. However, in this case gains are tuned so that the stabilization responses asymptotically reach their respective steady states.

### 4.8 Conclusion

The chapter proposes a multi-body simulation approach and the stabilization control law for aerial robotic platforms using bond graph representation. The study demonstrates that a combination of bond graph and multi-body modeling approach facilitates modeling of the complex and coupled dynamics of robotics systems with greater exactness, as well as extension or simplification of the system model or its controller. For this purpose a number of ideas from previous work were amalgamated in the form of an algorithmic procedure for synthesizing a closed loop multi-body dynamic
model. Subsequently the constructed multi-body dynamic models were simulated using parameters identified from the real components. Simulation study confirmed the theoretical maneuvers and the controlled behaviour of the quadrotor vehicle.

As the quadrotor is a mechatronic system, involvement of a different energy domain is a must. That is why selection of the modeling language is a significant decision if future extension is expected. Future model extensions include higher-fidelity aerodynamics contributed by the propellers. Possible extensions to the controller might involve control of position in 3-D space that may lead the model to be even more accurate and practical.

Figure 4.16: Attitude and altitude control response of the quadrotor stabilizing from a perturbed orientation of $\phi = \theta = 15^\circ$ and $\psi = 0^\circ$. Altitude is maintained at 1 m during the stabilization maneuver.
Chapter 5

FPGA Based BLDC Motor Speed Controller for UAV Platform

5.1 Introduction

The actuation system of a quadrotor consists of four motor-propeller assemblies. The function of the motors is to convert electrical energy into mechanical energy. Considering the ready availability of electricity and the wide use of mechanical energy, it is no surprise that electric motors are widely used. In the case of the quadrotor, the mechanical energy produced by its motors is used to propel the blades to generate required thrust. When the selection of the motor is a focus - one that promises better performance and efficiency is worth a closer look. Such is the case with BLDC motors.

BLDC motors are widely used in the UAV industry because of their high efficiency, low electromagnetic interference, high mechanical reliability, and most importantly, their wide range of speed. The commutation based operation and the low inertia of the BLDC motor make it more responsive and thereby more attractive for UAV applications. However, commutation and speed control of the motor are complex in terms of algorithms, required power electronics [42], and digital hardware based implementations [44].

The motivation of this chapter is to design and develop a flexible, compact, and
fast reacting (i.e., high update rate) motor control system for the quadrotor that is
driven by single FPGA hardware. In contrast, off-the-shelf motor speed controllers
are based on the application of specific microcontrollers [119]. Microcontrollers, which
are specified for motor control, have limited capacity in terms of driving channels and
position feedback input channels. Due to the limited resources, a finite number of
motors could be controlled with this architecture. In the case of the quadrotor (or
multi-rotor), where multiple motors are controlled along with sensor data processing
(e.g., image data processing, inertial data processing) this can result in hardware re-
source limitation. Moreover, when multiple sensors and actuators, including a camera
are operated with the same microcontroller, the speed and performance of the pro-
cessor can deteriorate to the point where the performance of the overall flying system
is compromised. This happens primarily due to the sequential operation of microcon-
trollers and limited number of interrupts built into a microcontroller. This is resolved
either by interfacing multiple microcontrollers or integrating a microcontroller with
an increased number of interrupts and other I/O pins. However, both solutions are
not effective in terms of cost and real estate available on an aerial vehicle. FPGA
hardware implementation, on the other hand, provides solutions to the problems in a
single chip and is conducive to the SWaP constraints faced by a UAV system.

In recent years, FPGA-based motor control has started to draw the attention
of researchers [43, 119, 44]. Features of the FPGAs, which are the simplicity, pro-
grammability, short design cycle, fast time to market, low power consumption, and
high density, enhance the application of FPGAs in the motor control field [44]. FPGA
based motor drivers are also less complex and more reliable, flexible and adaptable
when compared to DSP (Digital Signal Processor) and microcontroller based imple-
mentations.

In order to develop the commutation algorithm, hall sensors are used that are
mounted around the periphery of the motor. This is called sensored control as opposed to sensor-less control where the zero crossing back-EMF of the three motor phases are sensed using a current sensor. Though sensor-less commutation and control involve fewer hardware components, the efficiency of the sensor-less approach degrades at low speed operation when the back-EMF generated by three phases is insufficient to produce enough current for the current sensors to accurately detect its zero crossing property. Moreover, implementation of sensor-less commutation is complex compared to sensored commutation and therefore only adopted in situations where sensored commutation is not suitable (e.g., if a motor is submerged in fluid, oil or water). Accordingly, for a wide range of speed as well as for simplicity of implementation, hall sensor based commutation is chosen in this study.

The digital speed control system is developed using the common control principle for a permanent magnet BLDC motor, which is pulse width modulated (PWM) current control. It is based on the assumption of a linear relationship between the phase current and the torque; same as the brushed DC motor [120]. Thus, by adjusting the PWM duty ratio, the phase current is controlled and accordingly the electromagnetic torque is generated to achieve the required rotational speed. In order to control the speed using closed loop control technology a classic PID control technology is chosen in this study. To estimate the speed feedback information for the controller, the frequency and width of the hall sensor signals are used. However, hall sensor signals are noisy and the width of the sensor signal varies with speed. To overcome the inconsistency of the accuracy of speed measurement a speed observer is proposed in this study. Both the speed observer and the closed loop controller are implemented in the FPGA hardware.

To begin the development of the commutation algorithm it is essential to study the construction and operation principle of the BLDC motor. Accordingly, Section 5.2
presents a review of the construction of a BLDC motor and in the following section the commutation algorithm is developed using hall sensor signals as the basis for commutation. In Section 5.4 a numerical model of the 3-phase motor is then developed for control law development and tuning of the controller. The discrete hardware modules are developed in Section 5.5, which include the discrete formulation of a speed measurement algorithm for hardware implementation. The closed loop controller is developed and implemented in the consecutive section. Finally the performance of commutation, performance of the speed control technique and the closed loop speed controller are evaluated in Section 5.6. A brief discussion is presented in Section 5.7 followed by concluding remarks in Section 5.8.

5.2 Brushless DC Motor

A BLDC motor is similar to a DC motor, except that in the case of the BLDC motor, the permanent magnets are attached to the rotor and coils remain stationary. Figure 5.1(a) shows a simplified illustration of BLDC motor construction. The coil windings are electrically separated from each other allowing them to turn on and off in a sequence that creates a rotating magnetic field. This sequential excitation of the coils to achieve proper interaction between rotating magnets is called commutation. The coils come in single phase, 2-phase, and 3-phase. Armature of the 3-phase motor can be modeled as an R-L circuit as presented by the circuit topology in Figure 5.1(b). Here all three electromagnetic circuits are connected to a common point $n$. Each of the lines in the circuit are called phases of the motor. Here A, B, and C are the three phases of the motor.

The motor is also manufactured as an in-runner or out-runner. The one presented in Figure 5.1(a) is an out-runner, wherein the rotor that holds the magnets is at the peripheral side of the motor and the wire coiled stator poles are at the center of the
motor. The spinning shaft is attached to the out-runner. One significant advantage of this arrangement is that the commutator does not carry current to the rotor, which eliminates the brushes. However, it is still necessary to know the rotor position so that excitation of the stator field always leads the permanent magnet field to produce torque [121]. Position of the rotor is determined based on state (north pole or south pole) of the outrunner magnets, which is sensed by the hall-effect sensors.

5.3 3-Phase BLDC Motor Commutation

The commutation algorithm decodes the sensor signals and energizes the appropriate stator windings. The hall effect sensors generate binary signals: whenever the rotor magnetic poles pass near the hall sensors, they give a high signal, indicating the north pole is passing near the sensors, and a low signal indicates the presence of a south pole. Digital high output refers to 180 electrical degrees of electrical rotation, and low output to the other 180° electrical rotation. The three sensors are offset from each other by 60 electrical degrees so that each sensor output is in alignment with one of
(a) Definition of hall sensor position.

(b) Current & Back-EMF Profiles during operation.

Figure 5.2: Hall sensor signals corresponding to the driving sequence.

The electromagnetic circuits [44].

By sensing three hall sensors, a 3-bit code can be obtained with values ranging from 1 through 6. Each code value represents a sector on which the rotor is presently located. State ‘0’ and ‘7’ are therefore invalid states. Each code value provides information on which windings need to be excited to turn the rotor. Figure 5.2(a) shows a conceptual drawing for estimating rotor position based on the hall sensor. An associated timing diagram is presented in Figure 5.2(b) the shows the hall-effect sensor outputs and their corresponding motor phase current. The binary codes on the top row of the figure correspond to one of the six states of the commutation phase and the bottom row represents the incremental electrical cycle during rotation. Observe that the three sensors’ output overlap in such a way as to create the six
Figure 5.3: Armature coil excitation sequence based on the hall sensor code.

unique three-bit output codes corresponding to each state of the drive phases.

Motor commutation is organized according to a trapezoidal back-EMF profile [46] wherein the commutation is defined in a way that treats a three-phase BLDC motor as if it were a DC motor having just two phases at any instant of time. During the commutation operation, any two of the three phases are energized based on the position of the rotor. Each of the drive states consists of one motor terminal driven high, one motor terminal driven low and one motor terminal floating [122]. Figure 5.2(b) shows the direction of current flow in the phases while the motor is in forward motion (i.e., incrementing electrical cycle). Figure 5.3 presents the phase combination and the commutation sequence responsible for producing the flow of current. A simplified one and a half H-bridge based drive circuit is developed using power electronics (i.e., MOSFETs) to commutate motor coils according to the hall sensor code. The circuit is presented in Figure 5.4.

If the high side switch (MOSFET) of phase A \( A_H \) is activated, current flows
into phase A, and when the low side switch of phase A ($A_L$) is activated, current flows out of phase A to the ground. Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 show the drive state of inverter switches corresponding to the position of the rotor for both clock-wise (CW) and counter clock-wise (CCW) rotation respectively. Since the three hall sensors are spaced 60 electrical degrees apart, they will change their state after every 60 electrical degrees. Given this, it takes six steps to complete one revolution of the electrical cycle. However, one electrical cycle may not complete one mechanical rotation of the rotor. The relation between mechanical rotation and electrical cycle depends on the number of poles in the motor. For one pole pair, one electrical cycle is completed. Accordingly, the number of electrical cycles per rotation is equal to the number of pole pairs present.
Table 5.2: States of hall sensor and MOSFET switches in counter clock-wise (CCW)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Hall 1</th>
<th>Hall 2</th>
<th>Hall 3</th>
<th>A High</th>
<th>A Low</th>
<th>B High</th>
<th>B Low</th>
<th>C High</th>
<th>C Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the rotor. So, at every 60 electrical degrees, the phase current switching needs to be updated to move to the next pole pair.

5.4 Mathematical Framework

The BLDC motor is a DC motor with three phases working in a synchronous fashion. To review the mathematical model of a BLDC motor, a brief model of the DC motor is in order [123]. The topology of a simple DC motor is shown in Figure 5.5(a). $R$ and $L$ are the armature resistance and inductance respectively, $v_s$ is the supply voltage, $i$ is the armature current and $e$ is the back-emf. The simple $L - R$ circuit can be described as:

$$v_s = Ri + L \frac{di}{dt} + e. \quad (5.1)$$

Mechanical torque produced by the rotor can be modeled as:

$$T_e = k_f \omega_m + J \frac{d\omega_m}{dt} + T_L. \quad (5.2)$$

Here, $T_e$, $k_f$, $J$, and $T_L$ respectively denote the electrical torque, friction constant, rotor inertia, and an external load on the rotor. The back-emf and the electrical
Figure 5.5: Electrical topology of DC motors

torque can be modeled as:

\[ e = k_e \omega_m, \quad \text{and} \quad T_e = k_t \omega_m. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

Here, \( k_e \) and \( k_t \) are the back-emf and the torque constant respectively. In the case of a three-phase BLDC motor, three armature coils are used to generate motion. The circuit is presented in Figure 5.5(b). The mechanical model for the BLDC motor remains the same as that of the DC motor; however, the electrical circuit is different in both construction and commutation. The electrical and mechanical model of the BLDC motor can be described as:

\[ v_{ab} = R(i_a - i_b) + L \frac{d}{dt}(i_a - i_b) + e_a - e_b, \]

\[ v_{bc} = R(i_b - i_c) + L \frac{d}{dt}(i_b - i_c) + e_b - e_c, \] \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

\[ v_{ca} = R(i_c - i_a) + L \frac{d}{dt}(i_c - i_a) + e_c - e_a, \]

\[ T_e = k_f \omega_m + J \frac{d \omega_m}{dt} + T_L. \]

Symbols \( v \), \( i \), and \( e \) denote the phase-to-phase voltage, phase current and phase back-emfs respectively for the three phases \( a \), \( b \), and \( c \). The resistance \( R \) and the inductance \( L \) are per phase values and \( T_e \) and \( T_L \) are the electrical torque and load torque. \( J \) is the rotor inertia, \( k_f \) is the friction constant and \( \omega_m \) is the rotor speed. The trapezoidal
back-emfs and accordingly the electrical torque can be modeled with:

\[ e_a = \frac{k_e}{2} \omega_m F(\theta_e), \]
\[ e_b = \frac{k_e}{2} \omega_m F(\theta_e - \frac{2\pi}{3}), \]
\[ e_c = \frac{k_e}{2} \omega_m F(\theta_e - \frac{4\pi}{3}), \]
\[ \frac{k_t}{2} = F(\theta_e)i_a + F(\theta_e - \frac{2\pi}{3})i_b + F(\theta_e - \frac{4\pi}{3})i_c, \]

(5.5)

where \( k_e \) and \( k_t \) are the back-emf constant and the torque constant. The electrical angle is equal to the rotor angle times the number of pole pairs. The function \( F(\cdot) \) implies the trapezoidal waveform of the back-emf. One period of this function can be written as:

\[
F(\theta_e) = \begin{cases} 
1 & 0 \leq \theta_e < \frac{2\pi}{3} \\
1 - \frac{6}{\pi(\theta_e - \frac{2\pi}{3})} & \frac{2\pi}{3} \leq \theta_e < \pi \\
-1 & \pi \leq \theta_e < \frac{5\pi}{3} \\
1 + \frac{6}{\pi(\theta_e - \frac{5\pi}{3})} & \frac{5\pi}{3} \leq \theta_e < 2\pi 
\end{cases}
\]

(5.6)

Since each voltage relation in equation (5.4) is a linear combination of the other two voltage equations, only two voltage equations are needed. The two equations can be formulated using Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) applied at the common node:

\[ i_a + i_b + i_c = 0. \]

(5.7)

Accordingly, the voltage equations become:

\[ v_{ab} - e_{ab} = R(i_a - i_b) + L \frac{d}{dt}(i_a - i_b), \]
\[ v_{bc} - e_{bc} = R(i_a - 2i_b) + L \frac{d}{dt}(i_a - 2i_b). \]

(5.8)

To make it convenient for simulation with Matlab/Simulink, the equations above can also be modified to allow a state space representation before modeling.
Figure 5.6: Circuit configuration formed by the phases during motor commutation.

5.4.1 Inverter Model

The inverter model of a BLDC motor depends on the circuit configuration formed during each phase of the commutation sequence. The effect on the source voltage is modeled while switching from one state to the next state takes place. For simplicity of the simulation model, hall sensor signals are not generated; instead, zero crossing of current in the motor phases is used to trigger the phase switching during commutation. Figure 5.6 presents the circuits at every $60^\circ$ of the electrical cycle during the commutation process.

The switches and the diodes are assumed to be ideal devices throughout the operation. The phase current that is being turned off will flow through a freewheeling diode while the current in the phase that is turned on is rising from zero. Looking at the second state ($60^\circ - 120^\circ$ position) in Figure 5.6, when the diode current is nonzero, the phase-to-phase voltages are $v_{ab} = v_s$, $v_{bc} = 0$ and $v_{ca} = -v_s$. When the diode current has reached zero, voltages $v_{bc}$ and $v_{ca}$ will have a different value, which depends on back-emfs. In the event of Matlab simulation only $v_{ab}$ and $v_{bc}$ are sufficient to simulate the dynamics of the motor. Figure 5.7 presents a closer view
Figure 5.7: Two circuit topologies during $60^\circ - 120^\circ$ electrical cycle.

of the two circuit topologies at $60^\circ - 120^\circ$. The effect of the back-emf and diode as a voltage source is considered wherein the voltage source $e_d$ simulates the diode behaviour [124].

In the case of the non-zero diode current, the value of $e_d$ is zero; however, when the diode current has reached zero, $e_d$ must generate a voltage that forces the current to remain at zero until the next phase starts. This value of $e_d$ is calculated using $i_c$ as a function of voltage sources, setting it equal to zero and solving for $e_d$. For the circuit in Figure 5.7(a) the phase-to-phase voltage becomes:

$$i_3 \neq 0 \begin{cases} v_{ab} = v_s \\ v_{bc} = 0 \\ v_{ca} = -v_s \end{cases} \tag{5.9}$$

$$i_3 = 0 \begin{cases} v_{ab} = v_s \\ v_{bc} = \frac{1}{2}(-v_s + e_a + e_b - 2e_c) \\ v_{ca} = \frac{1}{2}(-v_s - e_a - e_b + 2e_c) \end{cases} \tag{5.10}$$
### Table 5.3: Inputs for the inverter model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrical Cycle $\theta_e$</th>
<th>Phase Current</th>
<th>$v_{ab} - e_{ab}$</th>
<th>$v_{bc} - e_{bc}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0^\circ - 60^\circ$</td>
<td>$i_a \neq 0$</td>
<td>$v_a - e_a + e_b$</td>
<td>$-v_s - e_b + e_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$i_a = 0$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}(v_s + e_b - e_c)$</td>
<td>$-v_s - e_b + e_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$60^\circ - 120^\circ$</td>
<td>$i_c \neq 0$</td>
<td>$v_a - e_a + e_b$</td>
<td>$-v_s - e_b + e_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$i_c = 0$</td>
<td>$v_a - e_a + e_b$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}(-v_s + e_a - e_b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$120^\circ - 180^\circ$</td>
<td>$i_b \neq 0$</td>
<td>$-e_a + e_b$</td>
<td>$v_s - e_b + e_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$i_b = 0$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}(v_s - e_a + e_c)$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}(v_s - e_a + e_c)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$180^\circ - 240^\circ$</td>
<td>$i_a \neq 0$</td>
<td>$-v_s - e_a + e_b$</td>
<td>$v_s - e_b + e_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$i_a = 0$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}(-v_s + e_b - e_c)$</td>
<td>$v_s - e_b + e_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$240^\circ - 300^\circ$</td>
<td>$i_c \neq 0$</td>
<td>$-v_s - e_a + e_b$</td>
<td>$-e_b + e_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$i_c = 0$</td>
<td>$-v_s - e_a + e_b$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}(v_s + e_a - e_b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$300^\circ - 360^\circ$</td>
<td>$i_b \neq 0$</td>
<td>$-e_a + e_b$</td>
<td>$-v_s - e_b + e_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$i_b = 0$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}(-v_s - e_a + e_c)$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}(-v_s - e_a + e_c)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and from Figure 5.7(b):

$$
\begin{cases}
  i_3 \neq 0 \\
  v_{ab} = -v_s \\
  v_{bc} = 0 \\
  v_{ca} = v_s \\
\end{cases} 
$$

(5.11)

$$
\begin{cases}
  i_3 = 0 \\
  v_{ab} = -v_s \\
  v_{bc} = \frac{1}{2}(v_s + e_a + e_b - 2e_c) \\
  v_{ca} = \frac{1}{2}(v_s - e_a - e_b + 2e_c) \\
\end{cases} 
$$

(5.12)

It can be seen from equations (5.9) to (5.12) that the output voltage of the inverter not only depends on the source voltage but also on the value of back-emfs and whether the phase currents are zero or nonzero. To accommodate the inverter dynamics in the simulation model, the difference between phase-to-phase voltage and their corresponding back-emfs is used. Table 5.3 provides the governing equations for the inverter model used in simulating the behaviour of the BLDC motor.
5.4.2 Closed Loop Speed Control Model

A closed-loop PID control system shown in equation (5.13) is used to control speed of the BLDC motor. In the feedback control system, $e(t)$ corresponds to error between the controlled variable $y(t)$ (i.e., rotational velocity) and the setpoint/desired value $y_d(t)$, which is prescribed at a higher control level. The goal of the feedback controller is to eliminate the error $e(t)$ between $y(t)$ and $y_d(t)$. In the case of motor speed control, the value of $y(t)$ is measured by the speed estimator, which is then compared with $y_d(t)$ to generate the error $e(t)$. The output of the controller, $u(t)$ is a function of $e(t)$. Typically, this is a signal that requires scaling to match the plant (i.e., motor). The PID controller is described with the differential equation as:

$$u(t) = k_p e(t) + \frac{1}{T_I} \int e(t) dt + T_d \frac{de(t)}{dt}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.13)

Here, $k_p$ is the proportional gain, $T_I$ is the integral time constant, and $T_d$ is the derivative time constant.

5.5 Hardware Implementation

The system architecture of the proposed hardware realization process for the BLDC motor driver and its associated speed controller is depicted in Figure 5.8. The driver and controller are achieved in hardware in two main steps: open loop motor driver implementation and closed loop speed controller integration.

First an open loop circuit is derived to operate the motor for a given direction and PWM width. This is supported by a PWM generator circuit, the commutation circuit, and the switching electronics connected to the battery. The PWM generator generates the PWM signal based on the duty ratio. The commutator circuit uses the PWM signal and the hall sensor signal to generate an appropriate drive signal for the electronic switches, which in turn operate the motor. The PWM duty ratio defines
the average voltage across the two active phases of the BLDCM. The voltage in turn produces current to generate torque in the motor shaft.

In order to close the loop for a speed controller, a speed estimation circuit is required, which acts as the feedback sensing element for the control law. Therefore, a speed estimation circuit is employed that relies on hall sensor input, direction of motion, and the hall sensor pulse train. Both direction and pulse train are generated using a separate digital circuit, which also depends on the hall sensor signal. The speed estimation signal is then compared with its reference value (set-point) to evaluate feedback error. The feedback error is processed in the feedback controller to provide the controlled PWM duty ratio to minimize the error and maintain the speed of the motor at the desired speed.

5.5.1 Implementation of the Commutation Core

In a digital circuit, an oscillator based clock signal (i.e., master clock) is used to keep all activities and signals in synchronicity. A commutation clock $clk$ is required to drive the circuits associated with the commutation cores as presented in the data
Figure 5.9: Block diagram showing the commutation driver implementation for FPGA Hardware.

flow diagram in Figure 5.9. The clock is essentially a scaled version of the master FPGA clock. The master clock operates at 50MHz: a square wave with 20 ns of period and 50% duty. An asynchronous signal is used to reset the system. The PWM module generates a fixed frequency PWM signal $pwm$, wherein the positive width (i.e., duty ratio) of the signal is used to regulate the conduction time of the high side MOSFET switches of the commutation driver circuit. Essentially, the technique helps to control the average output voltage [46]. Three D-flip-flops are used to synchronize the hall-effect signal with the commutation clock. The sensor signals are then fed to the commutator module along with the PWM signal to define the states of the semiconductor switches at any instant of the hall sensor code (i.e., the combination of hall-sensor signals).
In order to implement the PWM generator and to understand the concept of the PWM a simple analysis with a switch is in order. The analysis is conducted assuming a resistive load as shown in Figure 5.10(a).

In practice the load is resistive-inductive as is the case with any electric machine. When the switch $S$ is closed (i.e., turned on) the input voltage $v_s$ is applied to the resistive load $R$. The on-time $t_{on}$ is defined as the amount of time for which the switch is closed resulting in $v_o = v_s$. Off-time $t_{off}$ is when the switch is open leaving no voltage applied to the load ($v_o = 0$). To understand the relationship between the input voltage and the output voltage as a function of on-time and off-time of the switch, two parameters are defined; namely, duty ratio ($D$) and period of switching ($t_s$). The switching time period is the sum of the on-time and off-time as shown in Figure 5.10(b). The duty ratio is:

$$D = \frac{t_{on}}{t_s}.$$  \hfill (5.14)

Taking the integral of the output voltage over one time-period and dividing by the
time period yields the input to output relationship.

\[ v_o = \frac{1}{t_s} \int v_s(t)dt = \frac{t_{on}}{t_s} v_s = D \cdot v_s. \] (5.15)

Duty ratio can be varied either by varying frequency of the PWM signal or by varying positive width of the signal as in this case. The reason for choosing constant frequency PWM control is that the harmonics produced are at the switching frequency and its multiples, makes filtering much easier [125]. In addition, using a fixed frequency PWM, we can filter acoustic noises of the motor provided that the operating frequency is above the audible frequency of the human ear.

To implement the PWM generator in FPGA hardware, a counter is defined that increments on the positive edge of the scaled clock and rolls over when it reaches to its highest value. This is a very common practice in digital hardware coding as it uses bit vectors to define signal (e.g., a 3 bit counter starts from 0 and rolls over after \(2^3 - 1 = 7\)).

Using the counter, a saw-tooth signal is generated in the FPGA hardware as seen in Figure 5.11. The duty cycle value or the output voltage control signal is compared with the saw-tooth signal to produce the PWM signal. If the saw-tooth signal value is less than the voltage control signal the PWM signal is high (i.e., the switch is turned on) and otherwise it remains low. By varying the length of the counter the frequency of the PWM signal is varied. However, the frequency of the PWM signal is limited by the frequency of the input clock of the FPGA hardware and the switching limit of the power MOSFETs.
5.5.3 Implementation of the Commutation Protocol

In order to get constant output torque and constant output power, the current is driven through a motor winding during the flat portion of the back-emf waveform as seen in Figure 5.2(b). During that time only two phases are connected in series with the DC power bus while the third phase remains open. The required phase is activated with its respective inverter switches. Two lookup tables are implemented in the FPGA hardware to define the state of the switches according to Tables 5.1 and 5.2 for clockwise rotation and counter clockwise rotation respectively. Figure 5.12(a) presents the commutation waveform during a clockwise rotation. Note that the high side activation signal in the tables is replaced with a PWM signal during implementation of the lookup table. This provides the controllability of motor speed based on the duty ratio of the PWM signal in real-time.

The commutation process naturally involves conduction losses and switching losses [126] due to the use of a power device in the inverter. While off the shelf motor controllers do not allow access to the commutation and cannot guarantee efficient commutation, this research work identifies the potential of custom commutation to reduce these losses with only minimal effort (i.e., changing the commutation sequence).

In the case of PWM waveforms for the conventional approach shown in Figure
5.12(a), the high power size is chopped in the 2/6 fundamental period and the duty ratio of the PWM is defined from the speed reference. When the high side power switch is chop controlled, the associated low side switch is not triggered and remains “off”. A similar control signal is applied to the low-side power switch at a 180° shift, except in this case the low side is clamped to a negative dc link. These control signals are applied to the other two phases with a 120° shift as shown in the same figure. Figure 5.13(a) illustrates the current path during PWM commutation using $\omega t \in [60^\circ - 120^\circ]$ and $A_H = off$, as an example. Here power switches $A_L = off$ and $B_L = on$ respectively. Under this condition the current flows through the anti-parallel diode of the power switch $A_L$, and thereby results in significant conduction losses,
which is equal to the product of forward drop voltage of diode and load current \([47]\). In contrast, when the PWM waveform proposed in \([47]\) presented in Figure 5.12(b) is implemented, the conduction loss can be improved. In this technique, the high side power switch is chopped in the 1/6 fundamental period and clamped to the positive dc link in the consecutive 1/6 fundamental period. As the high side device has chop control, the associated low side power device is triggered by the inverse signal of chop control. The “on-state” for the low side power device indicates that the output terminal is connected to the negative dc link. Similarly, when the low-side power device has chop control, which has a half-fundamental delay as compared to that for high-side control, the associated high side power switch is triggered by the inverse of the chop control signal. These control signals are applied to the other two phases.
with 120° shift.

The current path for this technique is presented in Figure 5.13(b) using $\omega t \in [60° - 120°]$ and $A_H = off$ as an example. Under the conditions, when $A_H = off, A_L = on$, and $B_L = on$, the loss for the lower side, consisting of the power switch and antiparallel diode of phase A, equals the product of turn on resistance of MOSFET ($R_{DS_{on}}$), and the square of the load current rather than the product of the forward voltage drop of diode and load current, as in conventional technique.

5.5.4 Hall Sensor Based Direction of Motion Estimation

In the case of closed loop speed control, the ability to change the speed of the motor in both directions can improve the dynamics of the speed control system [44]; hence, it is necessary to identify the direction of rotation. As mentioned earlier, the hall effect sensor signal is utilized in this work to estimate both motor speed and direction of rotation. In the case of three hall sensors, the signals from the sensors are shifted with respect to each other by 2/3 of the period and their sequence is a function of the direction of rotation. Thus, the sequence is captured with D-type flip-flops to estimate the direction as developed in [51]. Figure 5.14 presents the direction estimation circuit using three hall effect sensor signals and three D-type-flip-flops. A signal from an arbitrarily chosen sensor is connected to the clock input of the flip-flop that triggers the flip-flop, whereas the signal from the subsequent sensor is connected to the flip-flop input. In this solution the motor reversal will change the output state of one of the flip-flops after 1/3 of the rotation for a motor with two poles. For a larger number of poles the detection time improves. Flip-flop outputs are connected to the three-input logical operator AND. The AND gate responds to the opposite change of state. Upon the change of the direction of rotation, the outputs of the AND gates assume opposite states (during 2/3 of the rotation).
Figure 5.14: Direction estimation circuit using D-Flip-Flop registers.

Figure 5.15: Hall sensor pattern indicating the direction of rotation. The left hand waveform is for change in direction from clockwise to counterclockwise motion whereas the right hand waveform is for counterclockwise to clockwise motion.

Figure 5.15 presents representative waveforms of the hall sensor signals during change in the direction of rotation. The output state of the flip-flop represents the direction of the rotation of the rotor. If, for one direction the output is high, then the low state is for the opposite direction. In most drive systems, it is important to be able to detect a change in the direction of rotation as fast as possible (e.g., to implement speed controller, detect the speed zero crossing or stop the drive). In such cases, determining the direction of rotation from just one phase signal is insufficient. Hence, the direction detection algorithm uses all three hall sensor signals.
Figure 5.16: Timing diagram of the classical time based speed estimation methods: M-method and T-Method.

5.5.5 Hall Sensor based Speed Estimation

The speed estimation in this work is performed using the pulses generated by the same hall sensor signals that measure the direction of rotation. Since the sensor identifies the poles of the permanent magnetics of the spinning rotor and produces logic high signal for the north pole and low signal for the south pole of the magnets, it is possible to measure speed of the motor provided that the number of motor poles are known [127].

5.5.5.1 Time Based Speed Estimation

The classical and probably the simplest method to measure rotor speed is the direct measure of the period of the signals generated by the hall sensors as developed in [50]. The method is also known as the Period Method or M-Method. A pictorial representation of the technique is presented with a timing diagram in Figure 5.16(a).

The discrete algorithm for the Period Method can be implemented in terms of
a timer that generates clock ticks \((m_1)\) between two successive rising edges of a hall sensor pulse. Given the frequency of the clock pulse \((f_c)\), the speed estimation in revolutions per minute (rpm) can be expressed by the formula:

\[
N_f = 60 \frac{f_c}{m_1}.
\]  

(5.16)

Since all three sensor signals are equivalent, the measurement update rate can be increased by measuring the period of all three hall sensors as seen in 5.16(a). However, there is a condition when the resolution and the accuracy of this estimation method degrade. At high speed the hall pulses can become close to the resolution of the driving clock pulse introducing inaccuracy to the result. Since the resolution and quantization error for this estimator is variable and the variation is a function of the speed of operation it is less preferable for the use with a feedback control system [128], where the sampling speed is expected to be a constant for effective performance of the controller.

To address the weakness of the M-Method, the number of hall pulses is counted in a fixed time frame. This method is called the frequency method or T-Method [50]. The number of hall pulses \(m_2\) is counted in a fixed time frame \(T_C\), as seen in Figure 5.16(b). The speed in rpm can be calculated using:

\[
N_f = 60 \frac{m_2}{P \cdot T_C}.
\]  

(5.17)

Here, \(P\) is the number of hall sensor pulses per rotation. If the motor has \(p\) number of pole pairs then the number of pulses can be calculated as:

\[
P = 6 \cdot \frac{p}{2}.
\]  

(5.18)

Though the frequency of data output is fixed in the T-Method, it fails to measure speed accurately in the low speed region, where the gap between two successive hall pulses
Figure 5.17: Timing diagram of the mixed mode M/T-method.

becomes longer then $T_C$; consequently, measurement data produces an inaccurate value or in an extreme case, zero. Therefore, a combination of both the M-method and T-method is chosen in this work, which is called the M/T method in [128]. The M/T method borrows the fundamental concept of previous methods and implements them in a way that overcomes the issues of both the low speed and high speed regime.

The timing diagram of the mixed mode M/T method is shown in Figure 5.17(a). First the number of pulses generated from hall sensors $m_2$, is computed within a prescribed time period $T_C$. As soon as the counting is over, a time counter records the time $\Delta T$ until the next pulse is observed. Then the total detecting time $T_d$ is determined.
If the detecting time $T_d = T_c + \Delta T$ is digitized with the clock pulse of the frequency ($f_c$) then the speed $N_f$(rpm) is obtained by:

$$N_f = 60 \cdot \frac{(m_2 + 1)}{P \cdot T_d}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.19)

Here, $P$ is the number of hall sensor pulses per rotation. The mixed M/T method improves the quantization and accuracy problem at both extremes of the operating range of motor.

In order to implement the mixed mode M/T method in hardware, it is necessary to determine the frequency of the hall sensor pulse signals for a given time frame. The resolution of the measurement is also increased using the phase locked characteristics among the three hall sensor signals (six transitions that occur in one revolution for one pole pair). Figure 5.17(b) presents the waveforms associated with the discrete implementation of this technique.

A short pulse ($G_h$) is generated at each change in the signals from the hall sensors ($H_1, H_2, H_3$). The pulses are detected using an independent process that employs a three-bit D type Flip-Flop register and a high-speed clock with known frequency ($f_{clk}$). The register captures the combination of the three hall sensor signals at every instant of the rising edge of the fast clock and compares it with the previous instant to find a mismatch. The mismatch between two consecutive signals signifies that there is a change in the hall sensors’ state and hence a pulse ($G_h$) is generated. A counter ($C_m$) is employed to capture the number of pulses within a given time period ($T_c$) calculated in terms of the number of clock ticks elapsed in the high-speed clock. The amount of clock ticks is tracked using a counter ($C_T$). As soon as fixed period based counting hits the predefined maximum, a second counter ($C_{\Delta T}$) starts counting the clock ticks until the next pulse in the $G_h$ signal is encountered. The counters are reset at this moment and the counter values are copied into data registers $D_M$ and $D_T$. 
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To integrate the algorithm into FPGA hardware, a master controller is defined to control the activity of three hardware modules; namely, the $T$ counter, $\Delta T$ counter, and $M$ counter, which are based on the driving clock. The modules are connected to the FPGA bus that shares the driving clock, registers and triggers signals from the master controller. The direction module estimates the direction of motion using the hall sensor signals, while the pulse generator generates pulses for any change in either of the hall sensor signals. The direction information is fed directly to the FPGA. The $T$ counter and the $\Delta T$ counter are fed with clock ticks generated by the driving clock while the $M$ counter counts the pulses elapsed for a given period of time ($T_C$), which depends on the pulse signal fed from the pulse generator.

Though the M/T-method for speed measurement overcomes the inconsistency of the dynamic range of the motor speed, it still suffers from a quantization error as
the algorithm is based on a fixed period update rate. In the case of discrete control systems where computations take place at a finite sampling interval, the quantization error occurs at low frequency; it results in the fluctuation of the motor current and, consequently, in a fluctuation in its driving torque [51]. In order to address this phenomenon, a state observer based speed measurement algorithm is developed, which can numerically estimate the angular velocity for a given angular position of the rotor at two successive sample times.

### 5.5.5.2 State Observer Based Speed Estimation

The deterministic state observer developed in [129] is adopted for this application and the discrete formulation of the observer is implemented in FPGA hardware. A block diagram of the state observer is presented in Figure 5.19 and the associated governing equation can be written as:

\[
\left(\theta_r - \hat{\theta}_r\right) - \frac{k_1}{k_2} \frac{1}{s} \frac{1}{s} = \hat{\theta}_r, \quad (5.20)
\]

where \(\theta_r\) and \(\hat{\theta}_r = \frac{\hat{\omega}_r}{s}\) are the measured (from the hall sensor pulse train) and estimated (from the observer) rotor positions (units in radian) respectively. \(\hat{\omega}_r\) is the estimated rotor speed in rad/s, and \(1/s\) is the operator for integration.

The speed observer is a continuous model of a speed estimation algorithm that is subject to a set of tuning parameters \(k_1\) and \(k_2\). Since this is an estimation model, a slight delay in the estimation signal is expected. The effect of delay can be made
insignificant through tuning of the parameters.

If the discrete implementation of the observer is operated at a high sampling rate, the algorithm becomes insensitive to the quantization error. Besides, the observer method enables the estimation of position, overcoming the problems related to the adoption of the low-resolution hall sensor signal when the position control is required. Hence, the observer method is preferred in this research work. However, the hardware implementation of the observer requires discretization of the continuous time domain algorithm into a discrete time algebraic equation.

Approximating the integration routine in the algorithm by a discrete summation and evaluating the algorithm using the zero order hold (ZOH) method with sampling time $T$, the discrete approximation is obtained as:

$$
\hat{\omega}(t + 2) = K_1 \cdot [\theta(t + 1) - \theta(t)] - K_2 \cdot \hat{\omega}(t + 1) - K_3 \cdot \hat{\omega}(t)
$$

$$
\hat{\omega}(t) = K_1 \cdot [\theta(t - 1) - \theta(t - 2)] - K_2 \cdot \hat{\omega}(t - 1) - K_3 \cdot \hat{\omega}(t - 2)
$$

Here, $K_1 = \frac{T}{k_2}$, $K_2 = \frac{\mu_0 T}{k_2} - 2$, $K_3 = 1 - \frac{\mu_0 T}{k_2} - \frac{T^2}{k_2}$, and $T$ is the sampling time period.

To optimize the consumption of FPGA hardware logic resources, the constants and their derivatives are calculated before the synthesis of the algorithm in the hardware.

To estimate the speed of the motor ($\hat{\omega}_r$), the rotor position ($\theta_r$) is required for this observer. In this implementation, the position value is obtained in the form of a pulse count ($\psi(t)$) generated at the pulse generator output. Therefore, the relation between the counter value and $\theta_r$ at any instant can be expressed as:

$$
\theta_r(t) = \frac{2\pi}{6 \cdot P} \cdot \psi(t),
$$

where $P$ is the number of pole pairs. The counter can be a very large number if the motor operates at high rpm. Implementation of this large number (unknown maximum value) is impractical in FPGA hardware. Therefore, the counter is used
as a standard logic vector with finite bit length (e.g., 16 bit counter) instead of the absolute measure of the position in terms of pulse count. However, the counter signal can overflow or underflow (depending on the direction of rotation) as it reaches its maximum or minimum value respectively. But the discrete algorithm of the observer only requires the difference between the previous position and the present position as seen in equation (5.21); hence, an algorithmic approach can be adopted to estimate the difference in position by using the rollover counters.

For instance, assume the motor is rotating in the positive direction at a constant speed and a 16 bit counter is incrementing. When the counter has reached the maximum \((2^{16} - 1)\) value, an overflow occurs and the counter value resets to zero and then increments again. On the other hand, for rotation in negative direction the counter is decrementing an underflow occurs as soon as the counter value reaches zero. In this case, the counter will reset to its maximum value and start decrementing again. The phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 5.20.

To address the counter overflow or underflow, consider equation (5.21). It can be seen that, only the difference between the previous counter value and the present counter value, i.e. \(\theta(t+1) - \theta(t)\) is sufficient to calculate the speed of the motor. So, in a normal situation when the counter is incrementing and without overflow, then the value of \(\psi(t+1)\) should be larger than \(\psi(t)\). On the other hand, when the counter...
is decrementing and without underflow, then the value of $\psi(t+1)$ should be less than that of $\psi(t)$.

However, during counter overflow or underflow, these conditions do not hold anymore. Accordingly, the correct value of $\psi(t+1) - \psi(t)$ is obtained by adjusting the value of $\psi(t)$ as soon as the overflow or underflow is detected. In the case of overflow, instead of using $\psi(t)$, the value of $[\psi(t) - 2^{15}]$ is used, so that the calculated value of $\psi(t+1) - \psi(t)$ is correct. In the case of counter underflow, $\psi(t)$ is replaced by $[\psi(t) + 2^{15}]$.

The discrete formulation of the observer is implemented in FPGA hardware using three multipliers and three adders as seen in equation (5.21). It needs to be noted that the observer based speed estimation method consumes more hardware resources compared to the time based speed estimation method due to algebraic computations involved in the implementation of the observer. However, the improvement in quantization error may offset the odds of the observer based speed estimation algorithm.

5.5.6 Hardware Implementation of the PID Controller

In order to implement the PID controller in FPGA hardware it is necessary to reformulate the PID algorithm in Equation (5.13) so that it can accommodate the discrete nature of the hardware. Reconstructing the PID control law as a difference equation [130], wherein the derivative term is defined with a first-order difference expression and the integral by a summation, the control law for a small sample interval $T$ can be formulated as:

$$u(t) = k_p e(t) + \frac{T}{T_i} \sum_{i=0}^{t} e(i)dt + \frac{T_d}{T} \{e(t) - e(t-1)\}.$$  (5.23)
Since $T_I$ and $T_d$ are constant, we can rewrite equation (5.23) as:

$$u(t) = k_p e(t) + k_i \sum_{i=0}^{t} e(i) + k_d \{ e(t) - e(t-1) \}, \quad (5.24)$$

where $k_I = k_p \frac{T}{T_I}$ is the integral coefficient, $k_d = k_p \frac{T}{T_d}$ and is the derivative coefficient.

However, to compute the sum, all past errors, $e(0)...e(t)$, have to be stored in the FPGA hardware, which is impractical. As an alternative, a counter could be used that resets when an overflow or underflow occurs. But both these cases can have an impact on the performance of the controller.

As a solution to this problem, a recursive algorithm [131] is characterized by the calculation of the control output, $u(t)$ based on $u(t-1)$ and the correction term $\Delta u(t)$. To derive the recursive algorithm, first calculate $u(t-1)$ based on equation (5.24),

$$u(t-1) = k_p e(t-1) + k_I \sum_{i=0}^{t-1} e(i) + k_d \{ e(-1) - e(t-2) \}, \quad (5.25)$$

then calculate the correction term as:

$$\Delta u(t) = u(t) - u(t-1)$$

$$= K_0 e(t-1) + K_1 e(t-1) + K_2 e(t-2). \quad (5.26)$$

Here, $K_0 = K_p + K_I + K_d$, $K_1 = -K_p - 2K_d$, and $K_2 = K_d$. Equation (5.26) is also called the incremental algorithm. The control output is calculated as:

$$u(t) = u(t-1) + \Delta t$$

$$= u(t-1) + K_0 e(t-1) + K_1 e(t-1) + K_2 e(t-2). \quad (5.27)$$

Since the incremental algorithm only involves algebraic addition and multiplication, it is well suited for digital implementation. Therefore, a combinational parallel implementation architecture is chosen to implement the controller in FPGA hardware, which has its own arithmetic unit, either an adder or a multiplier. In contrast a serial design could be composed of sequential logic to allow all operations to share only one
adder and one multiplier, which is resource optimized but complex in implementation.

Figure 5.21 presents the RTL flow diagram of the PID incremental algorithm that is implemented in the FPGA hardware. Four adders and three multipliers are required as defined by equation (5.26).

All registers are updated with a clock signal clk, which is operated at control loop frequency. Since this is a motor velocity controller, the feedback signal represent the current angular speed \( y(t) \) of the motor. The signal is negated before adding to the setpoint signal. At the rising edge of clock signal, the error signal \( e(t) \) from previous iteration is latched at its corresponding register to evaluate \( e(t - 1) \) of the current cycle. Similarly, signals \( e(t - 2) \) and \( u(t - 1) \) are recorded with the help of two other registers by latching \( e(t - 1) \) and \( u(t) \) respectively. As defined by asynchronous reset, at any given time, all registers can be reset to zero by asserting high to the reset signal. To saturate the output value of control signal \( u(t) \) a bounder logic is defined, which limits the output data within the user-defined range prescribed to the controller.
5.6 Experimental Results

An experimental setup was designed and constructed to implement the FPGA hardware cores and to evaluate the performance and functionality of the commutation technique and the control law. The setup is shown in Figure 5.22.

A custom FPGA board was designed to obtain the hardware circuitries. It is the same FPGA board that was designed to control the quadrotor as discussed in Chapter 3. The board is based on an Altera Cyclone III EP3C40F484C6 FPGA chip with 39,600 logic elements. A serial communication protocol (i.e., RS-232) was developed in FPGA to establish communication between the FPGA chip and a personal computer, to send command signals (i.e., duty ratio, desired speed etc.) and capture motor...
responses. An oscilloscope capable of measuring current and storing data was used to capture real-time voltage and current responses from the motor phases. An off-the-shelf hobby motor (A2202L) was chosen for this study. In order to construct the driver circuitry, three P-type MOSFETs were used as the high side switches of the inverter and three N-type MOSFETs were used as the low side switches. Six NPN-transistors were used to drive the MOSFET switches that are controlled by digital

Figure 5.23: Close up view of the inverter components in the experimental setup.
Table 5.4: Motor parameters used in simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Poles</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Poles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Voltage</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>Volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal Resistance</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>Ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal Inductance</td>
<td>50E-6</td>
<td>Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque Constant</td>
<td>9.8E-3</td>
<td>Nm/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Inertia</td>
<td>23.5E-6</td>
<td>kg·m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction Constant</td>
<td>1.1E-5</td>
<td>N·m·s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

signals sent from the FPGA board via I/O peripherals. A close up view image of the drive electronics is presented in Figure 5.23. It needs to be noted that, this circuit is used in development of motor drivers of the quadrotor presented in Chapter 3. Accordingly, the quadrotor is flown and tested by employing this driver to commutate and control all four motors of the vehicle.

To obtain the hardware of the digital circuitries, VHDL was used as the preferred hardware coding language. For defining logic signals and logic vectors, fixed-point implementation was adopted instead of floating point implementation. A widely used fixed point package [132] was used to preserve the accuracy and resolution of the data signals.

In order to validate the numerical model with experimental results, a simulation study was conducted using the motor parameters. Since the motor used in this study was an off-the-shelf hobby motor and there were no parameter specifications reported in the literature, an identification approach was adopted based on [133]. However, bearing friction was not characterized through this method. Hence, to complete the identification process and obtain an estimated bearing friction, the Matlab/Simulink Parameter Identification Toolbox was used. The identified parameters are presented in Table 5.4.
5.6.1 Experimental Observations from the Commutation Core

The experimental evaluation is conducted in the same chronological order as the implementation that had taken place. First the commutation circuit was tested in an open loop condition. The current and voltage responses were verified by comparing the results with simulated data. In the next step the speed control algorithms were evaluated and finally the closed loop controlled responses were collected and verified.

Figure 5.24(b) presents the steady state response from one of the motor phases at 100% duty ratio. It can be seen that the back-emf profile generated by the motor model is trapezoidal and the hall sensor signal in 5.24(a) coincides with the zero crossing of the back-EMF. It needs to be noted that the simulation results are not synchronous with the experimental response. However, for the commutation action within a fixed time frame, is sufficient for comparison of the results. Both the phase voltage and current readings confirm the successful implementation of the commutation circuit. The responses of phase voltage and phase current presented in the oscillograms are obtained with respect to the ground of the circuit.

In order to further evaluate the commutation circuit at a different duty ratio, the motor was excited with a lower end duty ratio of 20%. The responses are reported in Figure 5.25. It can be seen that the phase voltage follows the input PWM signal with 20% duty ratio as expected for a PWM based commutation principle. However, the simulation only provides the average phase voltage as the numerical model was simulated for 20% of the rated voltage (i.e., 1.48V). Since the commutation technique is implemented using a fixed frequency PWM signal, the frequency was set to 16kHz where the high frequency acoustic noise was found to be inaudible.
(a) Simulation Results.  
(b) Experimental Results.

Figure 5.24: Steady state response of a phase of the motor at 100% PWM duty ratio.

5.6.2 Performance Evaluation of the Low Loss Commutation

In order to evaluate the power efficiency of the low switching loss commutation technique, the motor was tested at various rpm ranges generated using different duty ratios. It was observed that as the rpm increases the performance improvement by the low loss commutation technique increases. This is evident due to the increase in the number of switchings during high speed operation. Figure 5.26 presents the comparative current consumption results between classical commutation and the low-loss commutation technique. A maximum of 4% improvement was observed within the entire range of operation. Representative current consumption waveforms at two
extreme operating speeds are presented in Figure 5.27. It needs to be mentioned that, the percentage of improvement obtained during this study is not an absolute measure of the performance instead a comparative result for this particular study, as this may change with the change of the associated drive electronics.

### 5.6.3 Performance Results of the Speed Estimators

Before the closed loop control law implementation, the speed estimation technique was implemented in the FPGA hardware. During hardware implementation it was observed that the time based speed estimation M/T-method algorithm requires fewer hardware resources than the observer based speed estimation. This is largely due to
Figure 5.26: Comparing current consumption for the two different PWM based commutation techniques.
(a) Waveforms of the conventional commutation at 600 rpm

(b) Waveforms of the low loss commutation at 600 rpm

(c) Waveforms of the conventional commutation at 6300 rpm

(d) Waveforms of the low loss commutation at 6300 rpm

Figure 5.27: Representative Waveforms comparing performance between power efficient commutation and conventional commutation technique.
Figure 5.28: Performance comparison between mixed M/T method and Observer based speed estimation method.

the algebraic operations (addition and multiplications) associated with the observer implementation. However, the degraded quantization performance of the M/T speed estimation method offsets the odds of observer based speed estimation. The quantization performance is demonstrated with representative test results presented in Figure 5.28. During steady state speed both speed estimation techniques performed very similarly. However, during transition from one speed setpoint to another speed setpoint, resolution of the measurement fluctuated significantly for the case of the time based speed estimation approach. Hence, the choice between the two speed estimation approaches depends on the available hardware resources and the required quantization performance. Table 5.5 compares the hardware resource consumption by the two speed estimation techniques. Although the observer based speed estimation technique requires same amount of FPGA logic elements the number of multipliers consumed by the M/T method is one third than that of the speed observer method.
Table 5.5: Resource cost of FPGA implementation of the M/T method and Observer method of speed estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimation Method</th>
<th>M/T-Method</th>
<th>Observer Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logic elements</td>
<td>956 (2.4%)</td>
<td>1080 (2.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multipliers</td>
<td>10 (4%)</td>
<td>34 (14%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The utilized resources expressed in parentheses are the percentage of total available resources on an EP3C40F484C6 chip.

5.6.4 Functional Evaluation & Gain Tuning of the Speed Controller

For implementation of the PID controller and its feedback sensor (i.e., observer based speed estimation core) a 16kHz clock was used. Though performance of the controller does not vary after a certain maximum loop update rate due to the limitation in the motor dynamics, it is clear that FPGA hardware can assume any update rate within its capacity, which is defined by the frequency of its master clock (i.e., in this case 50 MHz). A higher closed loop control frequency of the motor controller is critical to utilize the full potential of a quadrotor vehicle or any aerial platform.

The controller was tuned after the discrete implementation of the PID control circuitry. The closed loop dynamics model was used to obtain an initial guess of the tuning parameters of the controller, as well as to evaluate the performance characteristics. The gains were empirically tuned to achieve the fastest settling time with no oscillation, no overshoot, and minimal or no steady state error. It was observed that increasing the proportional gain increased the system response speed, and helped to decrease steady-state error but did not eliminate it completely. Increasing the integral gain reduced the steady state error but tended to introduce oscillation into the system. In this scenario derivative gain resolves the oscillation and obtains a desired control performance. The phenomenon is also reported in [134]. The controller gains are reported in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Tuning parameters used in development of the FPGA based speed control module.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gain Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proportional Gain</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral Gain</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivative Gain</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once the tuning was completed, the controller was evaluated for a step input. A representative experimental result is presented in Figure 5.29. The desired speed was set to 4000 rpm during this trial. Based on the controlled response, it is evident that the incremental algorithm in FPGA hardware performs similarly to the classical formulation. In addition, the tuning of the incremental PID algorithm did not require contribution from the derivative action. Note that, the step response characteristics parameters (settling time, rise time, steady state error etc.) observed in Figure 5.29 are not an absolute measure of the control performance as they were tuned to observe the behavioural response of the FPGA implemented speed controller.
5.7 Discussion

A 3-Phase motor driver was designed to operate as the actuator of a quadrotor. Due to the nature of the application, a high update rate, power efficient, and closed loop speed controller was required. Therefore, a complete 3-Phase motor motor speed control system was developed and implemented in FPGA hardware.

A complete mathematical model of the 3-Phase BLDC motor was developed with its commutation algorithm and closed loop speed control. Commutation circuitry for FPGA implementation was developed wherein a low switching loss based commutation algorithm was chosen from literature to improve the power efficiency of the speed controller. A maximum of 4% improvement in the power consumption was observed from experimental evaluation of FPGA based low-loss commutation. A discrete implementation algorithm for two different motor speed estimation technique was developed, one of which was FPGA resource efficient with quantization error, and the other consumed high FPGA resource but provided superior performance. An incremental PID algorithm was used to develop the discrete PID hardware circuitry for FPGA implementation. The controller was implemented and operated at 16kHz control loop frequency. The simulated response of the control law was validated using experimental data.

5.8 Conclusion

At typical off-the-shelf BLDC motor speed controller for aerial robots can operate at 400Hz (maximum 1kHz with with expensive versions) and does not offer closed loop speed control. The contribution of this study not only resulted in a motor speed controller that is superior in terms of functionality and update rate but also is power efficient and can provide parallel processing of multiple avionics nodes even in the
presence of a large number of actuators and avionic components. In addition, the motor controller can operate at low speed as it was designed based on hall sensor technology instead of back-EMF, which makes it suitable for a large operating range. Further, the flexibility of the FPGA hardware provides a development platform that offers the required parallelism as well as meets the SWaP requirements of small-scale agile UAV platforms.
Chapter 6

Attitude Stabilization of Quadrotor using Active Disturbance Rejection Control Technology

6.1 Introduction

The quadrotor is an under-actuated dynamic system with six degrees of freedom and four input forces (the thrust provided by each propeller). This multi-variable, nonlinear, high-order and strong coupling system imposes severe difficulties for its flight control design [63]. The backbone of this flight controller is the attitude control law, also known as the stabilization controller.

To this date, many control approaches have been taken to stabilize the attitudes of the quadrotor, as presented in Section 2.4.2. The control techniques have ranged from conventional proportional-derivative (PD) [56] control to more advanced techniques, such as backstepping control [59, 60], LQR control [64], feedback linearization [61], etc. depending on the nature of the problem. Particularly, robustness issues can be critical for the quadrotor due to the complex aerodynamic effects (which make difficult the obtainment of an accurate dynamic model), as well as the errors from sensors and the external disturbances (e.g., wind). The first two issues have been studied in the context of linear control and more recently using nonlinear techniques.
Even though there are so many modern control techniques that have been adopted for the robust stabilization control problem, classical control laws remain a very interesting and effective solution due to their weak dependence on the exact dynamics model of the controlled plant. Also, with the advantage of simple structure, it is easy to achieve the controller in discrete hardware (i.e., micro-computer or microcontroller). However, its disadvantages and deficiencies are still clear when dealing with the control process with remarkable uncertainties or subject to intensive perturbations. To complement this requirement and yet to develop a model independent robust attitude controller, a novel cascaded stabilization control law is proposed in this work. The cascaded controller employs a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller in the inner loop and an Active Disturbance Rejection Control (ADRC) control law in the outer loop. The inner loop PID controller controls the angular velocity of the system and the outer loop ADR controller controls the attitude of the system while also rejecting external disturbance.

The ADRC, which was developed by Prof. Han almost three decades ago [10], has unique characteristics to actively reject both internal and external disturbances in real time without the need of an accurate dynamics model. Fundamentally, the ADRC directly estimates the system dynamics and the total disturbances which are extended as a new system state in real time using an Extended State Observer (ESO) and then compensating for them in a linear or a non-linear PD controller. The ADRC has already been applied in fixed wing UAV control research starting from autonomous takeoff of the UAV [71] to auto-landing of the UAV in the presence of wind disturbances [72].

The improvements over previous work presented in this chapter are twofold; first, a cascaded ADRC-PID based robust stabilization control law is developed for the quadrotor attitude control, and second, the stabilization system, including the
control law, is prototyped into single chip FPGA based parallel processing hardware.

Since stability of the control system is directly affected by the consistency of the control loop rate and the traditional microprocessor based control implementation fails to effectively maintain a constant control loop rate due to its sequential nature of operation, FPGA hardware is chosen as the prototyping platform for this work. Proper implementation of the control subsystem on FPGA hardware can guarantee a constant control loop rate with only clock skew induced errors [135]. Parallel processing also guarantees that the performance of one module will not be affected by the addition of a second module, which is critical in the case of UAV applications where the flexibility of adding new sensors/actuators technology or improving the existing one becomes necessary to meet mission specific requirements. If necessary, FPGAs also allow for integration of softprocessors for computationally expensive firmware cores. This can be utilized in designing systems using Hardware/Software co-design methodology [136]. FPGA embedded hardware design also meets SWaP requirements leading to a power efficient flight control system and increased flight time.

Section 6.2 describes the robust model independent cascaded control architecture for attitude control of the quadrotor, wherein the inner loop PID controller handles the non linearity of the system and the outer loop ADRC handles the external disturbances and internal noises observed by the system. In Section 6.3 the hardware implementation of the controller is presented. Implementation of the control system is broadly divided into three main stages: Data acquisition (DAQ), control law implementation, and actuator output generation. DAQ is responsible for gathering data from the AHRS module (i.e., inertial sensor). The controller evaluates the control signal based on the sensor feedback information and the actuation module generates the appropriate actuator control signals based on the corrections from the controller. For robustness of the system integration, full hardware implementation of the con-
Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the proposed Stabilization Control Law based on cascaded control architecture of PID and ADRC control laws.

trol architecture is preferred over hardware-software co-design. A tuning method is presented in Section 6.4 that allows the achievement of optimal tuning parameters of the controller. Finally, experimental results are presented in Section 6.5 followed by discussion and concluding remarks in Section 6.6.

6.2 Proposed Cascaded Stabilization Control Law

The non-linearity and the under-actuated nature of the quadrotor platform makes the vehicle sensitive to external disturbances and internal noises, which in turn demands a control law that can effectively compensate for the disturbance while handling the non-linear behaviour of the system. In addition, the control laws need to be model independent, scalable, and implementable in FPGA hardware.

In order to address all the requirements with a single solution, a novel cascade control architecture is developed as presented with a block diagram in Figure 6.1. The primary ADRC and the primary dynamics are components of the outer loop, which controls the angular position (i.e., orientation) of the platform while rejecting...
external disturbances that act on the vehicle. Since the primary controller calculates the set point for the secondary controller loop, the inner loop PID based angular rate controller is also a part of the outer loop. Furthermore, the inner loop controls the fast dynamics of the system (i.e., body angular rates), whereas the outer loop handles relatively slower dynamics (i.e., position control). The assumption allow restraining interaction that can occur between them and improves stability characteristics. Accordingly, a higher gain in the inner loop can be adopted. In addition, the plant nonlinearities are handled by the inner loop controller leaving no meaningful influence of that on the outer loop [137].

Basically, in the cascade control schema the plant has one input and two or more outputs [138]. This requires an additional sensor to be employed so that the internal fast dynamics can be measured. In this case, the AHRS used in the quadrotor with the rate gyro sensor, measures the angular velocity at a higher rate while estimating attitude information at a lower rate due to the computational complexity associated with the estimation of the orientation through fusion of discrete MEMS sensors (i.e., gyroscope, accelerometer, and magnetometer).

6.2.1 Inner loop PID Control (Body Rates Control)

The inner loop angular rate controller is designed based on a Type-B PID instead of an ideal or conventional PID (Type-A). The problem with the ideal PID controllers is their reaction to a step change in the input signal which produces an impulse function in the controller action [138, 139]. In a typical PID controller, there are two sources of the aggressive controller reaction, the proportional action and derivative action. The idea is to reroute the derivative part from the main path to the feedback path. Discontinuity in desired angular rate input $y^{des}(t)$ will still get transferred through a proportional gain into the control signal, but it will not have so strong effect as if it
were amplified by the derivative element. This makes it more suitable for practical implementation [139]. A graphical comparison of the two different types of PID is presented in Figure 6.2. Note that, to generalize the control law formulation, the reference input and the feedback input are denoted with $y^{des}$ and $y$ respectively. The formulated control law of inner loop Type-B PID is then:

$$u = k_P(y^{des} - y) + k_I \int_0^t (y^{des} - y) dt - k_D \frac{d}{dt} y.$$

As near the nominal hover state, the Euler angle rate parameters can be approximated by the body angular velocity parameters (i.e., $\dot{\phi} \approx \omega_x$, $\dot{\theta} \approx \omega_y$, and $\dot{\psi} \approx \omega_z$). The inner loop controller for roll axis takes the form:

$$\Delta \Omega_\phi = k_{P,\omega_x} [\omega_x^{des} - \omega_x] + k_{I,\omega_x} \int_0^t [\omega_x^{des} - \omega_x] dt - k_{D,\omega_x} \frac{d}{dt} \omega_x$$

The control law for pitch and yaw orientation take the same form as the roll controller.

### 6.2.2 Outer loop ADR Control (Orientation Control)

The ADRC allows a user to consider all the unknown and hard to model elements in the system as additional state variables. Both internal uncertainties of plants' dynamics and external disturbances, together referred to as total disturbance, can be estimated using only the system’s input and output data. The idea of ADRC is to
estimate a supplementary state in real time and then compensate for its effects. Two main modules can be distinguished in the ADRC concept as seen in Figure 6.3:

- **the compensator**, which is responsible for compensating for the effects of total disturbances, estimated by the ESO.
- **the controller**, which is responsible to obtain the desired signal by using the feedback control law.

### 6.2.2.1 Extended State Observer (The compensator)

Because of the assumption of not knowing a precise mathematical model of the system, made earlier in this chapter, quadrotor dynamics (for motion around one axis) is considered to be a following second order system:

\[
\ddot{y} = g(t, y, \dot{y}) + w + bu, \quad (6.3)
\]

where \( y \) is the output signal, \( u \) is the input signal, \( g(\cdot) \) is the plant’s dynamics (generally unknown), \( w \) is the external disturbances, and \( b \) is the system parameter.
By merging unknown plant dynamics and external disturbances into one variable, the plant can be rewritten as:

\[ \ddot{y} = f(t, y, \dot{y}, w) + bu, \quad (6.4) \]

where \( f(\cdot) \) is the total disturbance. The system can be defined in state space representation as follows:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\dot{x}_1 &= x_2, \\
\dot{x}_2 &= f(t, y, \dot{y}, w) + bu, \\
\dot{y} &= x_1,
\end{aligned}
\]

where \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) are state variables. The total disturbance can be obtained by solving the equation:

\[ f(t, y, \dot{y}, w) = bu - \dot{x}_2, \quad (6.6) \]

but in order to do that, the value of \( \dot{x}_2 \) needs to be measured or estimated, which is usually problematic from an implementation point of view.

The ADRC, however, is based on an idea that as long as \( f(\cdot) \) is estimated closely in real time, analytical expression of total disturbance is not required. In the ADRC law, a linear Luenberger Observer based ESO is proposed as a method for estimating \( f(\cdot) \). To introduce it, the state space model in equation (6.5) is first extended to:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\dot{x}_1 &= x_2, \\
\dot{x}_2 &= x_3 + bu, \\
\dot{x}_3 &= f(t, y, \dot{y}, w), \\
\dot{y} &= x_1.
\end{aligned}
\]

The additional element \( x_3 = f(t, y, \dot{y}, w) \) estimates total disturbance and is now the augmented state of the system. All the states can be estimated with third order ESO,
which is defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{z}_1 &= z_2 - \beta_{01}\hat{e}(t), \\
\dot{z}_2 &= z_3 - \beta_{02}\hat{e}(t) + b_0u, \\
\dot{z}_3 &= -\beta_{03}\hat{e}(t),
\end{align*}
\]

(6.8)

where \(\beta_{01}, \beta_{02}, \beta_{03}\) are observer gains, \(\hat{e} = y - z_1\) is the estimation error of state \(x_1\), \(b_0\) is a constant value, an approximation of \(b\) from equation (6.3), and \(z_1, z_2, z_3\) are the estimates of \(x_1, x_2, x_3\) respectively.

The control signal (output of the controller - Figure 6.3) in ADRC compensates for the effects of the total disturbance, estimated by the ESO. It is defined as:

\[u = \frac{u_0 - z_3}{b_0},\]

(6.9)

where \(u_0\) is the output signal from the feedback controller as seen in Figure 6.3.

6.2.2.2 The Controller

The controller in ADRC is designed to be inherently robust against plant variations. Selection of a proper controller is usually related to a given task. However, a common choice in literature regarding the ADRC is a linear PD controller, which in this case can be considered as a state-feedback controller of quadrotor orientation. Its output signal is defined as:

\[u_0 = k_P\hat{e}(t) + k_Dz_2(t),\]

(6.10)

where \(k_P\) and \(k_D\) are the proportional and derivative gains respectively.

6.2.3 Control Decoupler

The goal of the control decoupler is to evaluate the algorithm to calculate the actuation signal for each BLDC motor and decouple the control channels during operation. The control inputs from cascade controllers, about each axis \(\Delta\Omega_\phi, \Delta\Omega_\theta\) and \(\Delta\Omega_\psi\) are
therefore combined to generate reference motor control inputs $\Delta \Omega_{1}^{des}$ to $\Delta \Omega_{4}^{des}$, for motors 1 to 4 respectively. For ease of reading this chapter, the formulated control decoupling relations are recalled from equation (4.12):

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\Omega_{1}^{des} \\
\Omega_{2}^{des} \\
\Omega_{3}^{des} \\
\Omega_{4}^{des}
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & -1 & -1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & -1 \\
1 & -1 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} 
\begin{bmatrix}
\Omega_{h} + \Delta \Omega_{lifft} \\
\Delta \Omega_{\phi} \\
\Delta \Omega_{\theta} \\
\Delta \Omega_{\psi}
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

(6.11)

### 6.3 FPGA Prototyping of the Stabilization System

Although a stabilization system has been implemented in every UAV platform developed in the past, a corresponding FPGA implementation is rare. However, control systems intended for other applications are reported to employ FPGA hardware (e.g., [70, 140]). Since the design philosophy adopted in this work is to encourage efficient utilization of FPGA resources, fixed point arithmetic is chosen over floating point implementation. It should be noted that floating point format generally provides good accuracy and dynamic range; however, comparable performance is also obtainable from a fixed point format, if implemented carefully [140]. In this work, VHDL is chosen as the preferred language for FPGA prototyping. The design also utilizes the IEEE fixed point package [132] extensively. The library is instrumental to minimize quantization error of the control law, while consuming significantly fewer resources required to implement a fixed point algorithm.

#### 6.3.1 Embedded Control Architecture

An embedded flight stabilization system represents one of the most difficult applications in system integration, due to the catastrophic consequences of even the smallest errors. The goal of designing embedded systems is to incorporate a good separation
of the system’s functionality into hardware as well as an efficient and correct implementation of the hardware components and their integration into a complete system. A schema of the embedded control system in shown in Figure 6.4.

The proposed stabilization control system integrates an AHRS module as the exteroceptive sensor, a Wi-Fi to serial UART (RS-232) module to collect pilot command, and four actuation modules to operate brushless DC motors. A single chip Cyclone III (40F484C6) FPGA chip based hardware was adopted to embed the entire stabilization system that includes the interfaces for sensor suites and the computational elements associated with the control laws. The custom FPGA hardware is described earlier in this thesis (see Chapter 3).

Feedback interfacing of the controller consists of angular positions and angular rates from the AHRS. Command from the pilot includes the desired orientation of the platform. A Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) protocol was used to develop the communication interface between the FPGA hardware and the AHRS module while a serial RS-232 UART protocol is used to collect pilot information via an off-the-shelf
Wi-Fi module (i.e., Wi-Fly). Here the Wi-Fi signal acts as the carrier of the UART data only.

6.3.2 Firmware Design

At the center of the firmware, there is a master control core that manages the processes required to support the tasks associated with the stabilization control system. Real-time sensory information and pilot command are captured through a data acquisition core that consists of the SPI communication protocol and the serial RS-232 communication protocol. Three cascaded control cores evaluate the required control signal for the stabilization of the platform, wherein each core is employed to stabilize angular motion about one rotational axis. The control signal is then fed to the actuation core to calculate the motor speeds required to achieve the desired orientation and hence the stabilization of the platform. Figure 6.5 presents the firmware design layout of the proposed embedded controller.

6.3.3 Implementation of the Master Control Core

Though FPGA hardware is well suited for parallel computation, sometimes it becomes necessary to implement controllers that operate in a sequential pattern. One example is the Master Control Core of the stabilization system. The master control core dictates the sequential routine that will activate the correct subroutines at any given time of operation. The subroutines within the main routines can be executed either in sequence or in parallel. Since the states in the master control core are dependent only on previous input and the previous state, a Moore Finite State Machine (FSM) [141] is chosen to implement the master controller into the FPGA hardware. A functional FSM block diagram of the master controller is presented in Figure 6.6.

At power on, the motor driver core (i.e., Actuation Core) is initiated with a nominal speed ($<\Omega_h$), just enough to spin all four motors to verify its functionality.
Figure 6.5: Firmware architecture of the FPGA based stabilization system.

and the direction of rotation. At this state, there is no attitude control command generated by the stabilization unit. After the startup of the system, the state machine begins with the setup and initialization of the registers that will be used for the execution of the FPGA cores/modules. Then, the input signal detection module is enabled. The event is triggered at a fixed interval defined by the FSM loop frequency. In this case, a 50 kHz clock is used to operate the state machine. Note that each state of this state machine is an FPGA hardware core; therefore, each one has its own clock to operate its respective hardware circuitry. Before the state machine enters the main loop (i.e., stabilization control states), it checks for a valid signal incoming from the receiver, verifying the length of a predefined pulse; if no signal is present, the state
Figure 6.6: Master Controller based on Finite State Machine.

machine waits for a valid signal. For safety strategy, when a valid signal is recognized, the state machine remains waiting until the pilot throttle/propeller thrust level is set to its minimal value or auto-flight mode is selected. Once the state-machine exits of safety loop and pilot command loop, the main loop execution begins.

The main loop consists of five states. The first state reads the angular position and angular rates from the AHRS module. Once the attitude feedback is obtained, the second state takes place immediately to compute the control law to generate required motor speeds. The third state reloads the motors speed as soon as the control command is updated while the fourth state logs all the avionics information. This state is independent of the rest of the states in the FSM and is activated or deactivated only on demand by the pilot.

6.3.4 Data Acquisition Core

Since the off-the-shelf AHRS module (i.e., CHR-UM6) is designed to work as a slave in the SPI communication bus, a master SPI controller is designed and implemented
in the FPGA hardware. The master controller bus interface consists of four logic signals; namely, Serial Clock (SCK), Slave Select (SS), Master Out Slave In (MOSI), and Master In Slave Out (MISO). A block diagram of the AHRS interface is presented in Figure 6.7. First a generic 1-byte SPI receive and transmit module is implemented according to ‘mode 0’ SPI protocol as presented in [142]. In order to read the interesting sensory information from the AHRS, the timing diagram of the communication protocol is redrawn in Figure 6.8.

The instruction register in the timing diagram carries the information to define
the mode of operation (i.e., read or write). In order to request a sensor reading, the respective register address is written in the MOSI line followed by a read operation to acquire the requested data in the MISO line. While a read operation is in progress the address byte is set to x“11”. A Mealy FSM is designed to collect six sensory readings (i.e., 3-orientation data and 3-angular rate data) embedded in four 32-bit data registers.

The FSM is presented in Figure 6.9. The state machine is composed of four co-states, namely, S_Idle, S_Inst, S_Addr, and S_Read. The state machine triggers at 400kHz frequency, the same as the SPI clock frequency (SCK). Each state controls three signals: address (Addr), slave select (ss), and read start (rs). Initially, after the module is reset, the FSM enters into the S_Idle state to initiate the output signals while waiting for a ready signal (ready) to move to the next state. Once the ready signal is asserted high, the state is updated to S_Inst and the slave wakes by pulling ss signal to low. The master SPI then proceeds with the addr signal transfer using...
the SPI transmit subroutine: transmitting each bit (MSB to LSB) on MOSI on the negative edge of SCK. During this write operation the states are not updated. The status of the transmission is monitored using a busy signal. The transmission is completed with the busy low signal, which is captured to update FSM to S_Addr1 state and the addr is overwritten with the address of a sensor data register (e.g., x“62”). The address is then transmitted via the transmit module. The FSM enters into S_Read state after addr is completely transferred via the MOSI line. In the S_Read state, the rs signal is asserted high, which in turn activates the SPI receive module. During the read operation the sampling for reading incoming bits in MISO continues until the complete incoming data is read. Similar to the transmit operation, the states are not updated during a read operation. The process is repeated three more times and the state flow between address update (S_Addr) and read state (S_Read) is controlled using a flag signal. The flag maintains the sequence of the read register and a counter is employed in each S_Read state to keep track of the bytes’ segments during a read operation, so that the two independent 16-bit sensor data can be identified from a 32-bit incoming signal.

In addition to the AHRS data acquisition module, the pilot command input module was implemented using an existing RS-232 FPGA core developed by Pong Chu [143]. A custom data packet of 80-bit data length containing pilot command information (i.e., orientations (3×16 bits), hover speed (16 bit), a header (8 bit), and a footer (8 bit)) is transmitted from the ground control station to define reference signals for the stabilization controller.

6.3.5 Cascaded Attitude Control Core

The cascaded attitude control core is essentially the discrete implementation of both PID and ADRC control laws presented in equations (6.1), (6.8), (6.9), and (6.10). To
encourage modular FPGA prototyping of the control system, the core is designed to support only one of the three orientation axes; therefore, three cores are required to complete the stabilization control system. Each control law is reformulated to support discrete implementation in the prototyping hardware that uses basic logic operations comprising only adders and multipliers.

6.3.5.1 Discrete implementation of type-B PID

The PID control law presented in equation (6.1) requires computation of past errors, $e(0)..e(t)$, which have to be stored. This can lead to large FPGA resource consumption by only a single PID module. Therefore, an alternative recursive algorithm is characterized by the calculation of control output $u(t)$, based on $u(t-1)$ and a correction term $\Delta u(t)$. To derive the discrete recursive algorithm, first the control law is translated into a difference equation using the discretization method [130]:

$$
e(t) = y^{des}(t) - y(t),
$$

$$
u(t) = k_p e(t) + k_i \sum_{j=0}^{t} e(j) - k_d \left[ y(t) - y(t-1) \right]. \quad (6.12)$$

Next, $u(t-1)$ is calculated based on equation (6.12):

$$
u(t-1) = k_p e(t-1) + k_i \sum_{j=0}^{t-1} e(j) - k_d \left[ y(t-1) - y(t-2) \right] \quad (6.13)$$

Then calculate the correction term as:

$$\Delta u(t) = u(t) - u(t-1)
= (k_p + k_i)e(t) + k_p e(t-1) + k_d \left[ y(t-2) - y(t) \right] \quad (6.14)$$

Equation (6.14) is called an incremental algorithm and the control output is calculated as:

$$u(t) = u(t-1) + (k_p + k_i)e(t) + k_p e(t-1) + k_d \left[ y(t-2) - y(t) \right] \quad (6.15)$$
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The incremental algorithm can avoid accumulation of all past errors and can achieve smooth switching from manual to automatic operation [130].

Using four adders, three multipliers, and four registers, the incrementation form of the PID control law is prototyped into the FPGA hardware. The hardware design is presented in Figure 6.10. All bond signals in the figure are I/O ports, while others are internal signals. The clock signal $clk$ is used to control the sampling frequency of the controller. The feedback signal $y(t)$ and the $y_{des}(t)$ represent the current angular velocity feedback value and the reference angular velocity input respectively. The negation of $y(t)$ is generated by bit-wise complementing and adding 1. At the rising edge of the control, signals $e(t)$, $y(t)$, $y(t-1)$, and $u(t)$ of the last cycle are latched at their respective registers REG, to generate $e(t-1)$, $y(t-1)$, $y(t-2)$, and $u(t-1)$ respectively. The registers can be set to the initial value of 0 by asserting the reset signal, $reset$. Control can become unsteady and fail in the event of an overflow in any of the adders. $Ov_i$ is asserted in the case of an overflow in $i$ adder. All overflow signals are read together to generate the $Overflow$ signal. When asserted,
this signal can be used to reset the controller. A bounder logic circuit is incorporated to prescribe saturation of the control output using a user defined range of \textit{UpBound} and \textit{LowBound}.

### 6.3.5.2 Discrete implementation of ADR Controller

Similar to [144], a linear ESO as in (6.8) is adopted for the discrete implementation of the disturbance estimation observer.

\[
\dot{e}(t) = z_1(t) - y(t),
\]
\[
\sigma(t) = T(z_3(t) - bu(t)),
\]
\[
z_1(t + 1) = z_1(t) + Tz_2(t) - \beta_{01}\dot{e}(t),
\]
\[
z_2(t + 1) = z_2(t) + \sigma(t) - \beta_{02}\dot{e}(t),
\]
\[
z_3(t + 1) = z_3(t) - \beta_{03}\dot{e}(t).\]

Here \(T\) is the sampling period of the discrete ESO. Similar to (6.16), the compensator and the PD controller are discretized as:

\[
\hat{u}_0(t + 1) = \{k_P\dot{e}(t) + k_Dz_2(t) - z_3(t)\} \times \left(\frac{1}{b_0}\right).
\]

Since equations (6.16) and (6.17) involve only multiplication and addition operations, implementing them on the FPGA is similar to the approach presented for type-B PID implementation. However, the inverse of \(b_0\) in ADRC is hard-coded into the FPGA hardware as a constant instead of an inversion logic implementation, which saves both hardware logics and compilation time.

### 6.3.6 Actuation Control Core

The actuation control core derives the desired rotational speed signal for the BLDC motors. The core comprises a generic control decoupler and two BLDC motor drivers cores; a comprehensive study of the BLDC driver core along with its development is
presented earlier in this thesis (see Chapter 5). In order to implement the control
decoupling equations (6.11), algebraic formulations based on adders and multipliers
are chosen over matrix representation.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Omega_{des}^1 &= \Omega_h + \Delta_{lift} - \Delta \theta - \Delta \psi, \\
\Omega_{des}^2 &= \Omega_h + \Delta_{lift} + \Delta \phi + \Delta \psi, \\
\Omega_{des}^3 &= \Omega_h + \Delta_{lift} + \Delta \theta - \Delta \psi, \\
\Omega_{des}^4 &= \Omega_h + \Delta_{lift} - \Delta \phi + \Delta \psi. 
\end{align*}
\]  

(6.18)

### 6.3.7 Complete Stabilization Core

The data acquisition core, the control core and the actuation control core are inter-
connected through their peripherals and a complete stabilization system is developed.
A data-flow diagram for one axis attitude control module is presented in Figure 6.11.
Each hardware circuit is operated with its respective driving clock derived from a 50
MHZ clock and PLL clocks are used to design the scaled clocks. Though the data
acquisition circuit is operated with a 400 kHz clock to support the SPI communica-
tion protocol, the angular orientation output is available at 500 Hz and the angular
rate data is updated at 1 kHz as designed by the sensor manufacturer. The pilot
command core is driven by the same clock that drives the FPGA hardware at 50
MHz. However, the baudrate for serial RS-232 communication is set to 11,5200. The
inner loop and the outer loop attitude controllers are set to operate at 5 kHz and
500 Hz respectively. The control decoupler is not driven by any clock; instead, it is
implemented in pipelined architecture which is evaluated at the FPGA main clock
at 50 MHz. Therefore, it outputs the desired motor speed as soon as the control
signal is available at the input. The desired motor speed is directly fed to the input
of the motor driver core. Note that the motor driver cores presented in the figure are
obtained from earlier development work presented in this thesis.
Figure 6.11: Dataflow diagram of the stabilization core implemented to control roll axis motion.

### 6.4 Tuning of the Controller

In order to find the tuning gains for the observer of the outer loop ADRC, various analytical techniques can be used. One example is a pole-placement method used in [145]. For the purpose of simplification, the poles of the characteristics equations are placed in one location ($\omega_o$) and the observer gains for the discrete ESO are calculated in [146] as follows:

$$\beta_{01} = 1 - \beta^3, \quad \beta = e^{-\omega_o T},$$

$$\beta_{02} = (1 - \beta)^2(1 + \beta) \frac{3}{2T},$$

$$\beta_{03} = (1 - \beta)^3 \frac{1}{T^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.19)

Here, $\omega_o > 0$ is the bandwidth of the observer. A large observer bandwidth improves the convergence speed of state estimation of the ESO, which is achieved at the cost of degraded noise tolerance. Thus, $\omega_o$ is tuned to balance tracking performance against the noise sensitivity of ESO [70]. In addition, the tuning procedure of the system parameter $b$ in (6.16) is also provided in [145].
The PD controller gains associated with the outer loop ADRC can also be expressed as a function of controller gains $\omega_c$ as used in [147]. According to [145] the controller gains in (6.17) are determined as:

$$
 k_P = \omega_c^2, \quad k_D = 2\omega_c. 
$$

(6.20)

A larger controller bandwidth $\omega_c$ demands high dynamics from the system, so that the response can rapidly track the set-point. However, this may lead to undesirable oscillations or instability because the system may be marginally capable or even completely incapable of delivering the demanded dynamics. Hence, the tuning exercise of $\omega_c$ attempts to find an acceptable compromise between the requirements of performance and stability margin [148] while also obtaining a critically damped response of the controlled state of the vehicle.

The inner loop PID controller is tuned to asymptotically converge the controlled response to the steady state with a greater convergence speed. A high value of $k_P$ in (6.15) improves the convergence speed of the response but may introduce oscillations which can be resolved through tuning the $k_D$ gain.

### 6.5 Experimental Results

The experimental platform consists of a quadrotor equipped with a custom FPGA board based on the Cyclone III FPGA chip that is running at 50 MHz. Also, the quadrotor has an AHRS module (CHR-UM6) that computes its attitude information at 500 Hz and its angular rates at 1000 Hz. In order to evaluate the performance of the control law and its disturbance rejection capabilities a 1-DoF test-bench was developed using 80/20 aluminum as framing material. The setup only allows angular motion about one of the rotational axes. To generate external disturbance a pneumatic air-gust generating system was integrated into the experimental setup. A
Figure 6.12: Experimental Setup used to evaluate FPGA based ADRC-PID cascaded control law.

A pneumatic solenoid valve is used to trigger an air-gust impulse to the plant. The valve is controlled by the same FPGA hardware that holds the stabilization control core. A pictorial representation of the experimental setup is presented in Figure 6.12. A host computer was interfaced with the FPGA through a Wi-Fi based virtual serial link for experiment control and data acquisition. After a new set-point angular position was
initiated, the FPGA logged interesting controller variables at every 100 ms (1000 Hz). The logged data was sent to the host computer for storage and further analysis.

### 6.5.1 Performance Evaluation

The performance of the proposed cascaded controller was benchmarked against the widely used PID technology. Only the outer ADR controller was replaced with a PID controller during the comparative study while the inner PID loop remained unchanged. Experiments were conducted to validate the performance for a nominal plant and a perturbed plant. Both control methodologies (ADRC and PID) were first tuned well for 1-DOF motion (other motions are blocked as seen in Figure 6.12) wherein obtainment of asymptotic stability with the fastest possible convergence was the criterion of a well tuned controller. The tuning parameters of the PID controller were chosen empirically keeping the goal in mind, while the tuning of the ADRC relied on the performance of position and velocity tracking by the state observer (ESO). Table 6.1 shows the chosen tuning values. It needs to be noted, though the quadrotor is cabale of free-flight, but for simplicity and for sake of comparative analysis this 1-DOF controlled experiment is preferred. In addition to that, the orientation controller actuates the motor using the drivers developed in Chapter 5. During the tuning exercise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_P$</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_I$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_D$</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_o$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_c$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_0$</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Tuning Parameter for the controllers
Figure 6.13: Comparison of the controller response for a reference step input of $15^\circ$ in roll axis.

the control response for a defined step input of $15^\circ$ starting from $0^\circ$ was taken as the reference motion. Figure 6.13 shows a representative control response for both PID and ADRC. Though the controllers implemented here are model independent and a practical assumption was made at the beginning that the mathematical model of the controlled plant is unknown, for the sake of completeness the experimental result was verified with the simulation results obtained using dynamics model developed in [149]. Note that, though the simulation model presented earlier in Chapter 4 is comprehensive, it has not been used in this case due to the high frequency modes introduced by the parasitic elements of the model, which also increases run time of simulation experiment.

Experimental results presented in Figure 6.14 demonstrate that, a well tuned
ADRC can reach a steady state faster compared with the well tuned PID. Both responses present a non-oscillatory response but the ADRC introduces an insignificant overshoot while reaching a steady state. This overshoot can be attributed to the tuning of the ESO, where velocity tracking during transitions degrades as seen in the figure. This can be resolved using a non-linear ESO, which is left for future improvement as this work only focuses on the FPGA implementation and comparative analysis of the ADRC and PID during quadrotor attitude stabilization.

In order to further evaluate the control performance an experiment consisting of 10 predefined step-input trials was conducted. The trial cases were limited to within an assumed practical operating range of $0^\circ$ to $20^\circ$ of the roll axis. Due to the limitation of experiment automation only 10 representative trials were considered, unlike in a Monte Carlo experiment with a large number of random trials. Settling times ($t_s$)
Table 6.2: Performance of the controllers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Outer Loop ADRC</th>
<th>Outer Loop PID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( t_s ) (ms)</td>
<td>( e_{sse} ) (deg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>426.48</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>512.76</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>367.01</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>55.947</td>
<td>0.0299</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and absolute steady state errors \( (e_{sse}) \) of these maneuvers quantified the performance of the controllers. The settling time is provided by the time the system response has entered and remained within \( \pm 2\% \) of the desired step input value (desired orientation). A steady state was detected based on moving variance; when the moving variance of a window consisting of 100 samples was observed with less than the variance threshold of \( 0.1^\circ \) the response was considered to have a steady state. The corresponding absolute steady state error was calculated by taking the mean of all absolute steady state errors for samples from the time when the system entered a steady state to the time when the trial ends. Each trial during this experiment was designed to last for 2000 ms, assuming that the system would reach a steady state within that period of time. Finally the experimental data were analyzed to determine the performance matrices presented in Table 6.2. The control responses featuring three representative trial maneuvers from the experiment are presented in Figure 6.15. It is evident from the statistics and from the response curves that for the given performance matrices the ADRC performs better than the PID controllers over the defined range of motion.

To this end, the controller was tuned for the nominal plant and evaluated for settling time and steady state error. Without retuning the control gain parameters, each control technology was evaluated for the perturbed plant. An experiment was designed where the quadrotor stability at nominal hover condition (\( 0^\circ \) orientation) was perturbed with an impulse of wind disturbance that was sustained for 1 second. Since
the magnitude of the wind force was unknown, an identical setup was used for both control technologies and the disturbance was triggered in a time synchronous fashion. As seen in the experimental setup in Figure 6.12, a 9 mm air nozzle was placed 8 inches below the propeller as the wind-gust generator, which was connected to an air supply unit pressurized with 500 kPa. First the plant was controlled for the nominal hover condition; once it was stable the experiment was initiated along with the data recording. After 1 second of the experiment the pneumatic solenoid was activated that triggered the disturbance. After 2 seconds the solenoid was deactivated to stop
Figure 6.16: Experimental results of the Cascaded PID Controller during perturbed condition.

generating wind disturbance and the data was recorded for another full second. The system responses are presented in Figure 6.16.

It is obvious from the control response that the ADRC reacted and responded to the given disturbance better than the PID controller for an identical disturbance. The ESO in the ADRC estimated the disturbance as soon as it was triggered and accordingly the controller compensated for it in the control signal to maintain the hover condition, whereas the PID controlled response was affected by the disturbance, as seen in the experimental result.

6.6 Discussion & Conclusion

In this chapter a linear Active Disturbance Rejection Control was implemented for quadrotor attitude stabilization. A cascaded control architecture was proposed wherein the inner loop PID controller controls the high speed dynamics of the platform (angu-
lar rate) and the outer loop ADRC controls the stochastic unknown external disturbances with better dynamic range. The controller along with the supporting modules (e.g., data acquisition system and the actuation module) were implemented in FPGA hardware. The contribution of this work lies in both control law development and the hardware implementation of the control stabilization system in the FPGA hardware.

An experiment was conducted to validate the control performance, wherein the performance of ADRC was compared with a widely used PID control technology. It was noticed that once ADRC is set up and tuned for an arbitrary step input response, no further tuning is needed for the controller to perform well within a defined operating range of the quadrotor. Admittedly the data presented in Table 6.2 are not an absolute measure of the control performance as these performance matrices depend on the tuning parameter. However, it was confirmed through simulation that ADRC performs well for a non-linear, time-varying system. In addition, the experimental result for the perturbed plant presented in Figure 6.16 indicates the robustness in control performance when the plant is subjected to wind disturbance.

Disturbance rejection of the ADRC and PID control technology was only verified by operating in the time domain. More information could be obtained by using frequency domain characteristics. It could also supply better ADRC and PID tuning parameters and thus increase control bandwidth. Future work involves implementation of a nonlinear ESO to better mitigate the overshoot observed in the controlled response, and subsequently evaluate in-flight control performance when all three rotational DOFs are controlled using the proposed ADRC based cascaded control architecture for stabilization.
Chapter 7

Single Chip Monocular Visual Servoing Solution for Quadrotor

7.1 Introduction

Control of small-scale UAVs is exciting research with a wide range of practical applications. Quadrotor UAVs are of particular interest in control applications due to their small size, great maneuverability and hovering capability. Omni-directional flight capability also extends the range of possible applications. In addition, a small-scale quadrotor can offer the agility necessary to operate in a dynamically changing environment by responding quickly to abrupt changes (i.e., wind gusts).

In most cases, these kinds of autonomous systems have utilized a wide range of mechanical and non-visual sensors, including rate gyros, accelerometers, magnetometers, and a GPS to determine the attitude and the position of the vehicle. In addition, if the UAV requires tracking a moving object during flight, more sensors such as visual and sound sensors are needed to ensure successful control of the platform. However, to integrate a large number of sensors and measurement units demands for increased on-board real-estate as reported by the literature discussed in Section 2.5. In contrast, the goal of this chapter is to develop a visual servoing solution for a small-scale quadrotor using minimal hardware components, so that the agility of the platform
can be harnessed while featuring vision based position control. Moreover, these platforms use GPS for localization, which is not suitable for indoor navigation or precise position control (e.g., hovering over charging station, landing on remote vessels etc.) as GPS receivers do not work in indoor operations and the position measurements are inaccurate by up to a few meters when operating outdoors. Hence, development of a visual servoing solution for a small-scale aerial platform involves a number of engineering challenges including selection of appropriate sensor and processing hardware and the development of an efficient visual servoing algorithm that can be deployed in the selected hardware. Thus, knowledge from multiple engineering disciplines is required, that can range from mechanical design or sensor integration to software and firmware development.

Among the existing visual servoing research as discussed in Section 2.5, the number of cameras used to develop the vision system varied from a minimum of one [84, 85] to a maximum of four [80]. Many researchers have implemented cameras both on-board and at the ground control station [85] while others have developed monocular pose estimation [80, 82, 92]. Subsequently, markers have been used to acquire visual reference feedback [83, 84, 88]. Adopting the ideas from the existing solution architectures and at the same time realizing the constraints of a small-scale platform, this study proposes a vision processing hardware solution using only one on board IR pass filtered camera that is looking downward towards a reference landmark back-lit with IR-LEDs (light emitting diode). Unfortunately, the choice of such limited sensory components increases the challenge for development of a vision processing algorithm. In order to complement the vision processing hardware with more sensory/state information, Kalman filter has been fused with vision processing algorithm.

The objective of the vision processing algorithm is to estimate the relative pose of the vehicle with respect to the landmark. Previous literature, has reported efficient
pose estimation algorithms that can estimate three degrees of freedom to six degrees of freedom based on the number of sensors integrated with the system, including an optical flow sensor [81]. However, the complexity of the reported algorithms involves solving non-linear equations [82] through computationally heavy iterative solutions [79, 86], which demands superior computing power that is unavailable in a compact aerial platform. To strike a balance between the requirement of on-board computing power and the complexity of a pose estimation algorithm a vision processing technique is proposed in this study that estimates relative translation (3-DoF) of a platform from a single perspective view using a circular passive marker and single FPGA chip to prototype the servoing algorithm. As discussed earlier in Section 2.5, FPGA technology has made significant advances since its inception, and today can offer a single chip reconfigurable solution for integration of SWaP efficient parallel computing power to small-scale UAVs (i.e., quadrotors). Accordingly, a monocular visual servoing solution is developed for single chip FPGA implementation.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 develops the mathematical framework of the proposed visual servoing technique, followed by the formulation of the control law presented in Section 7.3. The algorithm is then realized in FPGA hardware in Section 7.4. The performance achieved by the proposed design is experimentally evaluated in Section 7.5. Finally, concluding remarks are offered in Section 7.6.

7.2 Mathematical Framework

The proposed visual servoing technique is developed and executed in four consecutive steps. First, an image processing algorithm is developed that analyses the projection of the circular landmark in the image plane to extract the feature information (i.e., centroid and area) of the projected blob. Next, the vision processing algorithm is developed to estimate the relative position of the landmark based on the location of
the centroid of the blob in the image plane and the intrinsic properties of the camera (i.e., focal length, camera offset etc.); wherein, the area of the centroid is used to evaluate the altitude of the vehicle from the target. Once the position information is obtained, motion of the platform is estimated through fusion of Kalman filter with the data from vision processor. Finally, the closed loop control law is developed to establish a feedback control system to control the motion of the platform over the target. To understand the technique and to conduct detailed analysis of the each process, a mathematical framework is developed in the following sections. For simplicity of the algorithm, the study assumes that the landmark/target is horizontal to the earth reference frame.

7.2.1 Image Processing Algorithm

The primary criteria for selection of a suitable image processing algorithm include the sensitivity of the algorithm to changing environmental conditions (i.e., lighting) and the ability to handle low quality images formed by the moving camera (mounted on the vehicle). Computational complexity of the algorithm is also critical to obtain information at a high update rate [99]. A fast and accurate feature extraction algorithm is adopted [150] for image processing that works in two steps; first, the acquired RGB (red-green-blue) image is converted into a binary image, then the required moment invariants (i.e., centroid and area) of the projected blob are calculated through contour tracking of the binarized image.

7.2.1.1 Binarization

Since the proposed method uses IR-LEDs with a wavelength matched with the wavelength of the infrared-pass filter inserted in the camera, the sensor in the camera potentially sees only an image of a bright circle when compared to the environment. Thus, a thresholding function is sufficient to detect the blob in the image and to
binarize it at the same time:

$$I'(u, v) = \begin{cases} 
I(u, v), & \text{if } I(u, v) > \text{threshold}, \\
0 & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases} \quad (7.1)$$

Thresholding essentially reduces the number of channels in the image from three (i.e., RGB image) to one with each pixel having a value of either 1 or 0. However, the threshold parameter depends on the shutter speed of the camera settings. It is empirically determined that a large range of parameters works well (80 - 180) for an 8-bit data. For the simplicity of hardware implementation a threshold parameter is identified from the range of operation that worked best for the vision system.

### 7.2.1.2 Feature Extraction

In the next step, spatial moments of intensity distributions for the binary image are calculated to find coordinates of the centroid of the projected blob and the area of the binary pixel distribution [151]. This method of identifying the features of the target is less sensitive to the relative motion between the camera (mounted on the vehicle) and the landmark. The $n^{th}$ moment about a point $p$ in the image plane $(u, v)$ is:

$$\mu_n = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} (u - p)^n f(u) \, du. \quad (7.2)$$

Since an image has two dimensions, the relationship can be extended to:

$$\mu_{m,n} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} (u - p_x)^m (v - p_y)^n f(u, v) \, du \, dv. \quad (7.3)$$

However, calculating the area of the binarized image is the same as calculating the zeroth moment of the image:

$$\mu_{0,0} = \sum_{u=0}^{w} \sum_{v=0}^{h} u^0 v^0 f(u, v). \quad (7.4)$$
For binary images the function \( f(x, y) \) takes a value of 1 for pixels belonging to class \textit{object} and ‘0’ for class \textit{background}. Since every binary pixel is either a 1 or a 0 due to binarization, equation (7.4) can be used to calculate the amount of area covered by white pixels, thereby calculating the area of the circular blob in the image. Therefore, to find the centroid of the blob we need to calculate the \( \mu_{1,0} \) moment and \( \mu_{0,1} \) moment:

\[
\mu_{1,0} = \sum_{u=0}^{w} \sum_{v=0}^{h} u v^0, \quad \text{and} \quad \mu_{0,1} = \sum_{u=0}^{w} \sum_{v=0}^{h} u^0 v^1. \tag{7.5}
\]

The moment sums the \( u \)-coordinates for which the pixel value is 1 and also for the \( v \)-coordinates. The centroid is then calculated by dividing these sums by the area, which is essentially the average location in terms of \( u \) and \( v \). The centroid is also called the first-order central moment:

\[
(u_c, v_c) = \left( \frac{\mu_{1,0}}{\mu_{0,0}}, \frac{\mu_{0,1}}{\mu_{0,0}} \right). \tag{7.6}
\]

Higher order moments can also be computed to provide additional data for pattern recognition of scale, translation, and rotation invariant. However, the higher the order of the moment, the more computation cycles are required to extract the moment. Higher order moments are not used in this study because algorithmic and computational simplicity are prioritized to ensure meeting current real-time deadlines and to maximize available resources for auto-flight controller extensions.

### 7.2.2 Vision Processing

To formulate the vision processing algorithm, a pinhole camera model is used and the necessary coordinate definition is illustrated in Figure 7.1. Here, \([wX, wY, wZ]^T\) are axes of the three-dimensional world coordinate frame \( \mathbb{W} \), \([cX, cY, cZ]^T\) are the axes of the camera frame \( \mathbb{C} \), which is attached to the camera lens center \( O \). \([U, V]^T\) are the axes of the image sensor plane, \( O_S \) denotes the point where the \( z \) axis of the camera
coordinate frame intersects the image plane, and \( f \) is the focal length of the camera. The mapping from a point \( cP = [x_c, y_c, z_c]^T \) to a point \( p \) in the image plane can be written as:

\[
p = \begin{bmatrix} u \\ v \end{bmatrix} = f \begin{bmatrix} x_c \\ y_c \end{bmatrix}, \tag{7.7}
\]

here, \((u, v)\) denotes the location of the centroid of the projection of the circle in the landmark (target).
7.2.2.1 Rotation Effect Compensation

While the quadrotor is flying, image displacements can occur not only with translation of the vehicle but also with its rotation as seen in Figure 7.2. In order to accurately sense the translation of the vehicle, rotation effects must be eliminated from the measured image displacement. The effect is more prominent in the case of quadrotor, as the translational motion of the vehicle is directly resulted by the change in attitude of the vehicle. To address this problem and to compensate for the rotational components in the image displacement, onboard AHRS data (orientation angles $\phi, \theta$) are used. A virtual coordinate frame $V$ is defined with the position and yaw angles aligned to match the camera coordinate frame, and the $z$ axis is aligned with the $z$ axis of the world frame. If references are generated from an image in $V$, the desired decoupling is achieved. To map the captured image into $V$, first consider an imaginary camera frame which is the same as the true camera frame but rotated to zero roll and pitch.
The image features in this imaginary frame become:

\[ \mathbf{r} P = R(\theta, y) R(\phi, x)^c \mathbf{P}, \]

and, \( \mathbf{r} \mathbf{p} = \frac{f}{r z_c} \begin{bmatrix} r x_c \\ r y_c \end{bmatrix} = f \begin{bmatrix} \frac{u \cos \theta + f \sin \theta}{-u \cos \phi \sin \theta + v \sin \phi + f \cos \phi \cos \theta} \\ \frac{u \sin \phi \sin \theta + v \cos \phi - f \sin \phi \cos \theta}{-u \cos \phi \sin \theta + v \sin \phi + f \cos \phi \cos \theta} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} r u \\ r v \end{bmatrix}, \quad (7.8) \]

where

\[ R(\phi, x) = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \cos \phi & -\sin \phi \\ 0 & \sin \phi & \cos \phi \end{bmatrix}, \quad R(\theta, y) = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta & 0 & \sin \theta \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ -\sin \theta & 0 & \cos \theta \end{bmatrix}. \]

Here, \( \mathbf{r} \mathbf{P} \) is the coordinate defined in the roll and pitch compensated camera frame and \( \mathbf{r} \mathbf{p} \) is the corresponding image feature coordinate of \( \mathbf{r} \mathbf{P} \). For nominal flight regimes, roll and pitch angles do not approach 90° so the denominators in equation (7.8) will be non-zero. Interestingly, to this end, no depth information is needed to perform the roll and pitch compensation. However, to measure the 3-D position of the quadrotor with respect to the camera the depth information is required.

### 7.2.2.2 Depth Estimation

Assuming that we know the nominal geometry of the target in the camera frame, we can now estimate the relative depth. The height in the camera frame \( z_c \) can be calculated if the area of the target object \( S \), is known beforehand using the equation (7.9). \( s \) is the area of the blob in the image frame in \( \text{pixel} \times \text{pixel} \), which can be converted to \( \text{mm}^2 \) using pixel dimension, as reported by the sensor manufacturer.

Therefore, the depth from the camera to the image features can be calculated as [152]:

\[ \frac{f}{z_c} = \sqrt[3]{\frac{s}{S}}. \quad (7.9) \]

At this point, in theory, it is possible to reconstruct the translational motions of the target and perform image based control of the motions. However, this simple depth
calculation is only a rough estimate and can be adopted in the case where computational efficiency is prioritized over measurement accuracy [153], and this would not produce an accurate enough reconstruction for altitude control algorithms. Fortunately, image based control (i.e., visual servoing) is less sensitive to this measurement so having only this rough estimate is sufficient and subsequently adopted in this chapter for further development.

7.2.2.3 Camera Offset Compensation

The last thing that is included in the numerical framework development is the geometric distortion of the camera due to an offset from the origin of the quadrotor body frame to the origin of the camera frame, which is denoted as \([\delta_x, \delta_y, \delta_z]^T\). To generalize the relationship, consider another imaginary camera frame \(I\), which is translated to compensate for the discrepancy caused by rotation of the offset. Assuming the feature location in this frame \(I_P\), for which the following relationship can be developed:

\[
I_P = r_P + R(\theta, y) R(\phi, x) [\delta_x, \delta_y, \delta_z]^T.
\]  

(7.10)

Now, the only difference between the virtual coordinate frame \(V\), and the imaginary camera frame \(I\), is the offset position of the camera. Therefore, the target coordinate of center defined in the virtual frame is:

\[
vP = I_P - [\delta_x, \delta_y, \delta_z]^T,
\]

and,

\[
vp = \frac{f}{v_{zc}} \begin{bmatrix} v_{xc} \\ v_{yc} \end{bmatrix}.
\]  

(7.11)

where \(vp\) is the image feature coordinate of \(vP\). Considering the rotations of the body frame, taken from the AHRS module, the coordinates in the camera frame \(x_c, y_c\), and
\( z_c \) are transformed to the world frame as:

\[
\begin{align*}
^{w}P &= R(\psi, z) R(\theta, y) R(\phi, x) \cdot ^wP = ^wR_b \cdot ^wP,
\end{align*}
\]

where, \( ^wR_b = 
\begin{bmatrix}
    c\theta c\psi & s\phi s\theta c\psi - c\phi s\psi & c\phi s\theta c\psi + s\phi s\psi \\
    c\theta s\psi & s\phi s\theta s\psi + c\phi c\psi & c\phi s\theta s\psi - s\phi c\psi \\
    -s\theta & s\phi c\theta & c\phi c\theta
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Here, ZYX Euler angle representation has been chosen for roll(\( \phi \)), pitch(\( \theta \)), and yaw(\( \psi \)).

### 7.2.3 Translational Velocity Estimation

The vision processing algorithm thus far provides an estimate of the relative position of the vehicle. However, robustness of the control law partially depends on feedback of velocity information. Accordingly, a motion estimation algorithm is developed in this section.

In general, translational velocities can be calculated using the first derivative of the position information obtained from vision processing in Section 7.2.2. In reality, the measurements of the relative position between the quadrotor and the moving target obtained are noisy (nature of image data), which can amplify if only the time derivative of the position data is considered for velocity estimation. In order to reliably (i.e., with low noise) compute the velocities as well as improve the position estimation, Kalman filter is used to estimate velocity based on vision-based position measurements only.

#### 7.2.3.1 Velocity Estimation using Kalman Filter

For the development of the process model of the Kalman filter, it is assumed that the target is moving with piece-wise constant velocity and acceleration of the target is
negligible. Accordingly, the state space model is formulated as:

\[ X_{k+1} = AX_k + B(U_k + W_k), \]
\[ Y_k = C_kX_k + V_k. \]  

(7.13)

To simplify the formulation of the model, the Kalman Filter is derived assuming motion along the \( x \) axis only. However, numerical models for motion along the remaining axes are identical to this formulation. Assuming there is no input \( U_k \) to the system:

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \Delta T \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad B = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad C = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad X_k = \begin{bmatrix} x \\ \dot{x} \end{bmatrix} \]

(7.14)

Here, similar to process noise \( W_k \), in the measurement noise, \( V_k \) is assumed to have white Gaussian noise. The two state Kalman equation can then be written as:

\[ \hat{X}_{1|k-1} = AX_{k-1|k-1} + BW_{k-1}, \]
\[ P_{1|k-1} = AP_{k-1|k-1}A^T + BQ_kB^T \]
\[ \hat{Y}_k = Y_k - C\hat{X}_{1|k-1} \]
\[ G_k = P_{1|k-1}C^T[CP_{1|k-1}C^T + R_k]^{-1} \]
\[ \hat{X}_{k|k} = \hat{X}_{1|k-1} + G_k\hat{Y}_k \]
\[ P_{k|k} = P_{1|k-1} - G_kCP_{1|k-1} \]

where

\[ G_k = \begin{bmatrix} G_1 \\ G_2 \end{bmatrix}, \quad P_{k|k} = \begin{bmatrix} P_{11} & P_{12} \\ P_{21} & P_{22} \end{bmatrix}, \quad P_{1|k-1} = \begin{bmatrix} P_{111} & P_{112} \\ P_{121} & P_{122} \end{bmatrix}, \quad Q_k = \begin{bmatrix} Q_p & 0 \\ 0 & Q_v \end{bmatrix}, \]

\[ \hat{X}_{1|k} = \begin{bmatrix} X_{11} & X_{12} \end{bmatrix}^T, \quad \hat{X}_{k|k} = \begin{bmatrix} X_1 & X_2 \end{bmatrix}^T. \]

\( P_{1|k-1} \) is the priori error covariance estimate, \( \hat{X}_{1k} \) is the priori state estimate, \( \hat{Y}_k \) is the output estimate, \( G_k \) is the Kalman gain, \( \hat{X}_{k|k} \) is the posteriori state estimate, and \( P_{k|k} \) is the posteriori error covariance estimate. \( Q_k \) is the system noise covariance.
matrix and $R_k$ is the position measurement noise covariance.

Following the computation in equation (7.15), we perform the Kalman filtering for every loop and obtain an optimal estimation of current position and velocity in $\hat{X}_{k|k}$. Since the initial condition is not important to initialize the Kalman filtering process, the initial state variables are assigned to null when the filter first starts. Note that the process model in the velocity estimation is dependent on wind, as the airspeed directly affects the drag term. However, a wind estimation scheme is beyond the scope of this work, so it is deferred to future study of this thesis.

### 7.3 Control Law Design

The control philosophy adopted for visual servoing of the quadrotor consists of three stages: target acquisition, target tracking, and altitude control for autonomous climb or descent. The three stages are illustrated in Figure 7.3. First, the quadrotor flies towards the target as defined by the GPS location of the target. Then when the target/landmark is within the field of view of the vehicle, it regulates its GPS position to that of the target. After the target is detected, the feedback input for the position control algorithm changes from inertial frame to the body-planar frame and the target tracking stage begins. Relative position information is used at this stage of control. Both magnetometer and GPS location information are no longer used at this time due to their high degree of error. As soon as the position error falls below a certain condition, the controller of the quadrotor shifts from tracking to altitude control mode, where the vehicle climbs/descends on the target. However, the the vehicle still tracks the target during this phase, provided that the target is within field of view of the camera. Different flight controllers may be used at different stages of the flight; however, this study is limited to stage two and three (i.e., target tracking & altitude control) of the visual servoing process.
Figure 7.3: The three stages of flight control plan. A. Target acquisition B. target tracking C. altitude control while tracking.

Attitude stabilization and control are always performed at a lower level, which is developed in Chapter 6. The low-level attitude control should rely only on inertial measurement data from the AHRS. On the other hand, position controller manipulates the roll and pitch attitude of the vehicle to initiate translational motion. Yaw control is not used in visual servoing, hence the single circle based pose estimation approach is not designed to estimate yaw or any angular orientation. In general, the yaw is used to point an on-board camera of the vehicle to an area of interest. As the focus of this study is limited to downward looking camera and vision based climb/descent, the yaw is kept free for the end user. Moreover, by not restricting the motion on the yaw, a second camera can be integrated to the quadrotor, which can be used to maintain focus on an arbitrary subject during tracking and/or altitude change mode of the vehicle.
7.3.1 Relative Position Controls

The target tracking and altitude control are performed using relative positioning between the quadrotor and the target. Let the inertial position of the quadrotor denoted as $^w P_q = [x_q, y_q, z_q]^T$. In order to control relative motion of the target with respect to the body frame (as the actuation control signals are generated with respect to body frame), the position and velocity of the target need to be obtained in the body-planar frame $B$. Since the $B$ frame is centered at $^w P_q$ right before the tracking and altitude control takes place, the relative position is defined as:

$$^b P_r = ^b R_w (^w P - ^w P_q).$$  \hfill (7.16)

Since the focus of the work is to develop a control algorithm, irrespective of the dynamics/motion of the the target/landmark, no assumptions are made about the dynamics of the target. Instead, if the dynamics of the target was known, that could be used to complement the estimation of the relative position between the target and the vehicle. However, the knowledge on target dynamics is not always possible to obtain. Accordingly, only the relative position of the target and the vehicle is used to evaluate the visual servoing commands required to generate the motion of the quadrotor.

7.3.2 Cascaded Feedback Control

The desired position and velocity for the quadrotor during control of the translational motion are chosen to match the relative position estimate between the target and the quadrotor, such that error is defined as:

$$e_p = P^* - ^b P_r,$$

$$e_v = V^* - ^b P_r,$$  \hfill (7.17)
where $P^*$ and $V^*$ are the desired position and velocity respectively. For example, to maintain position hold right over the target and to track the target, the desired relative lateral position and velocity are zero, with a desired altitude. The position control algorithm used to develop the visual servoing is based on the same cascade control law proposed in Chapter 6. However, in this case the outer-loop is a PID control law that maintains the desired relative position while the inner-loop is a simple proportional control that tracks the desired relative velocity of the platform. The inner-loop velocity controller ensures the motion stability of the vehicle. It acts as a damper for the motion control law. The control law can be presented with the following equation:

$$V^* = k_{p,T} e_P + k_{i,T} \int e_P dt - k_{d,T} b \dot{P}_r$$

$$U = k_{p,v} e_V$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.18)

Here, $k_{p,T}$, $k_{i,T}$, and $k_{d,T}$ are the proportional, integral, and derivative gains respectively for translational motion. $U$ is the vector of control input for linear translation. As previously mentioned, the quadrotor is an under-actuated platform and the $x$ and $y$ state variables cannot be controlled directly from the inputs. Therefore, the horizontal motion control along the $-y$ and $x$ axis is mapped to the desired roll and pitch in the body-planar frame respectively (see Section 4.2). An overview of the visual servoing control law is presented with a block diagram in Figure 7.4. Note that a
type-B PID controller is employed in the outer loop of the proposed cascaded control architecture.

7.4 Hardware Implementation

Since real-time operation along with SWaP management are critical to this application, the guiding philosophy for hardware realization of the algorithms is to develop efficient digital circuits on single chip FPGA hardware. In addition to that, for the estimation of relative position to be useful in correcting the flight path of the quadrotor, it must be delayed as little as possible. Hence the system design employed here combines - on the same chip - all the application specific cores of the visual servoing process. Much of the effort associated with the implementation involves building, from the ground up: the visual servoing hardwares, the image processing core, the vision processing core, the velocity estimation core, and the flight control core as shown with a block diagram in Figure 7.5.

In order to conduct time efficient processing of the image information, the FPGA hardware is equipped with two SRAMs, which are connected directly to the FPGA bus line and are operated in parallel. While the image processing core is storing one frame (i.e., one image) of the landmark image into one of the SRAMs, the image features are extracted from the other image stored in the second SRAM and vice-versa. Next, the vision processing core computes the relative position of the vehicle to the target. This information is utilized by the velocity estimation core to generate feedback signals for the controller. Finally, the flight control core evaluates required orientation control signals (i.e., $\Delta \Omega_{lift}, \Delta \Omega_{\phi}, \Delta \Omega_{\theta}$) using the information from the velocity estimation core, and completes one cycle of the visual servoing process. For efficient data handling between each core, the visual servoing firmware is supported by a single FPGA bus as shown in Figure 7.5.
7.4.1 Implementation of the Image processing Core

The image processing core is implemented in FPGA hardware in conjunction with an image data acquisition circuit and image feature extraction circuit as discussed in the following sections.

7.4.1.1 Image Acquisition Circuit

The image acquisition circuit presented in Figure 7.6 serves as the FPGA interface for the digital image sensor, which includes a camera control circuit, SRAM control circuit, and image thresholding circuit, to capture, binarize, and store the image respectively. A 22-bit wide incremental counter is utilized to generate memory locations, which are then fed to both the camera controller and SRAM controller, to guarantee that the captured pixel information is stored in the RAM in proper sequence. Since raw pixel information is not required for this study, the image data are transferred
from the camera to the binarization circuit, one pixel at a time, which is then compared with a given threshold value to rewrite the pixel information to either 1 or 0 as discussed in Section 7.2.1.1. At the end of the image acquisition process, SRAM only holds binary image information in its memory.

For the simplicity of the implementation, a fixed threshold value is identified and hard-coded into the conversion circuit. In this study, the threshold number is identified for a fixed IR intensity and fixed camera shutter width.

While the image acquisition circuit is storing a binary image into one SRAM, the image feature extraction circuit processes the image stored in the other SRAM module. The combination of this parallel and pipelined implementation allow processing the image with no latency introduced to other operations of the visual servoing core. The image size used in this study was $1024 \times 768$ pixels, and the frame rate of the camera was 37 Hz (dependent on exposure time).

### 7.4.1.2 Feature Extraction Circuit

In the binarized image captured and processed by the image acquisition circuit, the 1s are essentially the blob (i.e., projection of the circle) that represents the circle illuminated by the IR-LEDs based circular target. At this point, the only information
needed from each blob is the center of mass and the area of the blob. To accomplish
this, a computationally efficient contour tracking/border following algorithm is im-
plemented in the FPGA hardware as developed in [150]. Contour tracking segments
the objects from the image and identifies the pixels that fall on the boundaries. A
standard code definition based on a 4-connectivity code (crack code) is adopted in
this study.

The approach is to scan the image until a pixel P that belongs to the class objects
and a neighbouring pixel Q that belongs to the class background is encountered (0
in the binary image defines background and 1 in the image means it is a blob).
Depending on the relative position of Q relative to P, pixels U and V are identified as
shown in Figure 7.7. Pixels U and V are used to determine the next “move” (i.e., the
next element of crack code) as summarized in the Truth Table 7.1. From this point,
the direction to the next edge pixel is added to the crack code and tracking continues
until the whole contour of the blob is defined. An example of the first three states of
the crack code is illustrated in Figure 7.8.

In order to find the the shape features/generalized moments (i.e., area and cen-
troid), the double (i.e., surface) integral is evaluated over the blob. However, imple-
Figure 7.8: The crack code of the following blob is \( \{1011121122232333300103300\} \)

Figure 7.9: Example showing the process of moment invariants calculation during contour tracking.

The contour tracking algorithm passes through the boundary/edge pixels only; hence, it requires random access to memory locations (i.e., pixel value), which is made possible by a memory controller circuit. Such an implementation is instrumental as it
Figure 7.10: Hardware circuit of the Image Processing Core.

needs only a single pass through the image to calculate both centroid and area of the circle in the image plane. Also the single pass image processing guarantees that the feature extraction will be completed before the completion of the new image capture because the blob will always be a subset of the full image. A complete FPGA hardware architecture of the image processing core is presented in Figure 7.10. After the feature parameters are extracted, the information is then fed to the vision processing circuit for further processing.

7.4.2 Implementation of the Vision Processing Circuit

Using feature information of the blob, given the focal length of the camera lens and the trigonometric formulations established in equations (7.7) - (7.11), the relative position of the target is estimated. To simplify the trigonometric formulations to algebraic equations, small angle approximation \[\sin \theta \rightarrow \theta \text{ and } \cos \theta \rightarrow 1\] is assumed. Subsequently, the equations are hard-coded in
Figure 7.11: Hardware implementation of the pipelined vision processing circuit.

FPGA using simple adders and multipliers as shown in Figure 7.11. The pipelined implementation takes only six FPGA clock cycles to calculate the estimation relative position data. Because the frame rate of the camera (37 Hz) is much slower when compared to the FPGA clock (50 MHz), the translation estimation core computes data at the frame rate of the camera.

Since altitude estimation involves a square root function of the ratio of area (see equation (7.9)), it is resource inefficient to implement it in FPGA hardware. Therefore, the relation between altitude and the area of the blob was identified through
altitude calibration, which was then hard-coded into the FPGA hardware using a look up table (LUT). Six adders and eight multipliers were required to obtain the proposed vision processing algorithm. For precision and accuracy 48 bit fixed point (Q32.16) signed integers were used, wherein a 16 bit LSB was assigned to carry fraction information of the data. To obtain the vision algorithm using a fixed data format, a fixed point library [132] was extensively used in this development.

7.4.3 Implementation of the Velocity Estimation Circuit

After the relative position is estimated, the velocity is computed using the discrete Kalman filter formulation (7.15) established in section 7.2.3. However, the hardware implementation of the algorithm is only possible if the numerical relationships are broken down into scalar form, which will allow the FPGA digital circuit development process to use simple arithmetic adders, subtracters, multipliers, and divisions. Accordingly, equation (7.19) is formulated.
\( X_{11} = X_1 + \Delta T X_2, \)
\( X_{12} = X_2, \)
\( P_{11} = P_{11} + \Delta T P_{12} + \Delta T P_{121} + Q_p, \)
\( P_{112} = P_{12} + \Delta T P_{22}, \)
\( P_{121} = P_{21} + \Delta T P_{22}, \)
\( P_{122} = P_{22} + Q_v, \)
\( G_1 = P_{111} / (P_{111} + R_p), \)
\( G_2 = P_{121} / (P_{111} + R_p), \)
\( X_1 = X_{11} / G_1 \hat{Y}, \)
\( X_2 = X_{12} / G_2 \hat{Y}, \)
\( P_{11} = P_{111} - P_{111} G_1, \)
\( P_{12} = P_{112} - P_{112} G_1, \)
\( P_{21} = P_{121} - P_{111} G_2, \)
\( P_{22} = P_{122} - P_{112} G_2. \)

(7.19)

The hardware circuit of the discrete formulation is developed in two major parts. In
the first part \( P_{11}, P_{12}, P_{21}, P_{22}, \) and \( G_1, G_2 \) are evaluated by arranging simple arithmetic
circuits as shown in Figure 7.12(a). Similarly, in the second part \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \)
are evaluated as shown in Figure 7.12(b).

The circuit consists of 12 adders and 13 multipliers that take only 9 clock cycles
to evaluate the results. Similar to a vision processing circuit, the Kalman filter circuit
is operated at 50 MHz (FPGA clock speed); therefore, the filter is able to estimate
velocity information before new image processing data are available to the circuit.
(a) First part of FPGA based Kalman Filter.

(b) Second part of FPGA based Kalman Filter.

Figure 7.12: FPGA Circuit of a Two State Kalman Filter.
7.4.4 Implementation of the Visual Servoing Control Law

The implementation of the control law requires discretization of the cascaded control formulation presented in equation (7.18). Since the outer control loop is a type-B PID control law, which was already developed in Section 6.3.5.1, the circuit is reused in this development. However, a minimal modification is done as the inner loop of the servoing control law is based on a proportional controller instead of a PID controller.

An overview of the FPGA hardware implementation of the complete servoing control technique is presented in Figure 7.13. Using the visual feedback from the camera (37 Hz) and the body orientation information from the AHRS (500 Hz), the position information is estimated by the vision processing unit at 37 Hz, which is equivalent to the camera frame rate. The Kalman filter then estimates the velocity information at 500 Hz. The inner loop controller operates at 200 Hz and the outer loop operates at 100 Hz. Since, motion on all three axes are independent of each other, three single input - single output (SISO) cascaded PID are employed for complete implementation of the visual servoing controller. Because translational motions of
a quadrotor are achieved through change in orientation, once the control signal is generated for motion on each axis, the orientation controller calculates the required orientation to move along the desired axis of motion. Finally, the control decoupler (introduced in chapter 6) calculates required speeds for all four motors to achieve the orientation setpoints. To track the motion of the landing target, desired relative motion between the vehicle and the target is set to zero. Similarly desired relative altitude is varied to obtain climb/descent from a certain relative altitude.

7.5 Performance Evaluation of the Visual Servoing System

In order to evaluate the proposed visual servoing technique, real time experiments were carried out in an indoor environment, and also include the calibration of sensory modules. The quadrotor developed in Chapter 3 was used as the platform for functionality and performance validation of the controller. The following sections present the hardware used to deploy the visual servoing system in the quadrotor. A test bed was designed to calibrate the sensor and evaluate its functionality and performance. Finally, each digital circuits were evaluated and the performance result of the overall system was analyzed.

7.5.1 Hardware Details

Vision cores were deployed on the same FPGA hardware that holds the low level controller of the quadrotor. A detailed construction of the FPGA hardware is presented in Section 3.3.5. As previously mentioned, the Cyclone III (40F484C6) FPGA chip holds 39,600 logic gates and the chip is operated at 50MHz. The AHRS unit and two 16MB SRAMs are hardwired to the FPGA chip to support image processing and vision processing. Two external hardwares are designed and constructed to support the
visual servoing system: a camera equipped with an IR-Filter and an IR-LED back-lit circular landmark/target.

7.5.1.1 The Custom Lens-Camera Assembly

A custom designed lens-camera assembly was constructed from an off-the-shelf 2-Mega Pixels image sensor to have full control over the incoming pixel information and to exploit its full capacity (i.e., update rate, exposure time, shutter width etc.). The image sensor was wired directly to the FPGA chip. In order to decrease computational load associated with camera control and consequently increase the data output rate, only one quarter of the image sensor (1024 × 768 pixels) was used instead of the full frame. In addition to that, the sensor was configured to capture only grayscale images as opposed to full colour images, which require higher data acquisition time. For the noise suppression at a mechanical level, an infra-ray pass filter was mounted on the lens of the camera. The wavelength of the IR-pass filter (950 nm) was chosen to match the wavelength of the incoming IR-light from the landmark, restricting it to see only the circle of the landmark. This is the same camera that was designed and constructed in Section 3.3.6. However, for this application only the IR-pass filter was inserted into the lens mount of the camera.

7.5.1.2 Design & Construction of the Landing Target

A generic landing marker was designed that holds five 3 inch diameter circles laser-cut from an acrylic plastic. This five circle based target was designed and constructed to accommodate future development of the vision processing algorithms. However, in this study, only the center circle is used as the algorithm is designed to work with one circle only. Similar to the approach reported in [88], the target was back lit with four IR-LED arrays that have a wavelength equivalent to 950 nm. An illustration of the target and the camera is presented in Figure 7.14. In order to have a precise
manufacturing tolerance, the circular template was laser cut from a black acrylic plastic. To diffuse the IR light, the LEDs were covered with a white acrylic plate that has enough transparency to allow IR light to pass through.

### 7.5.2 The Test & Calibration Bench

In order to support the development process through testing and calibration of the sensors, a bench was designed using off-the-shelf aluminum framing structures. The frame has already been introduced previously in Section 6.5. Unlike the previous setup, the quadrotor here is equipped with the custom designed camera as shown in Figure 7.15. A VGA monitor was connected to the FPGA hardware to collect image information for post processing and data analysis. A PC was connected to the FPGA to capture real-time data of the avionics module and to configure the camera parameters for testing. The target, the quadrotor avionics and processors and the quadrotor motors are powered with their respective power supplies. The quadrotor along with the camera are mounted on the test bed to restrict the motion to only one rotational degree of freedom (roll/pitch) and one translational degree of freedom.

In the representative arrangement of the test bench setup presented in Figure
Figure 7.15: Test setup during evaluation of vision processing

7.15 the lens-camera assembly mounted underneath the quadrotor is directly looking towards the target. It is evident from the camera output in the monitor that only the middle circle of the target is active, a requirement of the proposed visual servoing method.

7.5.3 Functional Validation of the Image Processor

First, the functionality of the contour tracking is validated with a simple test, wherein a processed image was captured when the center of the quadrotor was aligned with the center of the target (validated mechanically) and the quadrotor was horizontal (validated through AHRS information). The estimated centroid value was $(0, 0)$ as expected from the image processing circuit. Since the image processing core directly relies on the image acquisition circuit, thresholding circuit and the feature extraction
As established earlier, the vision processor requires altitude information for accurate pose estimation and the implementation of the altitude formulation (equation (7.9)) is not suitable (involves square-root function) for FPGA hardware. Therefore, an identification of the relation between altitude and the area of the projected circle was carried out through calibration. Accordingly, the area of the projected blob in the image plane was recorded at different altitudes of the quadrotor. The calibration result presented in Figure 7.17(a) suggests that the altitude is inverse square-root of the area of the blob.

However, the area information of the blob is too large to define a (LUT) in
the FPGA hardware. In order to solve this problem, the area is scaled to 8-bit data and the associated function is synthesized into the FPGA hardware during the compiling time using an 8-bit LUT. The scaling is achieved through normalizing the area information for 8-bit integer data. As a by-product of the scaling approach, a maximum of 2% error was introduced at the higher altitude regime as shown in Figure 7.17(b). However, the error can be reduced if a higher order data bit is used.
for scaling instead of an 8-bit number, which can offer more resolution.

7.5.5 Experimental Observations of the Vision Processor

After the parameters for altitude estimation circuit were integrated into the vision processor, the performance of the vision processing algorithm was evaluated for two conditions; namely, for pure rotation of the quadrotor and for pure translation of the quadrotor with respect to the landmark. The experiment was repeated at two different heights (at 70 cm and 100 cm), to evaluate the dynamic performance of the vision processing circuit.

7.5.5.1 Pure Body Rotation

The aim of a pure body rotation test is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the rotation effect compensation circuit as well as the vision processing circuit. First, a test was conducted by keeping the quadrotor at 70 cm height (0, 0, 70)cm from the target while inducing rotation (by hand) to the quadrotor body that holds the camera. Next the same test was performed for relative positions at (0, -50, 70)cm and at (0, 0, 100)cm.

Figure 7.18 presents the estimation results for the relative distance of (0, 0, 70)cm. It is evident that only the position measurement on the $x$ axis is affected due to the induced rotation about the $y$ axis (pitch) as seen in the top left of the figure. The recorded data for error in the $x$-measurement confirm that the rotation compensation circuit has corrected the measurement error of ±40 cm down to ±6 cm. However, some altitude error was observed which could be attributed to the induced body rotation. This was expected, because the basis for altitude measurement adopted here was just the projected area of the target, which could be altered either by changing height or through change in body rotation. In addition, the calibration was conducted only for change in height. Hence, the observed altitude error can be reduced further by incorporating calibration information for both change in body rotation and change in
To further evaluate the effectiveness of the rotation effect compensation in presence of translation along with induced body rotation, the target was placed at an offset of $-50$ cm; however, the altitude remained the same at 70 cm. Unlike the previous test, roll motion was induced in this case instead of pitch motion; therefore, an error was observed in the $y$ motion estimation instead of the $x$ motion as seen in Figure 7.19 (top left). Without the rotation effect compensation, the estimated $y$ motion varied from 40 cm to -60 cm though the target was stationary at $-50$ cm. After the rotation effect is compensated for, using AHRS input, the measurement error is reduced to $\pm 15$ cm. However, due to the added offset in the relative target position, the error in the altitude measurement is shifted by 10 cm as compared to the previous test results.

In the next experiment, the quadrotor was lifted by 30 cm, moving to a new relative position of $(0, -50, 100)$ cm. The objective is to evaluate the exclusive effect of altitude change while the system is excited with roll motion. The performance results are presented in Figure 7.20. It is evident from the center-left plot in the figure that the $y$ position measurement varies from 80 cm to -100 cm while the target is at $-50$ cm, thereby creating an error band of 180 cm ($-50$ cm to 130 cm). When compared with the previous experiment, the error is increased by almost 200%. However, the performance of the rotation effect compensation in measuring translational position is similar in both cases. In both cases the error band after rotation effect compensation is around 30 cm ($\pm 15$ cm).

These static tests conclude that the performance of the vision processing system, in particular the rotation effect compensation result, is more reliable as the relative position gets close to the zero, irrespective of the relative altitude between the camera and the target. However, as the altitude increases the error in the altitude measure-
Figure 7.18: Results during pure body rotation. Relative distance (0, 0, 70).
Figure 7.19: Results during pure body rotation. Relative distance (0, −50, 70).
Figure 7.20: Results during pure body rotation. Relative distance $(0, -50, 100)$. 
Figure 7.21: Estimation results when the quadrotor is translating on one axis.

ment increases provided that the camera is away (not aligned) from the target in horizontal directions. To further test the effect of translation on the altitude error, an experiment was conducted based purely on translation of the target.

7.5.5.2 Pure Translation

In this experiment, the quadrotor was kept static at a 100 cm height in a flat orientation (0° roll and 0° pitch) while the target was moved on the x axis. The aim is to observe the impact of altitude measurement due to pure translation. The experiment was repeated for a relative height of 70 cm to verify the effect altitude change for the same horizontal motion. The results are presented in Figure 7.21.

The results suggest that error in altitude measurement increases almost linearly as the target moves away from the vehicle and the phenomenon is consistent at different altitudes. This is obvious as the altitude is solely dependent on the area of the projected circle. In addition, the identification of the function between altitude and the area of the projected blob was conducted for the no relative translation condition (aligning the z axis of the camera with the vertical axis of the target passing through the center of the circle in the target). Therefore, as the target moves away from the
field of view of the camera, the projected area of the blob becomes more oval than circular, leading to a reduced projected area on the image plane. Subsequently, the calibration result evaluates the altitude information for the corrupted area and returns a higher altitude value leading to erroneous information. However, as there is a consistent relation between translational motion of the target and the altitude error, this can be compensated in the vision processing circuit in future revisions.
7.5.6 Performance Validation of the Velocity Estimator

The functionality and performance of the FPGA implemented Kalman Filter were verified by comparing the estimated velocity with numerically differentiated position measurements. A representative set of Kalman states for motion along the x-axis are presented in Figure 7.22. The data were recorded for a steady position hold over the target. The position and velocity result confirm the successful implementation of the discrete Kalman Filter in FPGA hardware. It is also evident from the responses that, the filter not only estimates the velocity but also reduces noise when compared to the vision based position measurements. However, the noise suppression feature introduced lag to the estimated data. Since an error based control law is highly sensitive to noisy measurements, a feedback signal containing minimum lag is preferred to a noisy data. In addition, noisy feedback signals inhibits from using higher order gain values in the control law, which in turn reduces robust control operation. Thus, the estimated result from the Kalman Filter is fed to the control law for further development and performance evaluation.

7.5.7 Experimental Results of Visual Servoing

The vision based position control law was validated through three different experimental maneuvers; namely, climb, hold position, and descend. The motion was prescribed through a set of step setpoints: first climb from 60 cm to 100 cm while holding its relative horizontal translational motion to zero, then remain at that position, and finally drop the altitude back to 60 cm. Since, the vision processing system cannot estimate relative position information when the quadrotor is either too close to the target (<30 cm) or too far from the target due to the fixed focus lens, the experimental maneuvers are limited within the aforementioned boundary. It needs to be noted that, visual servoing is conducted with free-flight tests with the quadrotor developed
in Chapter 3; wherein, the motor driver that actuates the motors of the platform is the one developed in Chapter 5 and the orientation control employed in the vehicle is the cascaded ADRC-PID control law developed in Chapter 6. Essentially, this experiment demonstrate results, where all components developed in thesis are working together.

For ease of data analysis and clear visual representation of the recorded response
each maneuver is presented with separate response curves. Figure 7.23 shows the history of position and attitude variables of the quadrotor during a climb. The dashed line in the figure presents relative set-point positions during the test. The desired horizontal position and translational velocities are prescribed as zero in this case. It can be observed from the response that the altitude control response settled at about 3 sec with an overshoot of 20 cm at 2 sec. During the overshoot a drift was also noticed on the $x$-axis, which was settled as soon as motion along the $z$-axis was stabilized. The tracking error was found to be within $\pm 10$ cm on the $x$ axis and $\pm 5$ cm on the $y$ axis. Figure 7.24 shows the time history of position and attitude information during the position hold maneuver. Once the aerial platform reaches its stability over the target, it can hover with minimal adjustment in the orientation control as seen in the attitude data $(\phi$ and $\theta$). As previously mentioned, yaw information is not critical to the position hold, therefore it was not affected by the visual servoing controller. Finally during descent the controller performed better than for the climb, as seen in Figure 7.24. This could be attributed to the setting of gain parameters, which were tuned for a descent maneuver. The setpoint was changed at 0.5 sec and the altitude response asymptotically reached its desired altitude in less than 1.5 sec. Unlike the climb controller, the descent controller did not overshoot. In all experiments the desired setpoint for the yaw controller was set to zero.

7.6 Conclusion

The chapter presents a practical design of a single chip, monocular visual servoing solution for a small-scale quadrotor that relies on an IR-illuminated passive landmark. The components developed to achieve the goal include image processing algorithms, a vision processing technique with a rotation compensation algorithm, a velocity estimation method, and a position controller to control the relative position over the
Figure 7.24: Time history of position and attitude information while the quadrotor is holding its position at 100 cm altitude relative to the visual target.

target. The image processing algorithm captures images and extracts feature information at the camera frame rate, while the vision processing algorithm estimates the relative position between the vehicle and the landmark with the help of the feature data. To increase the accuracy of the position estimation, the vision processing also compensates for the rotation effect of the vehicle that holds the camera. A cascaded PID control architecture is developed to track the target using feedback from the
motion estimator. To support the control architecture with velocity feedback information, a Kalman filter based velocity estimation is adopted, which uses the vision based position information from the camera to estimate the velocity in real time.

To validate the visual servoing technique using an FPGA based quadrotor vehicle, all processing units are deployed exclusively on the same single chip FPGA hardware that operates the vehicle. Through the development of discrete time domain
formulation digital circuits are designed and implemented in the FPGA hardware. Experimental results confirmed the functionality and performance of each monocular vision processing unit in compensating for vehicle rotation while reliably estimating the relative position between the target and the vehicle. The results also demonstrate the performance of the Kalman filter in estimating the relative motion. Finally, through experiments, the overall visual servoing action of the quadrotor is validated for three different maneuvers: climb to an altitude, hold position at that altitude with no translation, and return to the former altitude while not drifting in horizontal directions. The results confirmed the successful development and implementation of the proposed computationally inexpensive visual servoing technique suitable for a small-scale FPGA based quadrotor.

The simplicity of the technique leads to faster vision processing, almost at the camera frame rate (here, at 37 fps) and the FPGA implementation guarantees parallel implementation of the vision processor and other visual servoing cores without introducing latency to time critical flight control cores of the quadrotor (e.g., stabilization core). In addition, due to modularity and reconfigurability of the FPGA hardware, the visual servoing method is easily expandable to accommodate future revisions. Since the proposed algorithm is limited to translation estimation only, this version of the visual servoing method cannot be employed in a scenario where all six degrees of freedom information are required for autonomous maneuver control (i.e., hover over a floating vessel). A solution to overcome the limitation is to formulate a vision processing algorithm for an increased number of feature points in the landmark. This strategy is pursued as ongoing research work. This would allow the proposed monocular vision based control to mature as a sound method to serve the important function of providing motion estimation from a single perspective view required for fully autonomous control tasks of a multi-rotor aerial vehicle.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

The focus of this research was to explore design and control synthesis methodologies to automate an agile quadrotor UAV using FPGA technology. After careful review of the related literature, it was concluded that a ground-up design philosophy is better suited to realize the specified goals as opposed to constructing a prototype through utilization of existing (off-the-shelf) general purpose components. Evidently, the chances of success of this approach increase due to a deeper concentration of design goals required at every step of the development cycle. However, the ground-up approach is not free from pitfalls, as it may happen that existing technologies and design solutions that are proven to be technically sound and practically robust might get overlooked. Accordingly, this thesis was watchful not to employ established design methodologies wherever they were applicable, but at the same time, explored all possible avenues to extend existing knowledge. In addition, every effort was made to create the bridge between scientific curiosity and practicality of the implementation through evaluation of design solutions in a simulation environment and subsequently implementing them in the physical domain. The empirical evidence confirmed the functionality and effectiveness of the proposed ground-up design concept.
8.1 Review of the Contributions

The contributions of this thesis, as claimed in Section 1.3, focus on the design synthesis and the hardware implementation of the key components of an agile FPGA based quadrotor, which includes its sensors, actuators, low level stabilization control and high level visual servoing. Each of these components is discussed in the following order to qualitatively review the relevance of the contributions to address the challenges faced in the development of a small-scale agile quadrotor.

As the first step towards achieving the goals of the thesis, a quadrotor platform was designed and constructed, as reported in Chapter 3 that addresses the need for an agile vehicle to support robust stabilization control of the vehicle by reacting quickly to the control command. The thesis performed an extensive study of the available design ideas to increase the agility of the platform. The outcome of the review indicated that a quadrotor with small characteristic length can offer agile performance. However, small platforms come with limited real-estate, limited payload capability and flight endurance. Accordingly, a systematic dimension estimation approach is developed to determine an optimum size of the small-scale quadrotor that can offer designed payload loading and an optimum flight endurance. In order to conform with the design specifications, a monolithic platform construction approach is adopted in this research that employed a single PCB as the vehicle frame and single chip FPGA technology based processing hardware resulting in a relatively compact profile with the capacity to execute sensing, actuating, and control tasks, all in parallel.

In the second step of the thesis, multi-body dynamics and control of the quadrotor was developed to conduct simulation studies and to identify suitable control laws. Due to the interactions of components from multiple engineering domains, a bond graph graphical multi-domain modeling approach was chosen in this research, wherein the graphical nature and explicit power flow paths inherent in the bond graph formalism
facilitated model construction and troubleshooting. The mainframe of the vehicle was assumed as one body, and all motor-propeller assemblies were considered as separate bodies connected to the mainframe via four revolute joints. Newton-Euler formalism with body fixed coordinates was used to model the dynamics of each rigid body. A DC motor model was used to incorporate the actuator dynamics. Rotor drag torque was assumed to be proportional to the thrust of the rotor. Unlike a single rigid body model, which ignores the effect of multi-body interactions that occur in a real system, the proposed comprehensive multi-body model reproduced actual dynamic behaviour of the system. The model results for different maneuvers generated through combinations of motor speed agreed with existing theoretical results. Open loop simulation study showed increasing roll and pitch angular speed due to a combination of two gyroscopic effects; one from the rigid body rotation and the other due to change in the orientation of the motor-propeller axis of rotation. The closed loop controlled response demonstrated the stabilization of the system from an initial roll, pitch, yaw and altitude to the desired steady state configuration.

The lack of performance in the off-the-shelf BLDC motor controllers in terms of update rate, bidirectional operation capability, power efficiency, and absence of closed loop control reported in the literature inspired the task undertaken in the next step of this research study. A BLDC motor driver was developed from the ground up using discrete MOSFET switches, which were commutated by the FPGA hardware. Three hall sensors were mounted around the periphery of the motors to identify the right quadrant of the rotor and the trapezoidal back-EMF based commutation sequence was generated by the firmware deployed in the FPGA hardware. The ground-up approach allowed the commutation to be executed at a significantly higher update rate (at 20kHz) when compared to the off-the-shelf motor driver (typically 50 Hz to 400 Hz, maximum 1kHz). The feature to write a custom commutation algorithm
also allowed the deployment of a power efficient commutation algorithm previously established in reported literature. The result was a maximum of 4% power efficient motor driver (which varies with the operating speed) as opposed to classical commutation techniques employed in general purpose motor drivers. To implement the closed loop control law, various hall sensor based speed measurement techniques were studied in this research. However, the poor resolution observed in existing techniques when implemented in FPGA hardware led to implementation of an observer based speed measurement algorithm. Though the observer based technique consumed more FPGA resources, superior resolution led to the adopted speed observer for the development of the motor controller. The complete FPGA hardware implementation along with the PID based speed controller were experimentally evaluated, which provided good validation of energy efficient commutation, accuracy of the speed measurement technique and the speed control feature.

When a quadrotor is deployed in an outdoor environment, the robustness to the external disturbance and internal noise like wind gust and sensor noise must be satisfied. Many researchers have proposed stabilization control algorithms to meet the criteria. However, the numerical complexity associated with the algorithms and the dependency of the algorithms on accurate dynamics formulations makes it impractical for deployment in small size, low power consumption, high speed FPGA hardware. In order to address this tension between practical implementation and robust performance of the controller, an innovative cascaded attitude stabilization control law is developed in this thesis. The corresponding experimental evaluations, performed both in nominal hover and hover under wind-gust, confirmed the robust control performance for time varying non-linear systems such as the quadrotor. The proposed cascaded control law based on the ADRC and PID algorithm demonstrated a consistent stabilization performance throughout the operating range, wherein the inner
loop PID controller stabilized the high acceleration of the agile vehicle and the outer loop ADRC algorithm efficiently maintained the attitude of the vehicle. Beside the robustness, the control law also allowed the harnessing of the agility of the vehicle, as concluded by the faster settling time (average 426.48 ms) to a step input.

The next study of this research was to integrate high level autonomy to the single chip FPGA based quadrotor by employing a visual servoing system along with the aforementioned features of the platform. Due to the size and weight constraints, a 3 mm lens camera equipped with Infra-red (IR) pass filter was installed underneath the quadrotor platform to collect visual cues from a target/landmark. The target was designed from a circle with a known diameter and was back-lit with IR LEDs.

An image processing circuit, a vision processing circuit, a velocity estimation circuit, and a target tracking control circuit were designed and deployed exclusively on the same FPGA hardware that holds the rest of the processing modules. The image processing circuit collected image information (projection of the circular target onto the image sensor), converted it to a grayscale image, performed thresholding to filter noise, and finally implemented contour tracking to extract feature information (centroid and area of the projected circle). To perform time efficient image processing, the FPGA hardware was supported with two SRAMs. While an image was captured, and stored into one SRAM, the FPGA performed contour tracking on the previously stored image in the second SRAM. The roles of the SRAMs are swapped after their respective tasks are completed. Using the feature information from the image processing core, the vision processing circuit estimated relative position/location of the quadrotor with respect to the center of the target circle. A vision processing circuit was formulated based on a pinhole camera model that compensated vehicle angular motion using real-time orientation information from the AHRS. The result was a real-time estimate of relative position. In order to implement a tracking control
law, the relative velocity between the body and the target was estimated through a Kalman filter that takes the relative position as the input for state estimation. The tracking control law was based on cascade control architecture of two PID controllers, wherein the inner loop controller controls linear velocity of the vehicle and the outer loop controls the relative position of the vehicle. The outcome was a visual servoing system that uses a single perspective view from flying robots.

As part of the thesis, all the aforementioned modules were validated using experimental results. Since software tools were utilized to formulate and subsequently evaluate designs in a virtual environment, modern engineering products are being developed more efficiently than was ever possible. Admittedly, it needs to be acknowledged that it is difficult to exhaustively model real world constraints using these software tools. Hence, the practicality of a design can only be convincing when its physical prototype can achieve all the design goals. Accordingly, the experimental results conducted with the developed prototype quadrotor achieved the design goals as specified in this research study.

8.2 Limitations and Future Research Directions

In any organized research study, a set of boundaries is predefined that reflects the research goals; being too ambitious can result in unmanageable complexities of the available resources while being too conservative may defeat the aim of generating new knowledge. Hence, a trade-off is made during the selection of the boundaries so that likelihood of success is maximized. However, even carefully defined boundaries can result in limitations to the conducted research. Unlike any other related research, this study has identified many avenues for improvement that can be addressed through future research.

The proposed monolithic design of the quadrotor platform presented in Chapter
3 was achieved using three separate PCB boards (mainframe board, FPGA board, and camera board) instead of just one (mainframe PCB) that had enough real-state to populate all components. Essentially the rationale was to increase the capability of debugging at the development stage as the thesis adopted a ground-up development philosophy for constructing the prototype. This may have hindered the possibility of having more flight time from the platform than what is currently reported in this thesis. In order to both fully exploit the performance of the platform and improve flight time by reducing size and weight even further, all components can be populated on the mainframe PCB along with the appropriate power circuitry in future revisions. In addition, a detailed vibration analysis of the platform may help in reducing components associated with vibration damping of the platform, which has been empirically designed in this first iteration of the vehicle design.

In the current form of multi-body model developed in Chapter 4, the simulation study is limited to stabilization control performance only. However, considering the modularity of the bond-graph model, a future model extension may include integration of position control beside the existing stabilization and altitude controller, to help study its horizontal motion in 3-D spaces. In addition, higher-fidelity aerodynamics contributed by the propellers’ blades can be included to study the aerodynamics effect more accurately in future research.

Inspired by the successful implementation of the FPGA technology based BLDC motor driver (motor commutation) presented in Chapter 5, a PID controller was implemented to control the speed of the motor. However, the PID controller is susceptible to integral windup, which may have a negative impact on the overall robustness of the quadrotor. Since the thesis has identified a robust controller (ADRC) while exploring stabilization control algorithms for the quadrotor, improving the motor speed controller with ADRC technology can result in an integral wind-up free controller as
well as improve its robustness even further. Therefore, this work would highly benefit from further research on ESO algorithm designs such as 2-state ESO algorithms [70] to estimate disturbance from motor velocity input. Hence, implementation of the ADRC technology to control motor speed would further enhance the speed control performance of the motor driver/controller.

In this thesis, the robustness of the cascaded attitude stabilization controller under wind disturbance was proven through experimental evaluation assuming a SISO (Single Input Single Output) structure. However, the presented approach is limited to comparative study only, and extending it to absolute performance evaluation with MIMO experiment was deferred for future work. Although the existing literature provides numerical methods for estimating wind disturbance, eminent researchers [157] have criticized them for being inconsistent and ill-equipped to numerically represent its qualitative definition. Nonetheless, research with potential impact can be conducted if an accurate wind disturbance estimation model and measurement technique are developed, which would complement the accuracy of the simulation study as well.

The FPGA based visual servoing technique designed in this thesis employs a static brightness thresholding algorithm to search an IR-LED based passive target, which works well indoors and in a low light condition. However, operating outdoors in direct sunlight can result in an overexposed image [158] leading to compromised performance by the visual servoing system. Possible future research can explore this question by incorporating color into the passive target and filtering out the ambient sunlight [159]. In addition, increasing the number of feature points in the passive target would allow the vision processor to estimate 6-DOF motion with increased accuracy and increased resolution [82]. Admittedly, a higher number of feature points may generate a numerically complex algorithm, making it challenging for hardware implementation. Hence, it is expected that the findings of this research would provide
the basis for the development of a simple yet robust FPGA implementable visual servoing system for future research.

8.3 Final Remarks

The dynamic capacity, robust stabilization control, and the autonomous visual servoing capabilities of the agile quadrotor designed and synthesized in this thesis were demonstrated by the individual abilities of the performance optimized platform design, efficient actuators, stabilization controller, and the monocular IR-LED based position controller respectively. The PCB based vehicle frame and the single FPGA based processing platform provided the base for achieving agile motion while featuring high payload capacity and longer flight endurance. In addition, the FPGA hardware allowed a computing platform for implementing high speed digital circuits (firmware) required to harness agility of the vehicle. The FPGA based motor driver/controller was shown to provide a maximum power efficiency of 4%, with the capability of operating in both clockwise and counterclockwise directions and updating command at 16 kHz, making it an efficient motor speed controller. The proposed ADRC based attitude stabilization controller demonstrated globally robust performance with an agile response proven by achieving asymptotic stability within 427 ms of the step commands. The controller also demonstrated superior disturbance rejection capability compared to a standard PID based stabilization controller when subjected to a disturbance in the form of wind gust. The single chip FPGA based visual servoing confirmed the autonomous position control and tracking of a passive target using a single perspective view from the quadrotor. In view of these achievements, it is claimed that this thesis has fulfilled its original goals of devising designs for an FPGA based quadrotor that can deliver the speed and robustness required to develop a SWaP constrained agile autonomous aerial platform.
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